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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The goal of diagnosis is to find explanations for the difference between expected and 
observed behaviour of a certain system (an electronic device, a human being). 
Diagnosis has been an important area of research in Artificial Intelligence since the mid-
seventies. This early interest in the subject resulted in diagnostic expert systems like 
Mycin and Internist/Caduceus for medical diagnosis and Prospector, a computer 
program to assist geologists. 
The diagnostic process, as formalised by Artificial Intelligence research, has 
three different phases. The first phase is to build a diagnostic knowledge base. Here all 
diagnostic knowledge is collected about the particular domain in which diagnosis 
should be conducted. The second phase is the generation of hypotheses from both the 
diagnostic knowledge base and the behaviour that is being observed in a particular 
diagnostic situation. Normally, there is more than one possible explanation. If this is 
the case, the hypothesis set has to be reduced by making additional observations, 
providing more diagnostic knowledge. This reduction should not be random, but as 
efficient as possible and should be guided by the current diagnostic knowledge. This is 
the third phase of the diagnostic process and is called testing. Apart from this, there is 
also the need for maintenance work, since the knowledge about a diagnostic domain 
can change, making revisions of the diagnostic knowledge base necessary. 
Later in this dissertation we will see that splitting up the diagnostic process into 
three different parts has some important advantages. The most important advantage is 
that it is possible to make the generation of hypotheses and testing independent from the 
diagnostic domain. Once the diagnostic knowledge base has a certain format standard 
techniques for hypothesis generation and testing can be applied. 
There are basically two types of formats for the diagnostic knowledge base and 
the choice of format greatly influences the process of diagnostic decision making in a 
particular domain. The first type is called heuristic classification (in the literature it is 
also known as the probabilistic approach or abductive inference models) (Peng & 
Reggia, 1986, 1990; Poole, 1989). The idea is to build a system in which all 
previously observed connections between disorders and symptoms are stored. These 
connections can then be used to diagnose a particular case. For example, if we have the 
symptom headache, this can be connected to a wide range of diseases like flu, brain 
tumour, or even something innocent like a hangover. If then certain observations are 
made (symptoms occur) in a diagnostic case, hypotheses about the disorders can be 
generated from these connections. The second type of diagnostic knowledge base takes 
a completely different approach. Here a model is made for the domain in which 
diagnosis should be applied. An example of such a model is a blue print of an electronic 
circuit. This model is then used to generate explanations if the predicted behaviour from 
the model is contradicted by the observed behaviour in the diagnostic situation. If a 
model is used as diagnostic knowledge base, the method is called model-based 
diagnosis or reasoning from first principles. 
Both approaches have been formally defined by researchers in the field of 
Artificial Intelligence. These definitions will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
In this chapter we will give a more informal explanation of the two methods. We will 
introduce some of the important terms and explain some of the problems of the two 
diagnostic methods using some simple examples. We will end this chapter by 
explaining the actual research topic of this dissertation. 
1.1. Heuristic classification 
As said, heuristic classification is a method to formalise empirical relations between 
observations (symptoms) and disorders (illnesses, faults) (Peng & Reggia, 1986, 
1990). Added to these relations may be a measure for the probability of this relation, 
thus enabling the assessment of the likelihood of certain hypotheses. As an example, let 
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Figure 1.1.: Simple heuristic classification system for car trouble. D is the set of 
possible disorders, О is the set of possible observation and С is the set of 
empirically observed connections between D and O. 
us look at Figure 1.1., where part of a simple heuristic system for car trouble is given. 
The simplified set of possible disorders (D) has only four elements: 'battery dead', 
'fuel line blocked', 'left headlight burned out' and 'right headlight bumed out'. The set 
of possible observations (O) has three elements: 'left headlight does not come on', 
'right headlight does not come on' and 'engine does not start'. The set С of connections 
between the disorders and observations are the relations between the two sets that have 
been observed in the past. 
Suppose that on a certain day we want to go to work and observe that the 
engine does not start. According to the heuristic classification system of Figure 1.1. 
there are two possible hypotheses: 'battery dead' and 'fuel line blocked'. At this point 
in our process of diagnostic reasoning we have no way of knowing which of these two 
hypotheses is correct. Of course there may be a probability linked with each connection 
in C. For example, the probability that the battery is dead if the engine does not start is 
0.7, while the probability that the fuel line is blocked is only 0.3. In this case we might 
assume that the battery is dead (as we do in real life situations), but we cannot be sure. 
Instead, we have to collect additional diagnostic information to discriminate between the 
two hypotheses. There are several ways to do this, but the general criterion is that an 
additional observation should discriminate best between the current hypotheses. In our 
example we have only two hypotheses, so any observation that discriminates between 
them is a good test. In this small diagnostic domain there is no difference between the 
two possible next observations, since both discriminate between the two initial 
hypotheses. Of course there can be other reasons to prefer one test over the other. For 
example, one test might be much easier to perform than the other one. In our simple 
case we assume that there is no difference between looking at the left and right 
headlight. Suppose we also observe that the left headlight does not come on. We then 
might be tempted to say that the battery is dead and give this as the only explanation of 
the observed behaviour. This single disorder assumption is used in most everyday 
diagnostic applications. However, there is the possibility of multiple faults. From the 
system in Figure 1.1. we can also conclude that 'fuel line blocked' AND 'left headlight 
burned out' is an explanation for the observations. The explanation with only one 
disorder seems more natural, but might fail in certain diagnostic situations. Especially 
in situations in which there are infrequent single disorders and frequent multiple 
disorders, it may be an advantage to have a heuristic classification system to keep track 
of all possible explanations instead of focusing on only one. 
Heuristic classification for large systems is not easy. Multiple symptoms can be 
connected to multiple disorders and different disorders might cause the same 
symptoms. Also, even though a symptom is normally caused by a disorder, it might be 
absent in some diagnostic cases. For example, a person with the disorder flu may or 
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may not have the symptom headache, even though in most cases this is one of the 
symptoms of flu. 
An additional problem is that this knowledge about the a priori empirical 
relations and their probabilities has to come from experts in the field. There are a 
number of domains in which the performance of experts is unsatisfactory (we will 
return to this issue later), so that eliciting expert knowledge may not lead to a good 
heuristic classification system. But even in domains were expert performance is good 
and empirical knowledge has been carefully collected, there may be a problem with 
retrieving the right information, as can be concluded from the amount of literature about 
knowledge retrieval from experts. The necessity of building a heuristic classification 
system with the knowledge of human experts is a risk factor for the performance of 
such a system. 
Heuristic classification has another important disadvantage. If we find a 
disorder or a symptom that we have not seen before, we cannot use the system unless 
we investigate the links with symptoms and disorders that are already part of the current 
heuristic classification system. Even trivial changes might take a considerable amount 
of work, especially if we have a large system. For example, if we want to add the 
disorder/7af tire to our heuristic classification system, we have to check if this disorder 
can be the cause of the observations that the headlights do not come on or that the 
engine does not start. We might also want to add observations that are linked to this 
new disorder (bumpy ride, strange noise). These observations then have to be checked 
against each of the current disorders. In this trivial example this will not cause too many 
problems, but it is not at all certain that experts may be able to help with symptoms or 
disorders they may never or only rarely have seen before (Peng & Reggia, 1990). 
1.2. Reasoning from first principles 
Because of the disadvantages of heuristic classification, researchers have tried to find 
different methods of diagnosis. Doyle (1979) and Reiter (1980) propose a method in 
which a formal model of the domain could be used to generate diagnostic hypotheses. 
The model was supposed to be a description of the correct functional behaviour in all 
situations. As soon as the predictions of the model were contradicted by the observed 
behaviour in a certain case, a diagnostic problem was found. The next step is then to 
assume that parts of the system to be diagnosed are working correctly and see if these 
assumptions, together with the observations, lead to a contradiction. If not, we can 
conclude that the parts of the system we assumed to be working correctly, are indeed 
working correctly. Consequently, the problem is now narrowed down to the set of 
components that we assumed to be working incorrectly. This idea was further refined 
by Davis (1984), De Kleer (1986), De Kleer and Williams (1987) and again by Reiter 
(1987). Because of the use of a formal model for the description of a system this 
method is known as reasoning from first principles or model-based diagnosis. 
Figure 12.: Four inverters in a series connection. Input of the device is I and the 
observed output is 0. 
As an example of this method, let us look at the simple electronic device of Figure 1.2. 
In this figure there are four inverters in a series connection. An inverter is a very simple 
digital device that has only one input port and one output port. If the device is working 
correctly, it changes the value at the input port from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. In the next 
chapter we will see how a diagram like Figure 1.2. can be used to define a formal 
system description for this digital circuit that can be used for automatic model-based 
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diagnosis. For this example, we will only follow the diagnostic reasoning process 
without adding too many formal details. 
From the description of an inverter and the input value 1 to inverter 10, we can 
predict that the output value of the circuit at point e will be 1. However, we observe the 
value 0 at e, so we can conclude that this device is not working correctly and we have a 
problem that should be diagnosed. At this point there are 15 possible hypotheses: {10}, 
{II}, {12}, {13}, {10,11}, {10,12}, {10,13}, {11,12}, {11,13}, {12,13}, {10,11,12}, 
{10,11,13}, {10,12,13}, {11,12,13} and {10,11,12,13}. Here {10,11} denotes the 
hypothesis that both inverter 10 and inverter 11 are working incorrectly. For each of the 
15 hypotheses we can now check whether or not it leads to a contradiction. At this 
point, there is no need to immediately make additional observations to reduce the 
hypothesis set. By reasoning from the functional model we can rule out an important 
part of the hypotheses. For example, we can see that every hypothesis with two 
inverters leads to a contradiction, since these two faults would cancel each other out and 
give the correct output value. For the same reason the hypothesis assuming that all four 
components are faulty, leads to a contradiction. Thus after reasoning from the first 
observation we are left with 8 hypotheses: {10}, {II}, {12}, {13}, {10,11,12}, 
{10,11,13}, {10,12,13} and {11,12,13}. We can now make further observations to 
reduce this hypothesis set. For example, if we measure value 0 at b, we know that 10 is 
working correctly and we can remove all hypotheses with 10, resulting in a hypothesis 
set with 4 hypotheses. 
In this case we have to measure every intermediary value to be certain about the 
correct hypothesis. However, in the next chapter we will see that for most devices the 
choice of the next measurement is of vital importance for efficient diagnosis. Suppose 
that in the example above we know that there is only a single disorder. In this case the 
set of initial hypotheses is {10}, {II}, {12} and {13}. If we now measure the value at b 
and see that this value is I, we have found the faulty inverter. However, if we measure 
0, we are still left with three hypotheses and in the worst case two additional 
measurements must be made to establish which component is working incorrectly. In 
contrast, if we start with measuring с from the initial hypothesis set and see that this is 
0, then we know that the problem is to the left of с and we only need to measure b to be 
certain about the correct hypothesis. If с is measured to be 1, then we know that the 
problem is to the right of с and we only need to measure d next to identify the faulty 
components. We see that the first test strategy leads to a worst case scenario of three 
tests, while for the second strategy at most two tests are sufficient to diagnose the 
circuit. 
The important advantage of this type of diagnostic reasoning is that the model of 
the system does not depend on observed relations between symptoms and disorders. 
Therefore, it is unnecessary to elicit these relations from human experts. Furthermore, 
because we are only looking at discrepancies between behaviour predicted by the model 
and observed behaviour in a certain diagnostic case, it should be possible to explain 
errors that have never occurred before. We shall later see that this advantage does not 
depend on a model where only correct behaviour is described. We will also see how the 
problem of the large number of possible hypotheses (already 15 for our small example) 
can be handled and how testing might be done in an efficient way. For the moment it is 
sufficient to note that the method of reasoning from first principles has been quite 
successful in the domain of electronic circuits and that devices with more than 1000 
components can be diagnosed in an efficient way. 
Now that we have given an introduction on methods for diagnostic reasoning, 
we come to the vital part of this introduction. What is the topic of the research described 
in this dissertation? 
1.3. Going out on the edge: applying model-based diagnosis to an ill-
defined domain 
A very interesting article about the general ideas behind model-based diagnosis is that 
by Davis and Hamscher (1988). Our research can be characterised by the following 
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quote from this article: "... an intriguing experiment would be to go out on the edge and 
apply this [technique] in a domain where it is not at all obvious that it will work". As a 
starting point for such an exploration we wanted to try to apply model-based diagnosis 
to a non-technical domain, namely psychodiagnostics. The problem of psychological 
domains is that because of insufficient knowledge, they are mostly described 
informally. Psychological models are in general a description of variables that influence 
behaviour. Diagnosis is therefore never done with these models as a starting point. 
Instead, in psychodiagnostic domains, the emphasis has been on classification. Meehl 
(1954) described that clinicians "(...) utilise the given facts, together with crudely 
formulated laws, to invent a hypothesis concerning the state of certain intervening 
variables or hypothetical constructs in his patient" (page 47). Translated to the 
terminology in this chapter facts can be seen as observations, a hypothesis as a disorder 
and the laws as the diagnostic relation between observations and disorders. We already 
saw in the previous section what the theoretical problems of heuristic classification are. 
In contrast, model-based diagnosis assumes that an underlying, unambiguous model 
exists of all functional behaviour in a certain diagnostic domain. This is obviously the 
case for man-made devices such as electronic circuits and research in Artificial 
Intelligence has therefore been focused on these types of domains. 
Also, because in most psychological domains we see some kind of learning, 
domain behaviour can change in time and between subjects. Therefore, it may not be 
possible to define a static model for this behaviour like the models that are used in 
diagnosing techniques in Artificial Intelligence. We will return to these issue later. 
Another problem of applying the formal method of model-based diagnosis to a 
psychological domain is the problem of testing. For electronic devices it is almost 
always possible to test any of the components without the interference of other parts of 
the system. This is not the case in a psychological domain, since most of the times it is 
unclear where a certain psychological function is located in the brain or tests on that 
location are physically impossible. 
Our first concern was to find a psychological domain that would be interesting 
enough. The domain should not be too difficult, but we also did not want a domain that 
was too trivial. Results from our example domain should extend to a large class of 
other domains. Finally we chose the domain of beginning reading to try our method on. 
Learning to read is an important diagnostic problem. About one in six children has 
problems with learning to read. Added to this, diagnostic experts in beginning reading 
often lack consensus (Van Aarle & Van den Bereken, 1992). Another reason for 
choosing beginning reading is the way children are taught to read in elementary school. 
When children learn to read, they are taught to read in a mechanical way from left-to-
right. The aim is to decode the word on paper to a pronunciation that is known. After 
all, beginning readers have much knowledge about the pronunciation of words, but 
know very little about the graphical representation of words. It was hoped that this 
mechanical decoding scheme would make it easier to build a model that would fit the 
model-based approach. 
The most ambitious goal of our research is clearly to use model-based diagnosis 
to build a diagnostic program that could aid diagnosticians in practical diagnostic 
situations. Still, even if this might not be possible, it was felt that attempting to apply 
the completely different and principled approach of model-based diagnosis to a 
completely different type of domain than electronic circuits would shed new light on the 
structure of the domain and give new insights about the applicability of model-based 
diagnosis. 
To be specific, in this dissertation we will try to find an answer to the following 
questions: What are the consequences of forced specification of ill-defined 
psychological functions when building a model that fits the model-based approach? 
What needs to be changed in the formal method of model-based diagnosis to use it in a 
psychological domain? What are the advantages and disadvantages of applying a formal 
method like model-based diagnosis to an ill-defined domain? When model-based 
diagnosis is applied to an ill-defined domain, can we expect to get a diagnostic method 
that is useful in practical situations? 
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In Chapter 2 we will define the theoretical framework of our research We will 
describe the diagnostic process as it is used in the formal environment of reasoning 
from first principles and heuristic classification We will formally define these two 
methods and we will also compare these two different approaches It will be shown that 
even though the two methods are theoretically equivalent, each has its own advantages 
and disadvantages and should be used in a specific class of domains We will also 
introduce an extension of the method of reasoning from first principles by adding the 
notion of assembly errors to the formal framework An assembly error is an error in 
which a certain component is mistakenly replaced by another component that is in itself 
working correctly We will see that this type of error is very important for diagnosis in 
beginning reading Finally, we will discuss the process of discriminating between 
hypotheses We will use some examples of closed boxes (electronic circuits that cannot 
be opened) to illustrate the problems of restrictions to tests that we mentioned earlier 
In Chapter 3 we will build a model for beginning reading that can be used for 
model-based diagnosis At the start of our research it was hoped that the various 
reading models that were already available for beginning reading would help us to 
quickly build a model that was suitable for the model based approach Unfortunately, 
this was not the case and the models for beginning reading suffered from the same 
problem as most psychological models Instead of a functional description of 
behaviour, these models were just descriptions of variables that could influence the 
psychological process under certain circumstances These models could not directly be 
used to build a functional model that is needed for model-based diagnosis We were 
forced to build such a functional model in two steps First, we defined a general 
reading model This model has already some diagnostic features, but was basically a 
reflection of the current state of the art of beginning reading research where variables 
influencing reading behaviour are translated into functional parts of beginning reading 
We were forced to make some important assumptions about beginning reading at this 
stage The second step was to strip our first model from all knowledge that had no 
diagnostic significance The resulting model was the model that was used as a starting 
point for model-based diagnosis 
In Chapter 4 we will describe how the diagnostic model of Chapter 3 can be 
translated into a diagnostic algorithm using the formal techniques of model-based 
diagnosis The resulting diagnostic computer program can in principle automatically 
diagnose beginning reading behaviour To build such a program, several problems had 
to be overcome, which will be discussed in this chapter We will return to the problem 
of assembly errors given in Chapter 2 and relate that problem to our model of beginning 
reading We will also discuss the efficiency of hypothesis generation in the domain of 
beginning reading As said, hypothesis generation is the bottle neck of the method as 
far as efficiency is concerned This is also the case when model-based diagnosis is 
applied to beginning reading Finally, we will discuss testing in this domain We will 
see how the specific features of a domain influence the testing strategy We will also 
see that in beginning reading, these features lead to a considerable number of untestable 
parts and that optimal testing is impossible 
In the last chapter we will see how our diagnostic program performs in a real 
diagnostic situation This is done by separately testing two parts of the diagnostic 
program First, we let the program generate hypotheses for the responses of 55 
children to 17 words It turned out that this part of the diagnostic program was 
performing well After that, the program diagnosed the 55 diagnostic cases From this 
we could see that the program cannot yet give good diagnostic results in a majority of 
the cases However, we will also see that applying a completely different method 
indeed gives new insights into the domain of beginning reading and the applicability of 
the method of model-based diagnosis itself 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical aspects of model-based diagnosis 
2.1. The general diagnostic process 
As stated in Chapter 1, the problem of diagnosis is the problem of explaining the 
difference between expected and observed behaviour. In the example of the four 
inverters we have seen that there is a cycle of hypothesis generation and testing to find 
the best explanation for this difference. The general diagnostic task as used in the 
theoretical frameworks of model-based diagnosis discussed in this chapter can therefore 
schematically be represented as in Figure 2.1. 
At the start of the diagnostic process the diagnostic knowledge of the system to 
diagnose has to be captured. This knowledge has to be collected in what we will call 
(for lack of a better term) a diagnostic knowledge base. This can be a list of cause-effect 
Diagnostic knowledge base 
Generate hypotheses 
) 
Set of hypotheses Η 
Apply test to 3 
Diagnosis D 
Figure 2.1.: The general diagnostic task 
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rules or a more descriptive diagnostic model of the system to be diagnosed. We will 
describe both kinds of knowledge base in detail in the next section. 
The diagnostic knowledge is the heart of the diagnostic process. No matter how 
clever the diagnostic process of hypothesis generation and testing, if the diagnostic 
knowledge in the knowledge base is insufficient, the diagnostic results will be poor. 
Furthermore, the diagnostic knowledge base is necessarily incomplete, since both 
cause-effect rules and modelling a system are a simplification of the real situation. This 
incompleteness might influence the quality of the diagnostic process if the knowledge 
needed to diagnose a particular case is not part of the knowledge base. Especially in 
psychodiagnostic domains, where there is in general no consensus about the diagnostic 
knowledge, this can be an important problem. 
From the diagnostic knowledge base hypotheses for the differences between 
expected and observed behaviour are generated. A hypothesis is a conjunction of one or 
more disorders that are in some way linked to the symptoms (the observed behaviour) 
in the diagnostic knowledge base. A disorder is the source of the discrepancy between 
normal behaviour and the symptoms that are observed in a certain diagnostic case. 
Usually, there will be more than one hypothesis in the resulting set H and for 
reasonably large systems there may be quite a few possible hypotheses. 
Such a large number of hypotheses is in general not an acceptable outcome of 
the diagnostic process. What is needed is one or very few hypotheses that best explain 
the observed behaviour. This can be done by making additional observations that will 
rule out part of the hypotheses in H. Usually, this test strategy consists of feeding the 
system with other inputs or measuring parameters at one or more points in the system. 
If a test can be found to reduce H the diagnostic results can be further refined, so in this 
case the diagnostic process is not completed. When no more tests can be found, H is 
the optimal hypothesis set and the diagnostic process has ended. We will call this 
optimal hypothesis set the diagnosis. From the diagnosis several possible conclusions 
can be drawn. If the number of hypotheses in the diagnosis D is too large, no statement 
can be made about the source of the failure. However, if there is only one hypothesis 
left in D, we are certain about the system failure and immediate action to fix the error 
can be taken. 
In this dissertation the emphasis is on the formal, mathematically-based method 
of diagnosis. However, since we will apply this method to a psychodiagnostic domain, 
links with clinical diagnosis can be made. Unfortunately, terminology between the two 
approaches is not equivalent. Words like hypothesis, disorder, symptom, diagnosis 
and test have a different meaning, depending on the background of the reader. We hope 
to avoid confusion as much as possible by using the terms as defined in this section. 
2.2. Hypothesis generation 
Of course there are different methods to generate hypotheses. If we have a small 
diagnostic system like that for car trouble in Chapter 1, common knowledge derived 
from experience is often a good way to generate a small initial set H that includes the 
correct hypotheses with reasonable certainty. However, if systems become more 
difficult (e.g. more components, more connections between components, more 
knowledge about the faulty behaviour and fault rate of the components) there may be 
several hypotheses. Some of these hypotheses will be neglected or underrated because 
other hypotheses might initially seem more appealing for some reason or other, for 
example if one of the components in the hypothesis might be a component that failed 
before. To solve these problems researchers in Artificial Intelligence have developed 
two different formal techniques for diagnosis. The idea in both these techniques is to 
formalise the diagnostic knowledge of a certain domain. From this formal 
representation of diagnostic knowledge the diagnostic hypotheses can be derived. There 
are two different ways of modelling diagnostic knowledge. 
Firstly, we have general classification systems. These systems are based on the 
general abductive inference paradigm that from b and if a then b it is possible to derive 
a. Translating this inference paradigm to diagnosis we get: From observation О and the 
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rule if disorder D then observation О it can be assumed that disorder D is present. 
These systems are therefore also called abductive reasoning systems. (Poole, 1989). 
We will not use this term since abductive diagnosis is a term later used for a related, but 
slightly different aspect of model-based diagnosis. Another term is simple causal 
theories (Konolige, 1992) or the probabilistic approach. 
Secondly, there is reasoning from first principles (De Kleer, Mackworth & 
Reiter, 1992; De Kleer & Williams, 1987; Reiter, 1987), also called model-based 
diagnosis or consistency based reasoning, which has been derived from Reiter's default 
logic (Reiter, 1980), a formal framework for belief and belief revision. In Section 2.2.3 
we will argue that these two approaches are not fundamentally different. However, 
since the translations between the approaches are very awkward and both approaches 
seem to have their own advantages and disadvantages, we will first discuss them 
separately. 
2.2.1. General classification systems 
a) Setting up the diagnostic knowledge base 
A general classification system is an attempt to formalise a common method of 
diagnosis in which observations are directly linked to the possible disorders. In 
everyday situations such a method is often used, for instance in the example of Chapter 
1. In this example the disorder of an engine that does not start is directly linked to the 
possible causes 'battery dead' and 'fuel line blocked'. In a formalisation of this method 
system there should be a direct link between observations and their possible causes. 
This can be described as in Figure 2.2. (Peng & Reggia, 1986). 
dl d2 d3 d4 
О О О О
 D 
ml m2 m3 m4 
Figure 22.: A general classification system 
Definition 2.1.: A diagnostic problem is defined to be a 4-tuple Ρ = <D, M, C, M+> 
where 
D = {di,..., d
n
} is a finite non-empty set of disorders; 
M = {mi,..., m
n
} is a finite non-empty set of manifestations; 
С is a subset of D X M; and 
M+ is a distinguished subset of M. 
С captures the diagnostic relation between disorders and manifestations where <d¡, m¡> 
is an element of С iff disorder d¡ may cause manifestation irij. This is done to capture 
the real world observation that systems with the same disorders need not show the 
same manifestations. For example, a person A with disorder flu may show the 
manifestations sore throat, cough, running nose, fever and so forth, while a person В 
may only have some of these manifestations. 
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M+ is a special subset of M representing the manifestations that are actually 
present in a certain diagnostic situation. This set does not necessarily have to be 
specified at the start of the diagnostic process, a new test can add new manifestations to 
M+. However, at the termination of the diagnostic process (no new tests can be found 
to refine the diagnostic results) all manifestations in M that are not in M+ are assumed to 
be absent. 
Two useful functions can be defined in the above framework: 
Definition 22.: For any d¡ in D and m¡ in M of a diagnostic problem 
Ρ = <D, M, C, M+>, 
effects(dj) = {rrtj I <d¡, m¡> in C}, 
the set of manifestations directly caused by d¡; and 
causes(mj) = {d¡ I <d¡, тр> in С}, 
the set of disorders that can directly cause rn¡. 
From this a notational generalisation from individual disorders and manifestations to 
sets of disorders and manifestations can be derived for any subset D¡ of D and subset 
Mj of M in a diagnostic problem Ρ = <D, M, С, МЪ»: 
effects(Dj) = Ud¡ ¡n Di effects(d¡) and 
causes(Mj) = Umj ¡n MJ causes(mj). 
For example, in the diagnostic problem of Figure 2.2. the following holds: 
effects(dl) = {ml, m2, m3} 
causes(mi) = {d 1, d4} 
effects({dl, d4}) = {ml, m2, т З , m4} 
causes({m2, m3}) = {dl, d3, d4} 
In this diagnostic problem tuple Ρ for a certain domain all relevant diagnostic 
knowledge is captured, so this is the diagnostic knowledge base of the system to be 
diagnosed (see Figure 1.1.). The next step in the diagnostic process is to generate 
hypotheses from this knowledge base. 
b) Hypothesis generation 
From the diagnostic problem tuple Ρ a hypothesis in this system can be defined: 
Definition 2.3.: Every subset of disorders D¡ of D is a hypothesis for a subset of 
manifestations Mj of M if Mj is a subset of effects(D¡). 
This definition states that a hypothesis (called a cover by Peng & Reggia, 1986) is a set 
of disorders that explains the observed manifestations and therefore captures the 
intuitive knowledge that a diagnostic hypothesis must explain the observations. 
However, in general the number of hypotheses generated in this way may be 
quite large. To be exact, if M+ is M, the set of possible explanations is the power set of 
D, so in the worst case the maximum number of hypotheses equals 2IDI. However, 
even for small M+, this is an important problem. For example, if in Figure 2.2. M+ is 
equal to {m2} then {dl}, {d2}, {dl, d2}, {dl, d3}, {dl, d4}, {d2, d3}, {d2, d4}, 
{dl, d2, d3}, {dl, d2, d4}, {d2, d3, d4} and {dl, d2, d3, d4} are all hypotheses 
according to the definition. It is clear that for a more challenging diagnostic system the 
number of hypotheses will rapidly become too large to handle. 
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To solve this problem, several interpretations of Occam's razor (the simplest 
explanation is the best explanation) have been proposed1: 
a) Single fault assumption: a hypothesis is only taken into account if it contains 
a single disorder. This reflects the common sense notion that multiple faults in a system 
are rare. In the example above only {dl} and {d2} would be taken into account in the 
rest of the diagnostic process. 
b) Minimality: only those hypotheses with minimal cardinality are taken into 
account. In the example above, again only {dl} and {d2} would remain. Note that this 
criterion is different from the previous one since a hypothesis containing multiple 
disorders can be minimal. 
c) Irredundancy: a hypothesis H is called irredundant if no proper subset of H is 
a hypothesis as well. In Figure 2.2., if M+ = {ml, m3}, then {d2, d3} is an 
irredundant hypothesis, since neither d2 nor d3 is a hypothesis for M+. However, this 
hypothesis is not minimal, since {dl} is also a hypothesis for M+. 
d) Relevancy: a hypothesis is only taken into account if it contains disorders that 
are directly linked to manifestations that are observed. This reflects the notion that all 
disorders for which there is no evidence from the observations should be ignored. If 
again M+ = {ml, m3}, then {dl, d2, d3} is a relevant but redundant cover, since 
{d2,d3} is also a hypothesis. 
All these proposals, termed parsimonious characterisations by Peng and Reggia (1986), 
suffer from the same problem: how to recover if the actual diagnosis is one of the 
hypotheses that were initially ignored because of the parsimonious characterisation 
used? Later in this chapter, when testing will be discussed, we will return to this topic. 
2.2.2. Reasoning from first principles 
a) Setting up the diagnostic knowledge base 
The idea of reasoning from first principles is to use a description of the system to be 
diagnosed as a starting point for the diagnostic process. Knowledge of both incorrect 
and correct behaviour of the components in the system can be incorporated in the 
system description, but in this section we will only describe the correct component 
behaviour. Incorrect behaviour will only be defined as not behaving correctly, without 
explicitly defining what incorrect behaviour can be expected from a failing component. 
From this system description predictions about the values of the system 
variables can be inferred, based on hypotheses about the system state. For example, 
from the system description of a certain system, the prediction can be made that the 
value of system variable V of a certain system is 2, based on the belief that components 
CI and C4 are working correctly. If measurement of one or more of these predicted 
values contradict the prediction, a conflict with the current belief is found and the 
hypotheses about the system state have to be revised. This process continues until no 
revision is needed and a stable hypothesis set about the system state is reached. In this 
case the diagnostic process is terminated. There are two important problems with this 
approach. First, one needs to keep track of all possible hypotheses. Second, one has to 
minimise the number of measurements to reach a stable hypothesis set. 
More formally, the framework can be defined as follows (De Kleer, Mackworth 
& Reiter, 1992): 
Definition 2.4.: A system is a triple (SD, COMPS, OBS) where: 
(1) SD, the system description, is a set of first-order sentences. 
(2) COMPS, the system components, is a finite set of constants. 
(3) OBS, a set of observations, is a set of first-order sentences. 
1
 These interpretations are not independent. Here, they arc ordered hierarchically. For example, a single 
fault hypothesis can be minimal, but not all minimal hypotheses are hypotheses with single faults. 
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In SD the literal AB(c) will be used This literal holds if component с in COMPS is 
behaving abnormally If a component с is working correctly, the notation -AB(c) is 
used What we need in this diagnostic method is knowledge about the state of the 
system A system state is an assignment of the status normal or abnormal to every 
component in the system 
Definition 2.5. Given a set of components Δ a system state Η(Δ, COMPS Δ) is 
defined to be the conjunction 
[ Л
с
 in Д AB(c)J л | Л
с l n COMPS - Δ -AB(c) | 
From this system state we can define what we mean by a diagnostic hypothesis A 
hypothesis is a sentence describing one possible state of the system that is consistent 
with the observations made This can be defined in a straightforward manner 
Definition 2.6. Let Δ be a subset of COMPS A hypothesis for (SD,COMPS,OBS) 
is a Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) such that 
SD U OBS U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} is satisfiable 
The set SD U OBS U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} is satisfiable if every formula in the 
set of closed formulas F derived from SD U OBS U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} by 
assigning an element of COMPS to all free variables in SD U OBS U 
{H(A,COMPS - Δ)} is TRUE 
This notion of diagnosis is referred to as consistency based reasoning or the 'weak 
notion of explanation' by Console and Torasso (1991) In contrast, they define the 
'strong notion of explanation' as a hypothesis that directly supports the manifestations 
The definition of hypothesis would then be that {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} is a hypothesis 
such that SD U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} I- OBS The definition above is weaker in the 
sense that a system state is a hypothesis if it does not lead to a contradiction, while in 
the latter definition the observation can be directly derived from the system description 
and the hypothesis 
The strong notion of diagnosis has also been called abductive diagnosis by 
several authors (Console & Torasso, 1991, De Kleer, Reiter & Mackworth, 1992, 
Konolige, 1992), although their definitions differ slightly Console and Torasso split 
the observations into two different sets a set of observations that must be consistent 
with the hypothesis and the system description and a set of observations that must be 
supported by the hypothesis and the system description De Kleer et al go even further 
and use abductive diagnosis for systems in which the only possible observations are 
inputs or outputs of the system (there are no intermediary observations) They define a 
hypothesis as consistent with the input observations and supporting the output 
observations Only Konolige seems to be using exactly the definition SD U 
{H(A,COMPS - Δ)} I- OBS for hypothesis {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} However, in all three 
articles the two approaches are shown to be fundamentally equivalent, although 
Konolige claims that abductive diagnosis only generates relevant hypotheses 
The difference between the consistency based diagnosis and abductive 
diagnosis is too subtle for our purposes, so we will not pursue this issue here In 
Section 4 1 it will be shown that m beginning reading SD can only be defined 
dynamically and that the set OBS will have a different form This will lead to a slightly 
different method for hypothesis generation in which the difference between the two 
notions of explanation is no longer important 
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Figure 23.: A system with three multipliers Ml, M2, M3 and two adders ΑΙ, A2. 
Input values for the system are A=2, B=2, C=2, D=3 and E=3. 
Observed output values are F= 10 and G=12. 
The system of adders and multipliers in Figure 2.3. (also taken from De Kleer et al., 
1992) gives an example of the application of the definitions above. 
In this system the following holds: 
• SD = {ADDER(x) -> [-AB(x) -> out(x) = inl(x) + in2(x)|, 
ADDER(x) л AB(x) -> [-(out(x) = inl(x) + in2(x))J, 
MULTIPLIER(x) -> Ь AB(x) -> out(x) = inl(x) X in2(x)|, 
MULTIPLIER(x) л AB(x) -> b(out(x) = inl(x) X in2(x))], 
MULTIPLIER(Ml), MULTIPLIER(M2), MULTIPLIER(M3), 
ADDER(A 1 ), ADDER(A2), 
inl(Ml) = 3, in2(Ml) = inl(M3) = 2, inl(M2) = 2, in2(M2) = 3, 
in2(M3) = 3, 
ini (Al) = out(Ml), in2(Al) = inl(A2) = out(M2), in2(A2) = out(M3)} 
• COMPS = {Ml, M2, M3, Al, A2} 
• OBS = {out(Al) = 10, out(A2) = 12} 
(The appropriate axioms for arithmetic are understood.) 
Note that the inputs of the system are part of the system description, since these data 
need not be accounted for by a hypothesis, but are used to predict the behaviour of the 
system. Console and Torasso (1991) explicitly separate this type of data, which they 
call contextual data, from the observations. As a result, their general diagnostic 
framework has four parts: (SD, COMPS, OBS, CXT). We will not use this notation 
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here, since it is not fundamentally different from the notation above and only used by 
Console and Torasso to define the difference between the strong and weak notion of 
diagnosis. 
A hypothesis is for instance H({A1}, {Ml, M2, M3, A2}), since 
SD U OBS U {Н({А1}, {Ml, М2, МЗ, А2})} => 
OBS U {out(Ml) = inl(Ml) X in2(Ml), out(M2) = inl(M2) X in2(M2), 
out(M3) = inl(M3) X in2(M3), -(out(Al) = inl(Al) + in2(Al)), 
out(A2) = inl(A2) + in2(A2), inl(A2) = out(M2), in2(A2) = out(M3), inl(Ml) = 3, 
in2(Ml) = inl(M3) = 2, inl(M2) = 2, in2(M2) = 3, in2(M3) = 3} => 
OBS U {out(Ml) = 3X2, out(M2) = 2X3, out(M3) = 2X3, 
-(out(Al) = inl(Al) + in2(Al)), out(A2) = inl(A2) + in2(A2), inl(A2) = out(M2), 
in2(A2) = out(M3)} => 
{out(Al) = 10, out(A2) = 12} U {-(out(Al) = 12), out(A2) = 12} => 
TRUE 
This means SD U OBS U {H({A1}, {Ml, M2, МЗ, А2})} is satisfiable and by 
definition H({A1}, {Ml, M2, МЗ, A2}) is a hypothesis. 
b) Hypothesis generation 
bl) No knowledge of faulty behaviour of components 
Contrary to general classification systems, it is not necessarily an easy task to derive all 
possible hypotheses from the triple (SD, COMPS, OBS). Determining all hypotheses 
can only be done if for every Δ the set SD U OBS U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} of first order 
formula can be shown to be either consistent or inconsistent. Because there is no 
decision procedure for determining the consistency of an arbitrary set of first order 
formulas, it is not possible to compute all hypotheses in the general case (Reiter, 1987). 
Although there are many practical settings in which it is decidable to find all hypotheses 
such that SD U OBS U {Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ)} is satisfiable, a characterisation of the 
class of decidable diagnostic problems has not been found. However, if the number of 
possible system states is finite (finite number of possible observations, finite number of 
system components, finite system description), then consistency is decidable. In 
Chapter 4 we will see that this is the case in the domain of beginning reading. But even 
in this case, the number of possible hypotheses can be quite large, and the diagnostic 
process can be difficult to manage. 
Therefore, not all hypotheses are calculated at once, but some parsimonious 
criterion is chosen and only those hypotheses that satisfy this criterion are generated 
from the triple (SD, COMPS, OBS). In general, irredundancy is taken as the most 
useful criterion. The single fault assumption oversimplifies the diagnostic problem, 
since there are only ICOMPSI possible hypotheses. Minimality faces problems in cases 
where two highly frequent faults and a single low frequent fault are both possible 
hypotheses. In such cases, the most plausible hypothesis would be ignored. Finally, 
because relevancy is only possible if there is a connection between disorders and 
observations, this criterion cannot be used in reasoning from first principles. To keep 
the terminology as close to the literature as possible, we will use the term minimality 
instead of redundancy. Also, one should consider that there is a difference between 
minimality as used in general classification systems (which could be called cardinality 
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Figure 2.4.: Hypotheses lattice for the device with three multipliers and two adders. 
minimal) and minimality as we will use it here (which could be called set inclusion 
minimal). 
One should keep in mind that a parsimonious criterion does not mean that all 
hypotheses that do not satisfy the parsimonious criterion are neglected. They are rather 
left implicit in the diagnostic process and only come to life if the initial hypotheses are 
falsified by additional observations. The hypotheses set can be seen as a lattice. In 
Figure 2.4. this lattice for the example of the adders and multipliers is shown. Suppose 
that {Al} is a minimal hypothesis at a certain point in the diagnostic process. 
Implicitly, this means that all hypotheses that are directly or indirectly linked with Al in 
Figure 2.4. are also possible hypotheses. 
To generate hypotheses, first the minimal conflicts of (SD, COMPS, OBS) 
must be found. Conflicts are pieces of diagnostic knowledge representing discrepancies 
between expected and observed behaviour. If, for instance, the expected value of χ is 
2, depending on the correct working of component A and B, then 
-(-AB(A) л -AB(B» <=> AB(A) ν AB(B) 
is a conflict if χ is measured to be unequal to 2. Formally: 
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Definition 2.10.: An AB-literal is an atom of the form AB(c) {positive literal) or the 
negation -· AB(c) of such an atom (negative literal) for some с in COMPS. 
Definition 2.11.: A conflict of (SD, COMPS, OBS) is a disjunction of AB-Iiterals 
(AB-clause) entailed by SD U OBS (i.e. a clause that can be logically derived 
from SD U OBS). A positive conflict is a conflict all whose AB-literals are 
positive. 
If SD U OBS is propositional, then a conflict is an implicant (i.e. a logical 
consequence) of SD U OBS. Defining minimal conflicts is now straightforward: 
Definition 2.12.: A minimal conflict of (SD, COMPS, OBS) is a conflict С no 
proper subclause (i.e. a clause, different from C, in which all literals are part of 
C) of which is a conflict of (SD, COMPS, OBS). 
Reiter (1987) now uses set multiplication of conflicts to get the minimal hitting sets. 
The minimal hitting are then used to derive the hypotheses: 
Definition 2.13.: Suppose AS is an arbitrary collection of sets. A hitting set for AS 
is a subset HS of Us ¡n AS S such that HS Π S * {} for each S in AS. A hitting 
set for AS is minimal iff no proper subset of it is a hitting set for AS. 
The following theorem underlies many diagnostic algorithms for reasoning from first 
principles: 
Theorem 2.14.: Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) is a minimal hypothesis for (SD, COMPS, OBS) 
iff Δ is a minimal hitting set for the collection of minimal conflicts for 
(SD,COMPS,OBS). 
Proof of this theorem can be found in Reiter (1987). From this theorem a basic 
diagnostic algorithm can be built. The first step is to find all positive minimal conflicts 
and the second step generates all hitting sets from these positive minimal conflicts. 
However, if we look at an example of the application of these definitions, we 
will see that finding all positive minimal conflicts can be quite difficult. Let us look 
again at the example of the adders and multipliers in Figure 2.3. It is fairly easy to see 
that AB(A1) ν AB(M1) ν AB(M2) is one of the conflicts, since there are only two 
output observations (F and G) and the prediction of the output F=12 is based on the 
correct working of Al, Ml and M2. The observation F=10 contradicts this prediction, 
therefore at least one of the three components A1, M1 and M2 are working abnormally. 
A second conflict, derived from F=10 is AB(A1) ν AB(M1) ν AB(M3) ν AB(A2), 
since from F=10 the prediction G=10 can be inferred, based on the assumption that ΑΙ, 
Ml, M3 and A2 are working correctly. This prediction contradicts the observations, so 
AB(A1) ν AB(M1) ν AB(M3) ν AB(A2) is a second conflict. No further predictions 
concerning the observations can be made, so there are no more conflicts. Both conflicts 
are also minimal. 
The minimal hitting sets can now be computed by set-multiplication of the 
minimal conflicts followed by removing all conjunctions that are covered by some other 
conjunction. From our two minimal conflicts this gives {Al}, {Ml}, {M2, M3} and 
{A2, M2} as the minimal hitting sets and (according to Theorem 2.14.) 
H({A1},{A2,M1,M2,M3}) 
H({M1},{A1,A2,M2, M3}) 
H({M2,M3},{A1,A2,M1}) 
H({A2, M2},{A1,M1,M3}) 
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as the minimal hypotheses. As already pointed out by De Kleer (1986), minimality is 
not a good criterion for keeping the number of hypotheses in check. The algorithm for 
generating the hypotheses according to the straightforward method that is presented 
here, is too expensive to be suitable in challenging domains. Therefore, other methods 
have been developed to keep the hypothesis set as small as possible. One idea is to 
include fault models in the system description. 
b2) Including knowledge of faulty behaviour of components 
If the system description includes specific fault models there is the possibility that the 
minimal hypotheses do not capture the full diagnostic knowledge that is available. This 
is not clear from the example of the adders and multipliers, since a faulty component is 
only defined as not giving the correct output. To illustrate the problem, we will return 
to a simplified version of the inverter example in Chapter 1. 
b 
Figure 25.: Two inverters in series connection 
For normal behaviour SD includes the following rule: 
INVERTER(x) -> [-AB(x) -> out(x) = NOT(in(x))| 
NOT being the familiar binary NOT-operator. If OBS is the set {in(Il) = 0,out(I2) =1} 
three possible hypotheses can be derived if abnormal behaviour is assumed to be non-
normal behaviour: 
H({I1}, {12}): AB(I1) л -AB(I2) 
H({12}, {II}): AB(I2) л -AB(I1) 
H({I1,12}, {}): -AB(I1) л -AB(I2) 
These three hypotheses are characterised by the first two, which are minimal. 
However, suppose that there is additional knowledge about the possible faulty 
behaviour of inverters, namely that a faulty inverter is either stuck at 0 or that its output 
is shortened to the input, the following rules have to be added to SD: 
INVERTER(x) -> |AB(x) -> |SAO(x) ν SHORT(x)]] 
SAO(x) -> out(x) = 0 
SHORT(x) -> out(x) = in(x) 
These rules imply that II and 12 cannot both be faulty. Intuitively, if 12 is faulty and 
producing 1, it cannot be stuck at 0, so the value at b must be 1, which means that 11 
cannot be faulty. This means the set of derivable hypotheses can change if specific fault 
modelling is included in the system description. Moreover, from this example a basic 
problem of reasoning from first principles can be inferred, since the minimal 
hypotheses set does not change, even though more specific diagnostic knowledge of 
the components is available. This may lead to a non-optimal test strategy for 
discriminating hypotheses since knowledge that was already available must be derived 
at a later stage of the diagnostic process. 
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As a solution to this problem the notion of kernel hypotheses has been 
introduced (see for instance De Kleer, Mackworth & Reiter, 1992). The idea is to 
compactly represent hypotheses stating that component С is working correctly and 
component D might or might not be working correctly {partial hypotheses). The set of 
minimal partial hypotheses is called the set of kernel hypotheses. For example, suppose 
that in a three-component system the two following hypotheses hold: 
AB(cl) л AB(c2) л -AB(c3) 
АВ(с1)лАВ(с2)л AB(c3) 
This can be interpreted as saying that cl and c2 are faulty, and that c3 may or may not 
be faulty. These two hypotheses can then be represented more compactly by AB(cl) л 
AB(c2). These notions are formalised by the following definitions: 
Definition 2.15.: A partial hypothesis H p for (SD, COMPS, OBS) is a satisfiable 
conjunction Ρ of AB-literals such that for every satisfiable conjunction Ω of 
AB-literals where Ρ is subsumed by Ω (i.e. Ω = Ρ л Q, where Q consists of at 
least one literal), SD U OBS U {Ω} is satisfiable. 
The minimal such Hp's are called kernel hypotheses: 
Definition 2.17.: A kernel hypothesis is a partial hypothesis Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) with 
the property that the only partial hypothesis which covers it is itself (i.e. there is 
no partial hypothesis Η(Δ', COMPS - Δ') with Δ' a subset of Δ). 
De Kleer now gives the following theorem to characterise hypotheses: 
Theorem 2.18.: Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) is a hypothesis iff there is a kernel hypothesis 
which covers it. 
As an example, let us go back to the two inverters. Without the introduction of fault 
models there were three hypotheses: AB(ll) л -·ΑΒ(Ι2), --AB(Il) л AB(I2) and 
AB(I1) л AB(I2), which are characterised by the two kernel hypotheses AB(I1) and 
AB(I2). 
By adding the fault model that an inverter is either stuck at 0 or shortens its 
input to its output, the kernel hypotheses become: 
-AB(I1) л AB(I2) and AB(I1) л -AB(I2). 
De Kleer now gives the following theorem from which a method can be derived to 
calculate kernel hypotheses from minimal conflicts: 
Theorem 2.19.: The kernel hypotheses of (SD, COMPS, OBS) are the prime 
implicants (i.e. an implicant with a minimal number of literals) of the minimal 
conflicts of SD U OBS. 
The method of calculating kernel hypotheses from minimal conflicts is now as follows: 
(1) Set multiplication of the minimal conflicts to get a disjunction of 
conjunctions. 
(2) Delete any conjunction containing a complementary pair of literals. 
(3) Delete any conjunction covered by some other conjunction. 
(4) The remaining conjunctions are the kernel hypotheses. 
In the example of the adders and multipliers we have minimal conflicts 
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AB(Al) ν AB(Ml) ν AB(M2) and 
AB(Al) ν AB(Ml) ν AB(M3) ν АВ(А2) 
and four kernel hypotheses: 
AB(A1), 
AB(M1), 
AB(M2) л AB(M3) and 
AB(M2) л AB(A2) 
Because all minimal conflicts are positive, these hypotheses correspond one-to-one to 
the familiar minimal hypotheses. 
A possible disadvantage of this approach is that there may be exponentially 
more kernel hypotheses than minimal hypotheses. 
In order to keep track of the possible predictions and the assumptions on which 
these predictions are based, De Kleer (1986) used the Assumption Based Truth 
Maintenance System (ATMS). Furthermore, the requirement that conflicts must be 
clauses is a limitation in the sense that important diagnostic information might be 
ignored. For instance, if in the example of the adders and multipliers F is measured to 
be smaller or equal 5, it can be concluded that either Al is working incorrectly or that 
both Ml and M2 are working incorrectly. In the method described above it is not 
possible to work with this type of conflict since M1 л M2 is not a clause. A complete 
description of the ATMS would be outside the scope of this dissertation, but the details 
can be found in De Kleer's article. 
2.2.3. Comparing the two methods 
Although general classification systems and reasoning from first principles have a 
different approach to the diagnostic problem, it can be shown that they are 
fundamentally the same. In this section we will show that for every set H of minimal 
hypotheses in (SD, COMPS, OBS) there is a tuple <D, M, C, M+> with a set H' of 
irredundant hypotheses where H' = H and that for every tuple <D, M, C, M+> with a 
set of irredundant hypotheses H there is a set H' of minimal hypotheses in 
(SD.COMPS.OBS) such that H' = H. 
a) From reasoning from first principles to general classification 
The fact that for every set of minimal hypotheses in (SD, COMPS, OBS) an equivalent 
general classification system can be built, has already been acknowledged by Peng and 
Reggia (1990). Their proposed translation is as follows: D is equivalent to COMPS, M 
is equivalent to all possible differences between expected and observed behaviour (the 
set of all possible predictions, that is) and M+ is equivalent to OBS. Finally, every 
minimal conflict for observation О and its counterpart m¡ in M is equivalent to 
causes(m¡). 
Applied to the example above this would give the following translation (only 
M+ is shown): 
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Al A2 Ml M2 МЗ 
W 
F = 1 0 G = 12 
Figure 2.6.: A general classification system for the device of Figure 23. 
First try as described by Peng and Reggia: D is equivalent to COMPS, 
M is the set of all possible differences between expected and 
observed behaviour (only M+ is shown in this figure). 
A cover is now equivalent to a hitting set and the set of irredundant covers is 
{{A1},{M1},{A2, M2},{M2, M3}}, which is equivalent to the minimal hitting sets, 
so the minimal hypotheses in both approaches are the same (apart from some superficial 
terminology: hypothesis H({A1}, {A2, Ml, M2, M3}) in Reiter's approach is the 
same as irredundant cover {Al}). 
Unfortunately, this translation only works if there is a one-to-one relation 
between observations and minimal conflicts. In this small part of the diagnostic 
problem of Figure 2.3. this is the case, so the translation is correct. However, 
predictions based on multiple assumptions can be made. As already shown by De Kleer 
and Williams (1987), based on the assumptions {Al, M2} or {Al, A2, M3}, the value 
for X can be predicted to be 4 from the observations that F=10 and G=12. If X is now 
measured to be a value different from 4, both assumptions are incorrect, so two 
different conflicts are found. Multiple conflicts based on a single observation cannot be 
translated to a general classification system Peng and Reggia's method. 
Another problem is that conflicts derived from observations are not a static set, 
but can depend on other observations. For instance, no conflict follows from the 
observation X=6 if this observation is made before F=10. However, after F is 
measured to be 10 the two conflicts {AI, M2} or {Al, A2, МЗ} follow when X is 
measured to be 6. As a consequence, as long as m¡ is defined as a single observation it 
is not possible to make a tuple <D, M, C, M+> in which С is a static relation that can be 
defined before any measurement is made. 
These problems call for a completely different translation. There seem to be two 
possibilities, both with important drawbacks. The first possibility was suggested by 
Peng (personal communication, January 18, 1993). The basic idea is to split those 
observations in the Reiter model from which multiple conflicts can be derived into 
multiple manifestations in the general classification system. Of course, if an observation 
depends on other observations, this relation should also be included in the 
manifestations. This translation for the example above is shown in Figure 2.7. (this 
figure has been rotated 90 degrees compared to the examples above). To keep the figure 
as simple as possible only the possibilities after measuring F=10 are shown. Every 
manifestation is now represented by a tuple consisting of three parts. The first part of 
the tuple gives the predicted observation (a value for one of the system variables). The 
value д is used to describe all other values of a system variable from which no different 
conflicts can be derived (informally: all values other than the diagnostically important 
ones). The second part of the tuple is the set of possible observations on which the 
observational prediction depends. The third part of the tuple is an integer, indicating the 
different conflicts that can be derived from one possible observation. For example, in 
Figure 2.7. the tuple <X=3,{F=10,G=12},2> means that from a measured value for X 
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M D 
Ml 
M2 
M3 
Al 
A2 
Figure 2.7.: A general classification system for the device of Figure 23. 
Second try: D is equivalent to OBS, M is the set of all possible value predictions 
based on certain measurements (only the relevant part of M is shown). 
unequal to 4 or 6, after measuring F=10 and G=12, one of the possible conflicts 
(arbitrary the second one) is equivalent to the set of causes(<X=3,{F=10,G=12},2>). 
The advantage of this approach is that the correspondence between minimal 
hypotheses and irredundant covers is maintained. If, for instance, X is measured 6, the 
irredundant covers of manifestations <X=6,{F=10,G=12},1> and 
<X=6,{F=10,G=12},2> are {Al}, {A2, M2} and {M2, M3}, which are exactly the 
minimal hypotheses. 
However, from a practical point of view this translation has some important 
drawbacks. For one thing, the correspondence between observations in Reiter's model 
and manifestations in general classification systems is lost, since one observation may 
correspond to more manifestations. Another problem is the construction of M. Even in 
this simple example there are many possible assignments to system variables. In fact, 
the observations F=10 and G=12 are simplifying the problem even more. If there are 
no initial measurements it is hard to construct M, so even in very small domains the 
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ideal situation of constructing a complete general classification system before any 
manifestations occur may not be reached. 
A second approach to the translation problem is to keep some intuitive 
correspondence between observations and manifestations by defining a manifestation as 
a system state, e.g. a possible assignment to system variables. From such a system 
state several minimal conflicts can be derived, so D has to be defined as the set of all 
possible hypotheses. 
More formally, let us define D as 2 C O M P S , M as the set of tuples δι Χ &2 Χ ... 
X ô]4j.j X ON with N the number of variables in the system and o¡ being the domain of 
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Figure 2.8.: A general classification system for the device of Figure 23. 
Third try: D is the set of all possible hypotheses. M is the set of all possible values 
for the system variables (again only the relevant part of M is shown). 
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variable i. Finally, the set causes(m) is defined for every m in M as the hypothesis set 
that follow from the assignment of values to the variables in tuple m. 
In Figure 2.8. this translation is applied to the adders and multipliers of Figure 
2.3. (again only the relevant parts are shown with observations F=10 and G=12 as 
starting point). 
Although this translation is again correct, since for all possible values of the 
system variables the minimal hypotheses can be derived, this translation is very trivial. 
M+, for instance, has at most one element, so none of the parsimonious criteria of the 
general classification system need to be applied. Furthermore, as a practical problem, 
set D can become large if the number of components increases. As a result, keeping 
track of all possible hypotheses and the generation of optimal tests to discriminate 
between these hypotheses can be difficult, even in very simple problem domains. 
Finally, this translation suffers from the same problem as the previous one as far as the 
construction of M is concerned. It is again difficult to find all possible predictions and 
the assumptions about other variable assignments on which these predictions are based. 
In order to keep an intuitive correspondence between observations and manifestations 
and between disorders and hypotheses a high price is paid. None of the merits of a 
general classification system play a role in the system that results from this translation. 
b) From general classification to reasoning from first principles 
The translation from general classification systems to reasoning from first principles is 
not as hard as the translation outlined above. Still, we have to be careful, as Witteveen 
showed just before this dissertation was finished (personal communication, August 23, 
1994). 
The idea for the translation is as follows: manifestation m\ does not occur if 
none of the disorders in causes(mj) occurs. In the formal framework of reasoning 
from first principles this can be defined as follows: 
Let Ρ = <D, M, C, M+> be a general classification system. We propose the 
following translation tr(P) = (SD, COMPS, OBS) from general classification system Ρ 
to reasoning from first principles: 
S D = VminM [Adiintausesdn.) A B ( d k ) —» "ΊΠι] 
COMPS = D 
OBS = M+ 
As an example of this translation, (SD, COMPS, OBS) for the general classification 
system of Figure 2.2. would be: 
• SD = {AB(dl) л AB(d2) -> -ml 
AB(dl)A AB(d4)->-m2 
AB(dl)A AB(d3)->-m3 
AB(d2) л AB(d3) л AB(d4) -> -m4} 
• COMPS = {dl,d2,d3,d4} 
•OBS = {ml,m3} 
Let us now look at the satisfiability of the possible hypotheses: 
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* H({dl}, {d2, d3, d4}) => {ml, m3} U {-m4} => TRUE 
* H({d2}, {dl,d3,d4})=>{ml,m3}U {-m2, -m3} => FALSE 
* H({d3}, {dl, d2, d4}) => {ml, m3} U {-ml, -m2} => FALSE 
* H({d4}, {dl,d2,d3})=>{ml,m3}U {-ml,-m3} => FALSE 
* H({d2, d3}, {dl, d4}) => {ml, m3} U {-m2} => TRUE 
* H({d2, d4}, {dl, d3}) => {ml, m3} U {-m3} => FALSE 
* H({d3, d4}, {dl, d2}) => {ml, m3} U {-ml} => FALSE 
Therefore, in this example the minimal hypotheses {dl} and {d2,d3} of 
(SD,COMPS,OBS) are equivalent to the irredundant hypotheses of <D, M, С, Μ+>. 
We will now show that this is the case for every general classification system that is 
translated in this way. 
For abbreviation purposes, we will call every rale in SD of the form 
Adiincauses(m) A B ( d k ) —* —mi 
rule(mi) and the antecedent (left side of ->) anterule(mj). 
The following theorem states that the translation above can be used to transform a 
general classification system to an equivalent system for reasoning from first principles: 
Theorem 2.20. Let Ρ = <D, M, C, M+> be an arbitrary general classification 
system. Then I is an irredundant cover of M + iff H(I, COMPS - I) is a 
hypothesis of the system tr(P) = (SD, COMPS, OBS). 
Proof: The proof is based on the following claim: 
Claim FA » SD U OBS U Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) is satisfiable iff for every mj in OBS 
there is at least one literal AB(d¡) occurring in anterule(mj) such that dj in Δ. 
Let H(I, COMPS -1) be a hypothesis of tr(P) = (SD, COMPS, OBS). This means that: 
i) FT is satisfiable. 
ii) For every 1 D Γ, Fj1 is unsatisfiable. 
Hence, by the previous claim, we have 
i') For every mj in OBS, there exists at least one AB(d¡) in anterule(mj) such 
thatdj in I. 
ii') For every I D Γ, there exists at least one mj in OBS such that for no AB(dj) 
in anterule(mj), di in Γ. 
Since AB(dj) occurs in anterule(mj) iff (d¡, mj) in С it follows that: 
i") For every mj in OBS = M+, there exists at least one di in I such that (dj, mj) 
in С 
ii") For every I D Г, there exists at least one mj in OBS = M + such that for no 
(dk, mj) in C, dk in Г. 
From this two conclusions can be derived: 
i") implies that effects(I) 2 M+, thus I is a cover of M+. 
ii") implies that for no subset Г of Ι, Г can be a cover, thus I is an irredundant 
cover. 
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The converse proof goes along exactly the same line of reasoning and will be omitted 
here. 
Proof of the claim: Obviously, FA » SD U OBS U Η(Δ, COMPS - Δ) is satisfiable 
iff for no mj in OBS = M+, ->mj is a logical consequence of FA. 
Clearly, -чту is a logical consequence of FA iff for every literal AB(dj) in 
anterule(mj), dj in COMPS - Δ. 
Hence, FA is satisfiable iff for every mj in OBS there is at least one literal 
AB(di) in anterule(mj) such that dj in Δ. 
This completes the proof of the claim and thus the proof of the theorem. 
c) Concluding remarks about the two methods 
Although we showed that the two methods are not fundamentally different, the 
translations given are rather awkward. The intuitive correspondence between the 
various aspects of both systems is lost, for example manifestations are not the same as 
observations. Also, even in small systems the translation between the two methods is 
not practically feasible. It seems that both methods are best suited for different types of 
domains. Peng already mentioned (personal communication, January 18,1993) that the 
basic application to which his general classification model should be applied is that of 
medical diagnosis and other domains in which there is sufficient knowledge about the 
direct links between observations and disorders. He therewith recognises the fact that a 
general classification system is not really a method for model-based diagnosis, but a 
formalisation of rule-based systems. These systems are built to capture the knowledge 
of experts about the empirical associations between symptoms and underlying faults. 
Drawback of this approach, as already mentioned by Davis and Hamscher (1988), is 
the fact that rule-based systems are not device independent, i.e. a new set of rules is 
needed for every device. Also, there is the problem of coverage: how well do the rules 
capture all diagnostic states of a device?. Furthermore, in general classification systems 
only empirical knowledge about faulty behaviour is used. Knowledge about correct 
behaviour might be encoded implicitly in the rules for faulty behaviour, but it is never 
as explicit as in the system description SD. In reasoning from first principles this 
knowledge of correct behaviour is the basic feature of the model and one of the goals of 
this method is to derive hypotheses even in the case that completely unexpected 
behaviour occurs, in which case general classification systems fail to produce any 
results. As an added feature it is also possible to include knowledge about faulty 
behaviour to the system description, but in this case minimality is not always a good 
criterion for keeping the number of hypotheses low. Kernel hypotheses have been 
proposed to replace minimal hypotheses. However, even though kernel hypotheses 
take all diagnostic knowledge into account, there may be exponentially more kernel 
hypotheses than minimal hypotheses. In the general case the use of kernel hypotheses 
is not a solution to the problem of a large hypothesis set. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that a general classification system is best used in 
an environment in which there is no knowledge about the correct behaviour of a system 
or in which there is a good performance by experts using empirical associations 
between symptoms and faults. If there is no reliable knowledge about these links or if 
there is considerable knowledge about the correct behaviour of a certain system, 
reasoning from first principles is the best method to use. However, one has to be 
careful if knowledge about faulty behaviour can or must be included in the system 
description. In that case the number of kernel hypotheses can become large and the 
diagnostic process unmanageable. 
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2.2.4. An extension of reasoning from first principles 
As said, the goal of our research is to investigate if reasoning from first principles can 
be used as a different approach to diagnosis in psychodiagnostic domains. There are 
many psychodiagnostic domains that are difficult to describe as a system with correct 
and faulty behaviour (e.g. most psychiatric domains). However, there are domains that 
can be modelled in this way, at least partly. Before such a model for the domain of 
beginning reading will be described (Chapter 3), an important extension of the basic 
framework as presented in this chapter is needed. 
This extension is a formalisation of the notion that faults cannot only occur 
when a component is working incorrectly, but also if the system is constructed in an 
incorrect way by replacing a correct component by another correct component that is 
functionally different. For instance, using an adder component instead of a multiplier 
component. In this section the method of reasoning from first principles will be 
extended with these assembly errors (Grimbergen & Hoenkamp, 1993). In principle 
this method considerably increases the number of possible hypotheses. However, it 
will also be shown that the administration of hypotheses is still manageable if there is 
detailed knowledge about the possible assembly errors and if the number of possible 
assembly errors is small. 
To incorporate assembly errors into the basic diagnostic framework of 
reasoning from first principles, no extensions of the formal definitions are needed. 
Assembly errors can be defined by including the possible errors in the system 
description. This can be done by defining a component as a disjunction of possible 
functions instead of a single function. For example, suppose that in the adder-multiplier 
system every component can be either a multiplier or an adder. These possible 
assembly errors can be defined by replacing the definitions MULTIPLIER(c) or 
ADDER(c) in the system description by the conjunctions MULTIPLIER(c) ν 
ADDER(c) for every с in COMPS. 
Because of the large number of possible observations, the adder-multiplier 
example is not very well suited to illustrate the consequences of this extension as far as 
the management of hypotheses is concerned. Instead, we will use the full adder, an 
analog device from Reiter (1987). For a more extensive discussion on the difference 
between diagnosing analog devices and digital circuits, see Davis (1993). 
Suppose the inputs of the system are 1,0 and 1 for Χ, Y and Ζ respectively, 
and the outputs S and С are measured to be 1 and 0. Without including assembly 
errors, the following holds: 
Figure 2.9.: Afilli adder 
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• SD = {XOR(c) 
XOR(c) л AB(c) 
AND(c) 
AND(c) л AB(c) 
OR(c) 
OR(c) л AB(c) 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
ЬАВ(с) -> out(c) = xor(inl(c), in2(c))], 
[out(c) = ~·(χοΓ(ΐη1(ο), in2(c)))|, 
[- AB(c) -> out(c) = and(inl(c), in2(c))], 
|out(c) = ->(and(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
ЬАВ(с) -> out(c) = or(inl(c), in2(c))], 
[out(c) = -(or(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
XOR(Xl), XOR(X2), AND(Al), AND(A2), OR(Ol), 
inl(Xl)= l,inl(Al)= 1,іп2(Х1) = 0,іп2(А2) = 0,іп2(Х2)= 1, 
inl(A2)=l, 
inl(X2) = out(XI), in2(A2) = out(Xl), ¡nl(Ol) = out(A2), 
in2(01) = out(Al)} 
•COMPS = {Xl,X2,Al,A2,01} 
• OBS = {out(X2) = 1, out(Ol) = 0} 
(The Boolean functions xor, and and or are understood) 
Since every component can either work correctly or incorrectly there are 32 (= 25) 
possible hypotheses in this system. From these possible hypotheses 8 are consistent 
with the observations. If general assembly errors are incorporated in the system 
description SD is defined as follows: 
I-AB(c) -> out(c) = xor(inl(c), in2(c))], 
|out(c) = -(xor(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
ЬАВ(с) -> out(c) = and(inl(c), in2(c))], 
[out(c) = -i(and(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
ЬАВ(с) -> out(c) = or(inl(c), in2(c))], 
[out(c) = -.(or(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
XOR(Xl) ν AND(Xl) ν OR(Xl),XOR(X2) ν AND(X2) ν OR(X2), 
XOR(Al) ν AND(Al) ν OR(Al),XOR(A2) ν AND(A2) ν OR(A2), 
XOR(Ol) ν AND(Ol) ν OR(Ol), 
inl(Xl) = 1, inl(Al) = 1, in2(Xl) = 0, in2(A2) = 0, in2(X2) = 1, 
inl(A2)=l, 
inI(X2) = out(Xl), in2(A2) = out(Xl), inl(Ol) = out(A2), 
in2(01) = out(Al)} 
Without fault models for components, there are 
2ICOMPSI * (#different assembly errors) I C O M P S I 
different hypotheses. 
In the example above, the number of possible hypotheses is 2^ * 3^ = 7,776. 
Of these, 1,944 are consistent with the observations. Even in this small example the 
total number of hypotheses is large if all assembly errors are allowed. Hence, this 
approach would not be useful in general. Still, in practice there is usually specific 
= {XOR(c) 
XOR(c) л AB(c) 
AND(c) 
AND(c) л AB(c) 
OR(c) 
OR(c) л AB(c) 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
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knowledge about assembly errors, which may constrain the number of possible 
hypotheses considerably If we assume in the example above that only XOR and OR 
components can be interchanged, the number of hypotheses drops to 256 and the 
number of consistent hypotheses to 64 Although still larger than the eight hypotheses 
without assembly errors, it compares favourably to the 1,944 hypotheses before 
From this example it can be concluded that for every domain in which assembly 
errors are part of the diagnostic process, a separate analysis of the number of possible 
hypotheses has to be done to find out if the approach outlined above is feasible 
As a final remark about generating hypotheses, please note that by introducing 
assembly errors into the method of reasoning from first principles, we have come very 
close to a completely different approach to model-based diagnosis, namely that of 
simulating different systems to account for the observations In one of the classic 
articles on model-based diagnosis by Davis (1984), this kind of diagnostic reasoning is 
already discussed Davis emphasises the importance of the difference between 
reasoning from structure and reasoning from behaviour An important part of this 
article is dedicated to the example of a bridge fault in a digital circuit A bridge fault is 
the problem of incorrect wiring between components This kind of fault lead to the 
conclusion that the initial structure-model is wrong and that a different device 
description is needed to account for the observations However, there is a difference 
between the construction error of incorrect wiring and including functionally different 
components as in our proposal Davis mentions the possibility of assembly errors as 
described above in passing, but he classifies these types of errors as behavioural errors 
In our opinion, a wiring error and an assembly error are in the same class and should 
both be part of the reasoning about the structure of a device2 
In any case, Davis' method of reasoning from structure implies the possibility 
of reasoning about the physical system itself In general, it is impossible to reason from 
the physical system as far as psychological processes are concerned Most of the time, 
the physical location of psychological functions is unknown Even if this knowledge 
was available, physical testing is almost impossible As a result, a purely behavioural 
model will be used as the basic model for model based reasoning, extended with 
assembly errors as introduced above This means that we have no use for the difference 
between functional errors and physical errors as emphasised by Davis' bridge errors, 
so we will not further elaborate on his method It is striking, however, that a major part 
this famous article has not had any follow-ups in Artificial Intelligence research The 
focus of model-based diagnosis literature has been almost exclusively on the 
explanation of behavioural errors Although there is some literature on the modelling 
process itself (e g Falkenhainer & Forbus, 1991), we only know of one article in 
which the approach of simulating different systems to account for the observations is 
pursued (Feyock, 1988) In this article Dijkstra's weakest-precondition predicate 
transformer is used to derive the preconditions for producing the required model 
behaviour This method is also beyond the scope of this dissertation 
2
 At an abstract level one could even argue about the exact difference between an assembly error and a 
fault model The easy answer is that when fault modelling is used we have components that are 
behaving incorrectly, while in assembly errors the components themselves are known to be working 
correctly, but are used in a wrong way As a result, fault models and assembly errors are described 
differently in SD Still it is also possible to include the statements 
XOR(C)AAB(C) > |out(c) = and(ml(c),in2(c))] 
XOR(C)AAB(C) > [oul(c) = or(inl(c),in2(L))) 
in SD, defining assembly errors as fault models In our opinion this approach is not natural, especially 
since it is impossible to make a difference between different components with the same function For 
example, it might be the case that a XOR component directly connected to the input is more likely to 
have been replaced by an ADD component than a component connected to the output This can not be 
described by fault modelling 
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2.3. Discriminating among hypotheses 
After the process of hypothesis generation, there will usually be a number of possible 
hypotheses left. This hypothesis set can be very large, so it is important to reduce this 
set quickly. To reduce the hypothesis set additional observations or measurements have 
to be made. Obviously, this test phase should be as efficient as possible, avoiding 
useless measurements and trying to find a good (if possible optimal) test to discriminate 
between the remaining hypotheses. This section will deal with the different aspects of 
the problem of efficient testing. 
2.3.1 .No testine at all 
The easiest approach to the problem of efficient testing is not to use tests at all. This is 
the approach Peng and Reggia (1990) use in their method of general classification. The 
idea is that the probability of every possible hypothesis can be calculated by using 
causal strength, a probability measure c¡j assigned to all links <d¡, m¡> in С, 
representing how frequently d¡ causes mj. As a starting point, Peng and Reggia (1990) 
use Bayes' rule: 
+ _ P(M+IDi)P(Di) 
P(DilIvr) = P(M+) 
with set D) representing the proposition that all d¡ in D\ are present and all other d in D 
are absent and M+ is the familiar set of observed manifestations. It can be derived that 
P(M+ID.) = π α - π α - с)) π π α - co 
U G H * dEDi (deblHrnietfreclsft.) - M+) 
and that 
P(D.)= π - Ε ^ π α - ρ ο 
d e b í 1 - P'<M> 
with p¡ being the prior probability associated with d¡. Details of the derivation of these 
formulas can be found in Peng and Reggia (1990). Since 11(1 - Pk) over all disorders 
and P(M+) are constants, comparing two posterior probabilities of hypotheses can also 
be done by comparing the likelihood of these two hypotheses: 
Definition 2.21.: Let Ρ = <D, M, C, M+> be a diagnostic problem, and let D[ be a 
subset of D. Then the likelihood of Di given M+, denoted as L(Di,M+), is 
defined as: 
uà, м+) = π [ι - π ο - c)] π n o - с) π -Ζ-
with су being the causal strength between d¡ and mj; p¡ being the prior 
probability associated with d¡. 
Since P(DilM+) = С * L(Di, M+), trivially the following holds: 
P(DilM+) L(Di, M+) 
P(DjlM+) ~ L(Dj, M+) 
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The formula of Definition 2.22 can now be used to compare every pair of hypotheses 
and select the one with the highest likelihood (the most likely hypothesis). 
As stated in the previous section, we will not go into the details of the method 
of general classification systems. However, the idea of assigning a probability to every 
hypothesis and making additional testing superfluous deserves some attention. This 
method has some important drawbacks, even when it is possible to find all causal 
strengths between symptoms and disorders. First, suppose that two hypotheses have 
about the same (and maximum) likelihood. If no further tests are performed and the 
diagnostic process is terminated, there is no way to discriminate between these 
hypotheses. At this point the choice has to be made to produce both hypotheses as the 
result of the diagnostic process or to arbitrarily choose one, taking the risk that the 
wrong one is being selected. Neither of these alternatives is very attractive3. 
Second, if the number of possible hypotheses is large, calculating the likelihood 
of all hypotheses can become a prohibitive task. This problem can partly be solved by 
taking only those hypotheses into account that have been selected by some 
parsimonious characterisation. If no additional manifestations are or can be observed 
(M+ is static), this solution works for the parsimonious criterions minimality and 
irredundancy, since a hypothesis is either minimal (or irredundant) or has a higher 
cardinality (more disorders) than its corresponding minimal (or irredundant) 
hypothesis. (It is clear from the formula in Definition 2.22. that if hypothesis A is a 
subset of hypothesis B, then A has a higher likelihood than B.) Note that this is not 
necessarily the case for relevancy as characterisation of parsimony, since we already 
saw in Section 2.2.1. that a relevant set can have a hypothesis as subset ({dl, d2, d3} 
was a relevant hypothesis, but {d2, d3} was a hypothesis as well). Fortunately, for 
every hypothesis there is at least one corresponding relevant hypothesis with minimal 
cardinality, so relevancy can be used as well. 
However, if M+ is changing, the problem is how to avoid calculating the 
likelihood of every possible hypothesis again. Peng and Reggia (1990) managed to 
solve this problem and derive a formula for non-monotonic evidence accumulation. We 
will later see that for beginning reading we have no use for a formal test strategy, so we 
will not discuss Peng and Reggia's method here. 
Another point is that, if M+ is not a static set, it can safely be assumed that the 
search for new manifestations can be guided by the diagnostician. If so, this method is 
no longer a method without testing. Choosing which manifestation to look for can have 
an important influence on the hypothesis set. Peng and Reggia (1990) acknowledge this 
and propose a heuristics for choosing the next manifestation. A disorder is active if it is 
in one of the current hypotheses. Collect all manifestations that are linked to active 
disorders and base the next test on the manifestation that is linked to the most (active) 
disorders. As already stated by Peng and Reggia (1990), this heuristics is not optimal, 
since a manifestation can be chosen if it is linked to several highly improbable 
hypotheses. It is better to find a manifestation that discriminates best between highly 
likely hypotheses. We will return to some of these considerations later in this section. 
3
 There is another alternative if the chances of success of a treatment (i.e. the stage after diagnosis) are 
known and if there is knowledge about the consequences of success or failure of a treatment. The idea is 
that if there are two hypotheses with the same probability and there is one hypothesis for which there 
is little chance of a cure and one hypothesis for which there is a good chance of a cure, one should 
focus on the hypothesis for which there is a good chance of a cure. In a case like this the expected 
utility of a hypothesis h can be calculated by the utility function: 
E(uh) = ps.us + (l-ps).Uf 
where E(uh) is the expected utility of hypothesis h, us is the utility in case of success of a treatment, 
up is the utility in case of failure of a treatment and ps is the probability that a treatment is successful. 
The utility can be different between two hypotheses with more or less the same probability, so this 
function might be used to discriminate between them. However, there are cases in which this function 
will not help, either because the utilities of the two hypotheses are nearly equal or if there is no 
knowledge about the variables in the utility function. 
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2.3.2 Unrestricted testing 
The ideal situation for developing an efficient test strategy would be a device that poses 
no restrictions on the measurement of variables. Thus, the best next test can always be 
performed. In this situation, we can put all our efforts in finding a good (if possible 
optimal) strategy for testing independent of the actual structure of the device. In the 
Artificial Intelligence literature two possibilities have been discussed: 1) the failure 
probabilities of the components of the device are unknown; 2) for every component the 
failure probability is known or equal. 
a) Testing with unknown failure probabilities 
Davis and Hamscher (1988) try to solve the problem of testing a device with unknown 
failure probabilities of the components by what they call the guided probe. The idea is 
to start at the discrepancy between expected and observed behaviour and follow this 
upstream to a component that has correct inputs but an incorrect output. As an example, 
in Figure 2.10. (taken from Davis & Hamscher, 1988), given the discrepancy at F, the 
values of A and Ζ are measured next. If these have their predicted values, then Max 
must be broken. If Ζ has a value other than 5, В and Y are measured to see if they are 1 
and 4 respectively, and so forth until the culprit is found. 
A = 2 
η - 1 
с - в 
Mul 
Min 
Add 
Max 
Z = 5 
Y - 4 
X = 4 
Figure 2.Ю.: Example of a guided probe. 
Mul - multiplier, Min = minimizer. Add = adder, Max = maximizer 
This method can be further enhanced by using more sophisticated knowledge about the 
behaviour of the components. For instance, note that in the example above it was not 
necessary to measure the value of A, since a discrepancy there alone could not have 
caused the observed value of 3 at F (if A is smaller than 5 then F would have been 5; if 
A is higher than 5, F can never be 3). This kind of reasoning about component 
behaviour can reduce the number of measurements needed. 
The basic guided probe strategy is a linear search, which can be turned into a 
binary search by using the topology of a device to split the search space in half. In the 
example it is best to measure Y first, since if the value at Y is 2, then Mul or Min are 
broken and if Y is 4 then Add or Max are broken. Measuring Y therefore cuts the 
search space in half and is the best next measurement in this example. 
The strategy of guided probe is not efficient if there is the possibility of multiple 
faults in the system. In this case the conclusion that components upstream from a 
correct value are working correctly is not justified. For instance, in the example both 
Mul and Min might be working incorrectly, but in such a way that they produce the 
correct value for Y. Consequently, all values have to be measured to find the correct 
hypothesis, clearly not a very efficient strategy. If there is knowledge about the faulty 
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behaviour of components, this situation can be improved by incorporating this 
knowledge into the test strategy. 
There is another important problem with the guided probe: it does not take the 
current hypotheses set into account. If F is measured to be 3 instead of 5, the method of 
reasoning from first principles generates hypotheses about the correct and incorrect 
behaviour of the components. This hypothesis set is then used to guide the test 
strategy. In the guided probe this is not the case. However, non-optimal testing is not 
the only problem if the test strategy does not make use of the information in the current 
hypothesis set. It is also possible that tests are carried out for which it can be shown 
beforehand that no they will not give additional diagnostic information. For instance, if 
we return to the example of the adders and multipliers (see Figure 2.3.) we have {Al}, 
{Ml}, {M2, M3} and {A2, M2} as possible hypotheses after F is measured to be 10 
and G is measured to be 12. Suppose that, for some reason, it is best to try to 
discriminate between {M2, M3} and {A2, M2}. Using the guided probe it would make 
as much sense to measure at M3 or A2 as it would be to measure at M2, even though 
measuring at M2 will not discriminate between these two hypotheses. From this 
example it is clear that a good test strategy should be based on the current hypothesis 
set. 
We argued in the previous section though, that the generation of hypotheses in 
itself can be a difficult task as well. Therefore, for some systems the guided probe 
without hypothesis generation can be the most efficient method. We will not concern 
ourselves with this problem. We have made the choice to implement the complete 
diagnostic cycle of Figure 2.1. Therefore, the hypotheses set is available and should be 
used to guide testing. 
b) Testing with known failure probabilities 
If failure probabilities of the components in the device are either known for every 
component or are known to be equal, a method of one-step look-ahead can be used to 
discriminate between hypotheses. In both cases the method is based on the use of 
entropy and has been thoroughly analysed by De Kleer and Williams (1987) and again 
byDeKleer(1990). 
I) At least two components have different failure probabilities 
The availability of failure probabilities of the components of a device greatly influences 
the test strategy. If, in Figure 2.10., Mul has a very high failure probability compared 
to the failure probabilities of the other components, it might be best to measure X first, 
because the chances of a discrepancy there are the highest. 
Perhaps the best documented formal approach to testing in the case of known 
failure probabilities is the method of De Kleer and Williams (1987). They see the 
representation of the testing problem as the manipulation of three sets: set R¡k is the set 
of remaining hypotheses if system variable x¡ has value v^, S± is the hypothesis set in 
which x¡ must be v^ and U¡ is the hypothesis set that do not predict a value for x¡. 
From this it can be concluded that R¡k = S¡k U U¡ and S¡k Π U¡ = 0. 
They now use expected entropy of hypotheses after a certain measurement as 
the basis for their method. From information theory it can be derived that the entropy Η 
of a set of candidates C¡ with probability p¡ that Q is the actual candidate is 
-Σ P¡ '°g Pi 
Thus, if one candidate is much more likely than all the other candidates, the entropy is 
at a minimum. This is exactly the goal of a test strategy, namely reducing the 
hypothesis set in such a way that one hypothesis clearly stands out among the others. 
The expected entropy after measuring quantity x¡ is given by: 
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He(Xi) = \ Р(Х| = ,к) Η(Χ· = ,к) 
where v¡i,.... v¡m are all possible values for \\ and H(x¡ = v¡k) ¡s the entropy resulting 
if Xj is measured to be v¡k. 
Using Bayes' rule the expected entropy can be rewritten in a sequential test 
formula (see De Kleer & Williams, 1987 for details): 
He(x¡) = H + ДНе(хі) 
with H the current entropy and AHe(x¡) equal to: 
Ϋρ(χ, = v*)log[p(x, = v,k)] +p(U,)log[p(U,)] - i î E £plog ' 
Since the current entropy is always the same, the next best measurement (on average) is 
the one that minimises ÁHe(x¡). 
2) The failure probabilities of all components are known to be equal 
If the failure probabilities of all components in a certain device are equal, it has been 
shown by De Kleer (1990) that the minimum entropy technique reduces to the 
following simple case. Suppose that all hypotheses having less than q faults have been 
shown to be inconsistent with the evidence. Consider measuring some variable xt that 
has values v¡i,..., v¡k. The score of measuring x¡ is now: 
$(x¡) = Σ h¡j In hij 
where h¡j is the number of hypotheses of size q that predict x¡ = v¡j. The best 
measurement has the lowest score. De Kleer gives two examples to illustrate this simple 
case. First, we will look again at the device with four inverters with input one and 
output zero. 
Figure 2.11.: A four inverter device: 
10,11,12 and 13 are inverters, input is 1 and output is 0, 
b, с and d are possible points to measure next 
There are four single-fault (q = 1) hypotheses: {10}, {II}, {12} and {13}. The 
predicted values are then based on the following hypotheses: 
Value Hypotheses 
b = 0 {10} 
b = l {II}, {12}, {13} 
c = 0 {Ю}, {11} 
c = l {12}, {13} 
d = 0 {10}, {II}, {12} 
d = l {13} 
PUJO 
m 
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The scores for the possible probe points are: 
$(b) = 3 In 3 + 1 In 1=3.3 
$(c) = 2 In 2 + 2 In 2 = 2.8 
$(d)= 1 In 1 + 3 In 3=3.3 
Therefore, measuring с is best, which is consistent with half-split heuristics as 
mentioned in Chapter 1. 
The second example is the familiar adder-multiplier device. After measuring 
F=10 and G=12, there are two single-fault hypotheses {Ml} and {Al}. In this case the 
predicted values and the hypotheses are: 
Value 
X=4 
X=6 
Y=6 
Z=6 
Hypotheses 
{Ml} 
{Al} 
{A1KM1} 
{M1}{A1} 
Therefore, the scores of the possible probe points are: 
$(X) = 1 In 1 + 1 In 1 = 0 
$(Y) = 2 l n 2 = 1.4 
$(Z) = 21n2= 1.4 
From these values it can be concluded that measuring X is best. The zero score 
indicates that, no matter what, at least one of the two hypotheses is eliminated. 
Note that this method only takes those hypotheses into account that are at a 
certain level of the hypothesis lattice and therefore suffers from the same problem as the 
guided probe. The minimal hypotheses is not necessarily the correct one, so if the next 
test is based on the minimal hypotheses, this may lead to a non-optimal test strategy. De 
Kleer's proposal is to assign a value ε to possible hypotheses with a higher cardinality 
than q. As an example, look at the device of Figure 2.12. 
- t > ¡> Outl 
4> Out2 
Figure 2.12.: II, 12 and 13 are inverters, the input is zero, output Outl is one. 
Does measuring Tor Outl provide the most information? 
Suppose the input is zero and the output at Outl is one. There are only two single fault 
hypotheses: {11} and {12}. About the next possible tests, the following can be derived: 
Value 
T = 0 
T = l 
Out2 = 0 
Out2=l 
Hypotheses 
{11} 
{12} 
{12} 
{Π} 
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Thus, Τ and Out2 have equal scores: 1 In 1 + 1 In 1 = 0. However, this is clearly 
suboptimal as can be seen by including the double faults: 
Value 
T = 0 
T = 1 
Out2 = 0 
Out2=l 
Hypotheses 
{11}, {H.I3} 
{12}, {12,13} 
{12} 
{Π} 
(Note that most double faults do not predict measurement outcomes and are not 
included.) The table shows that measuring Τ will eliminate some double faults from 
consideration, while measuring Out2 will not. So Τ is a better probe point since it 
provides more information. Assigning a value ε to hypotheses with a higher cardinality 
then q is sufficient to discriminate between possible measurements. 
It can be concluded that if the failure probabilities of the components in a device 
are known are or are known to be equal, a formal method to select the next best 
measured is available. If such failure probabilities are not available, a heuristically 
based test strategy, based on the features of the diagnostic domain, has to be selected. 
2.3.3. Underconstrained testing 
Thus far, the testing strategy has been mainly a computational problem. However, there 
are diagnostic domains with properties that make it impossible to apply the probability-
based methods outlined above. Apart from the properties already mentioned above, this 
can also be caused by the fact that in these domains some tests are impossible to 
perform. Thus an optimal test strategy, based on formal methods, may be impossible to 
find. In this case heuristics need to be applied to devise a test strategy that is as best as 
can be expected under the circumstances. In this section we will discuss one of these 
properties, the closed box domain, showing some of the possible consequences of 
underconstrained testing. 
With a closed box domain, we mean a domain with the property that it is 
impossible to make observations other than the input and output of the device 
(Grimbergen & Hoenkamp, 1993). Opening the device and measuring inside is 
impossible (too dangerous, too expensive). The only way to collect diagnostic 
information is to manipulate the input and observe the consequences on the output. The 
problem, as with normal testing, is to find a set of inputs that is particularly informative 
from a diagnostic point of view. 
There are two additional problems that make it impossible to find an optimal test 
strategy in this case. The first problem is that it can be impossible to discriminate 
between two hypotheses because in both cases the same input-output behaviour is 
observed, independent of the input. As an example, let us return to the device of the 
two inverters, now seen as a closed box device (see Figure 2.13.). 
Figure 2.13.: Two inverters in a closed box: 
no discrimination between hypotheses possible 
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Figure 2.14.: Three inverters in a closed box: 
correct or faulty device? 
Assuming for the moment that the only possible faulty behaviour of an inverter 
is to shorten its output to the input, there are two possible hypotheses in the situation of 
Figure 2.13.: {11} and {12}. However, the other possible input of 1 does not provide 
additional diagnostic information to discriminate between the two hypotheses, since 
both hypotheses predict 0 as output. Although this seems a rather artificial example, we 
will show in Chapter 4 that it can have an important influence on the test strategy. 
The second problem in closed box testing is the possibility that multiple errors 
cancel each other , producing the correct output for every input. 
In Figure 2.14. the correct output is produced, so one hypothesis is that all 
components are working correctly. However, it is also possible that any pair of 
inverters is shortening its output to the input, which produces the same input-output 
values. Moreover, this is also the case for input 1, so in this situation there is no way to 
determine if the device is working correctly or if there are in fact two errors occurring 
simultaneously. 
If it is really impossible to open the device and make additional measurements, 
these two problems cannot be solved and the test strategy should make sure that no time 
is spent in trying to test hypotheses in these situations. If this has been done, reasoning 
from the behaviour of the device can be done to select the next test. The following 
example, taken from Davis and Hamscher (1988), illustrates this approach (see Figure 
2.15.). Suppose component Al is suspected to produce 0 if both of its inputs are 1. To 
check this, we need to reason backwards from Al to the desired inputs. If the first 
D 
Figure 2.15.: An example of test generation. 
11,12,13 and 14 are inverters, Ol and 02 are OR-components, 
Al and A2 are ADD-components. 
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input to Al must be 1, then the output of Ol must be 1, so either A must be 0 or В 
must be 0. To get a 1 at the second input port of A1, the output of 02 must be 1, so 
either С or D must be 0. Finally, the output of Al must be the output of the device at F, 
so E must be 1. 
Unfortunately, this intuitively clear and simple method of test generation has 
important limitations. The most important drawback is that the signals might be routed 
through other suspect components. If both Al and 11 are hypotheses, then a test with a 
specific value at A (as in Figure 2.15) will generate a value at F that depends on the 
state of more than one suspect component. In this case no additional diagnostic 
information to discriminate between two different hypotheses is produced and the test 
chosen has proved to be a useless one. 
A remedy for this is to route the signals, whenever possible, through 
components that are known to function correctly. In the example, if 12 and 14 have been 
shown to work correctly, a test could be produced that is completely specific and 
produces information about whether Al is working correctly. However, this solution is 
not applicable in every situation, since there may be no test to avoid the problem of 
routing signals through multiple suspect components. It is also not optimal, because 
there may be a discriminating test that is routing signals through two suspect 
components. For instance, in the adder-multiplier example, the observation G=12 had 
an influence on the hypothesis set, even though the values were routed through 
components that were suspect after observing F=10. 
A final problem of testing a closed box device is that there is not always 
complete freedom in the choice of inputs. For example, we will later see that in 
beginning reading, the input has to be an existing word instead of a random sequence 
of letters. This extra constraint can be an advantage if it reduces the possible inputs to a 
finite set. Then it might be possible to calculate the consequences of applying every 
test, so it is possible to find the optimal next test. However, if the number of possible 
inputs is still large, this will not work and the freedom of testing is further reduced. 
2.3.4. Conclusions about hypothesis discrimination 
In this section we have discussed the different approaches to the problem of hypothesis 
discrimination. It seems that this can only be successfully done if there are no 
restrictions to what can be tested and if the fault probabilities are known or equal. This 
ideal situation has been analysed by De Kleer and Williams (1987) and by De Kleer 
(1990). 
However, if the properties of the diagnostic domain put restrictions on the 
possible tests and/or the probabilities of failure of the components are not equal or 
unknown, this general method fails and optimal testing is impossible. In this case a 
heuristic test strategy has to be developed, based on the specific features of the 
diagnostic domain at hand. In Chapter 4 we will give an example of such a heuristic test 
strategy, based on the features of the diagnostic domain of beginning reading. 
2.4. Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have given the theoretical background of our research. We have 
described the diagnostic process as we see and have given the terminology that is part 
of this process. The diagnostic process has three different stages: building a diagnostic 
knowledge base, hypothesis generation and testing. Ideally, the only domain dependent 
part of the diagnostic process is building the diagnostic knowledge base. In Artificial 
Intelligence research the diagnostic knowledge base is almost always taken for granted. 
We will see in the next chapters that this point of view is overly optimistic and that the 
diagnostic knowledge base is essential for the diagnostic performance. 
We have defined two methods for generating hypotheses from the diagnostic 
knowledge base: general classification systems and reasoning from first principles. In 
general classification the diagnostic knowledge base is a set of explicit connections 
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between possible observations and disorders. On the other hand, in reasoning from 
first principles, the knowledge base is model of the correct behaviour of the 
components in the system that has to be diagnosed. This was later extended by 
including incorrect behaviour of components into the formal framework. From this 
model the hypotheses are generated if the behaviour of the modelled device contradicts 
the predictions from the model. We have shown that the two methods are not 
fundamentally different, but that each is best suited for a particular kind of domain. 
To use the method of reasoning from first principles for our own purposes, we 
had to extend it with the notion of assembly errors. An assembly error is an error where 
a certain component is mistakenly replaced by another component. The replacing 
component is working correctly, but functionally different from the component it 
replaced. This extension could be included into the formal framework, but there is the 
risk of having too many possible hypotheses. This should be analysed separately for 
every domain. 
Finally, we have looked at several test strategies. We have analysed the 
situation where no testing is done at all. If testing is necessary, there is a difference 
between testing a device with unknown failure probabilities of the components and 
devices for which this type of information is available. In the first case the strategy of 
the guided probe could be used. If there is knowledge about failure probabilities test 
strategies that are based on entropy can guide the test strategy. As an introduction to the 
tests in the diagnostic domain of beginning reading, we have introduced two problems 
that can influence the test strategy. The first problem is that of the closed box. In this 
case it is too dangerous or too expensive to open the device. As a result, certain 
components cannot be tested and certain hypotheses cannot be discriminated. The 
second problem we mentioned is that for certain diagnostic domains tests must have a 
certain format. Even if a certain test is supposed to be optimal, this test might not be 
carried out. We will later see that these problems will lead to an ad hoc test strategy for 
beginning reading. 
In the next chapter we will build a diagnostic knowledge base for beginning 
reading. This diagnostic knowledge base will be constructed to be used by the method 
of reasoning from first principles and will therefore be a diagnostic model of beginning 
reading, with functional components to get from the input word (stimulus) to the output 
word (response). 
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Chapter 3: Modelling a psychodiagnostic domain 
The aim of our research has been to apply the method of model-based diagnosis to a 
psychodiagnostic domain, thereby hopefully improving the diagnostic process in such a 
domain. As a starting point a domain had to be chosen to which the ideas outlined in the 
previous chapter can be applied. There were three reasons why reading was selected as 
a sample domain. Firstly, reading is a very complex mental operation and results from 
applying model-based diagnosis to this domain are expected to extend to a large class of 
other psychodiagnostic domains. Secondly, a number of models have already been 
developed to capture reading (Aaron, 1989; Gjessing & Karlsen, 1989; Gough, 1985; 
Just & Carpenter, 1985; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Seymour, 1986). These models 
have all been developed to capture experimental results in reading research. As a result, 
none of these models meets the mathematical requirements of models used for model-
based diagnosis as outlined in the previous chapter. However, it was hoped that the 
knowledge included in these reading models would be helpful to construct a model 
suitable for model-based diagnosis. Thirdly, a considerable amount of expertise about 
the cognitive and clinical psychology of reading is available at our research institute (De 
Groot, 1991; Noordman, Eling & Thomassen, 1991; Schreuder, 1991; Thomassen, 
1991; Van Aarle, 1988). 
Recall that the following steps have to be taken when using the method of 
model-based diagnosis: (a) construction of a diagnostic knowledge base (modelling); 
(b) generation of explanations from the diagnostic knowledge base (hypothesis 
generation); and (c) reduction of the number of alternative explanations to find the best 
possible diagnosis (testing). In this chapter the first step will be taken, the other two 
steps will be described in the next chapter. 
To construct the diagnostic knowledge base for the method of reasoning from 
first principles, a model must be described as a triple (SD, COMPS, OBS). This can be 
done if the model meets the following two requirements: (a) the model must consist of 
connected components each having an input and an output; (b) the transition function 
specifying the relation between input and output must be known for every component. 
Apart from these two requirements the model has to meet the general 
requirement that its behaviour, both normal and defective, must correspond to the 
behaviour in the domain captured by the model. If the knowledge captured by the 
model is insufficient, no diagnostic process will produce any satisfying results. This 
important point will be discussed in Chapter 5, when the results of applying model-
based diagnosis to the domain of beginning reading will be evaluated. 
In our research we have decided to restrict ourselves to the modelling of 
beginning reading, specifically the reading of single words. This choice will be justified 
in Section 3.1. In this chapter two reading models will be described: (1) a general 
reading model, capturing different aspects of beginning reading, whether these aspects 
are important for model-based diagnosis or not (Section 3.2.); and (2) a simplified 
reading model, satisfying the two model requirements stated above (Section 3.3.). 
3.1. The reading process 
Research about reading distinguishes between word recognition, sentence 
comprehension and text comprehension (Noordman, Eling & Thomassen, 1991). 
Central in all these types of reading is the lexicon*. The lexicon is a representation of all 
4
 Recently, evidence has been found for an alternative explanation of reading where the lexicon is not 
as essential as in our model. This line of research has been initiated by Van Orden (see for example Van 
Orden, Pennington & Stone, 1990). His approach to reading is an activation model where the 
phonological word parts are triggered by orthographic information. He promises that his model has the 
same possibilities of falsifying hypotheses as the approach we have chosen here. However, at the time 
we had to decide which modelling approach we would use, this was not yet the case and only a small 
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the knowledge a specific reader has about a certain language. Before we give a detailed 
description of the kind of reading we will model in this dissertation, we will introduce 
some key issues in reading research by describing the lexicon in more detail. In the 
reading literature six types of lexical knowledge have been investigated: 
a) Orthographic knowledge (Aaron, 1989; De Groot, 1991a; Grainger & Dijkstra, 
1991): Knowledge about the spelling and visual structure of a word. 
b) Phonological knowledge (Aaron. 1989; De Groot, 1991a; Levelt 1989): Knowledge 
about the pronunciation of words, including syllable and accent structure. 
c) Semantic knowledge (Aaron, 1989; De Groot, 1991a; Levelt 1989): Knowledge 
about the meaning of a word. 
d) Morphological knowledge (Aaron, 1989; De Groot, 1991a; Levelt, 1989; Schreuder, 
1991): Morphemes are the smallest entities in a language with an independent 
semantic or grammatical function. For example, the word 'unreasonable' 
consists of the morphemes 'un', 'reason' and 'able'. Some morphemes are 
words themselves, like 'reason', others always occur in combination with other 
morphemes, like 'un'. Note that a morpheme is not the same as a syllable. For 
example, the morpheme 'ally', as in 'basically', has two syllables. 
Schreuder's research has shown that morphemes play a role in language 
production and he argues that this is reflected in the lexicon. He states that it is 
highly unlikely that words like 'reason', 'reasonable' and 'unreasonable' all 
have different entries in the lexicon. 
e) Syntactic knowledge (De Groot, 1991a; Levelt, 1989): Knowledge about word 
category (for example, 'eat' is a verb), the syntactic arguments of a word (an 
external subject and internal object for 'eat'; i.e. the verb is transitive) and other 
knowledge about the possible grammatical environment of a word. 
f) Cliché knowledge (De Groot, 1991a): Knowledge about common word 
combinations, thus helping the quick recognition of words in sentences. For 
example, if a sentence starts with the words There is no place like', it is not 
very likely that the next word has to be processed extensively, since it will 
almost certainly be the word 'home'. A global check on word-form should be 
enough to be able to recognise the word. 
The lexicon is highly structured: lexical entries can be connected and there are also 
connections within each entry between the different types of lexical knowledge. Levelt 
(1989) defines two kinds of relations between entities: intrinsic and associative. 
Intrinsic relations exist between entities that share some of the features above. 
Examples of these connections for semantic knowledge are between a word and its 
hyponym ('dog' and 'animal'), between a word and a co-hyponym ('dog' and 'cat') 
and between a word and a near-synonym ('close' and 'near'). Such sets of items that 
are related in meaning are called semantic fields. Examples are fields for colour names 
and kinship terms. Associative relations are defined by Levelt as relations between 
items that frequently co-occur in language use. Examples are 'war' and 'death' or 
'truth' and 'beauty'. Both intrinsic and associative relations between lexical items are 
essential for sentence comprehension and text comprehension. Related lexical items 
often co-occur in sentences or text and activation of related items enhances reading 
performance. Therefore, the relations between lexical items are often called context 
knowledge (see De Groot, 1991a for further details about the research on context 
effects). 
In the reading literature, reading is often defined as the understanding of written 
language (Aaron, 1989; Noordman, Eling & Thomassen, 1991; Rayner & Pollatsek, 
1989). This definition can be interpreted as using the available knowledge (sensory 
input, context information) to activate the relevant parts of the lexicon, so that the 
semantic knowledge can be extracted. The problem is how to picture an activation 
connectionist simulation of Van Orden's model was available. Therefore, we will not discuss his ideas 
here, even though they are a very important contribution to the reading research in the past couple of 
years. 
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process, where any of about 50,000 entries (the vocabulary of most readers) can be 
activated in less than a second? There have been several proposals to account for the 
performance of the activation process for lexical entries (see Levelt, 1989 for a more 
detailed description of each): 
a) Morton's logogen theory is a good framework to understand how such a process 
might work. Lexical items are mentally represented by logogens, devices that 
collect evidence for the appropriateness of a lexical item. Logogens are sensitive 
to information that may indicate appropriateness of their lexical item. All 
logogens are active in collecting their specific knowledge: the logogen system is 
working in parallel. Each logogen has a threshold. As soon as the bits of 
collected information exceed the threshold, the logogen fires, making the lexical 
item and all its related features available for use. Part of the theory is that the 
threshold of a logogen gets higher when it does not fire frequently, thereby 
accounting for the longer accessing times for low-frequent words. 
b) Discrimination nets, using binary trees with lexical items as terminal nodes. The 
access procedure starts by running the test for the tree's root predicate. If it 
evaluates to TRUE for the concept at hand, control moves to the node's left 
daughter, otherwise it moves to the right daughter. The next test is that for the 
daughter node's predicate. This process continues until a terminal node (a 
lexical item) is reached. 
c) Decision tables: this is a matrix representing a set of IF/THEN or condition/action 
pairs. The tests are the same as in discrimination sets, but a pattern of several 
(parallel) tests is used to access a limited number of lexical items, which can 
then be discriminated further by additional testing. 
As pointed out by Levelt (1989), none of these proposals can fully explain lexical 
behaviour. Furthermore, experimental data about lexical behaviour has often been 
inconclusive or conflicting (see Aaron, 1989 and De Groot, 1991a). However, 
considering the importance of the lexicon for reading, we have no choice but to include 
a lexicon in our reading model. This will lead to certain important assumptions about 
the lexicon. 
Reading can be defined as the understanding of written language. To translate 
this to the lexicon, reading is the extraction of the semantic part of a lexical entry by 
sufficient activation of other parts of the lexical entry. To diagnose reading, we 
therefore need to measure the activation of the semantic entry of the word that should 
have been read. As Noordman et al. (1991) and Rayner and Pollatsek (1989) pointed 
out, it is far from easy to measure whether or not a written word or sentence is 
understood. The assumption that a text that has been articulated correctly is also 
understood cannot be taken for granted. There are cases of people with brain damage 
who can correctly pronounce many words without having any idea about their 
meaning. Even normal readers regularly read text without understanding the written 
words. Rayner and Pollatsek's choice is to assume that for normal people 
pronunciation and understanding appear at (roughly) the same time and in this 
dissertation we will use the same assumption. Thus, we have decided to take the classic 
psychological approach of observing the relation between the stimulus, being the 
written words or sentences that must be read, and the response, being the articulation 
of these words and sentences. 
A drawback of this approach is that it is a simplification of the reading process. 
We cannot draw any conclusions about the role of the semantic entry of the lexicon. 
Therefore, we have not implemented this entry in the reading model that will be 
discussed in the next section. 
We have also restricted ourselves in the kind of reading we wanted to model for 
model-based diagnosis. Even advanced readers make occasional reading mistakes. 
However, unless they occur frequently, these errors are not considered to be a 
problem. Many children have difficulties though, when learning how to read. 
According to Van Aarle (1991a), about one in six of Dutch children has reading 
problems, a figure comparable to that of most other Western countries. Thus far no 
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teaching method has been found to solve this problem. Another issue, as Van Aarle and 
Van den Bereken (1992) pointed out, is the performance of diagnosticians in the field. 
They stated that diagnosticians, when presented with the same case, often produce 
conflicting diagnoses. 
To us, these were reasons enough to choose beginning reading as the target for 
our research. This choice has some important consequences for the reading task. First, 
advanced readers mostly use the orthographic entry of the lexicon to activate the correct 
lexical entry, aided by some of the other parts of the lexicon like syntax, morphology 
and cliché knowledge. Using orthographic knowledge to activate the correct lexical 
entry in the lexicon requires knowledge about the visual patterns of words. However, 
beginning readers have almost no orthographic knowledge of words. Only a very 
limited number of orthographic patterns (like the child's name or the Coca Cola logo) 
are part of the orthographic knowledge in the lexicon. Reitsma (1991) has shown 
though, that children acquire orthographic knowledge quickly. Therefore, the 
orthographic part of the lexicon has been included in our reading model, albeit in a 
primitive form. 
When children begin to read, they need a different strategy to activate the correct 
lexical entry. Most reading methods do this by teaching children how to decode word 
parts into small bits of phonological knowledge, called phonics (Reitsma & Verhoeven, 
1990; Van Aarle, 1988). This method is based on the observation that most children 
have a good knowledge of spoken language. As a result, the phonological part of the 
lexicon is filled for most words. If the phonological part of a lexical entry can be 
activated, the lexical entry will become activated and (together with other lexical 
knowledge) the meaning of a word can be derived. Decoding word parts is of course 
not perfect and is different from the phonological representation of the corresponding 
lexical entry. However, by assembling the decoded parts and pronouncing them either 
internally (silent reading) or overtly, it is hoped that a phonological pattern emerges 
which is sufficiently similar to the phonological knowledge in the lexicon, causing the 
correct lexical entry to fire. De Groot (1991b), Reitsma (1991) and Van Aarle (1991a) 
all stated that most reading difficulties are caused by problems in this decoding scheme. 
This results in difficulties in developing the orthographic part of the lexicon, which is 
essential to becoming an advanced reader. Although Reitsma warns how difficult it is 
to isolate causes of reading problems, we have decided to follow his, Van Aarle's and 
De Groot's conclusions. As a result, the main part of the reading model that will be 
presented in the next section is the implementation of two types of phonological 
decoding of written language. 
Finally, we have made three important pragmatic simplifications of the reading 
process. First, we have decided to look only at reading single words. In our research 
we have not looked at either sentence comprehension or text comprehension. As 
Noordman et al. (1991) pointed out, sentence comprehension requires the processing 
of orthographic, phonological, syntactic, semantic and context knowledge. Of these, 
context knowledge is especially difficult to describe. Relations between lexical items 
and the strength of relations between lexical items change continuously. It is safe to say 
that context knowledge is different for every reader. Furthermore, an important part of 
the reading errors might be caused by activation of a related lexical item (for example, 
reading 'cat' instead of 'dog'). Taking these errors into account would complicate our 
diagnostic task considerably. Because of this and because beginning readers are first 
taught to read single words instead of sentences, we have decided to look at word 
recognition only. This simplification seems to rule out the use of context completely, 
thus importantly simplifying our task. However, De Groot (1991b) pointed out that 
reading problems are often compensated by using context knowledge. In Chapter 5, 
where the results of our research will be discussed, we will see that context knowledge 
is even used in single word recognition, thus importantly influencing the diagnostic 
performance of our model. 
Our second pragmatic simplification is to leave morphological knowledge out of 
our reading model. The reasons for this are the same as the reasons for leaving out 
context information. Using knowledge about morphemes is a developmental skill and 
therefore differs between readers, complicating our diagnostic task. Furthermore, as 
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Schreuder (1991) pointed out, it is unclear how morphological knowledge is 
represented in the lexicon Finally, we already pointed out that reading methods taught 
in school force children to decode words into phonological parts These phonological 
parts are smaller than morphological units Therefore, we believed that morphological 
knowledge did not play a role in beginning reading However, after developing our 
reading model we found that there is a class of reading errors that we could only 
explain by assuming the use of morphological knowledge This will also be further 
discussed in Chapter 5 
The final simplification is to leave frequency and recency knowledge out of the 
model Aaron (1989) points out that words that were recently read or are highly 
familiar are recognised more quickly than other words To mimic this behaviour, a 
dynamic lexicon must be built, where each word that is read influences the order of the 
lexical entries This dynamic behaviour is important for the simulation of the reading 
behaviour of a single reader However, in a diagnostic program we want to diagnose a 
specific case by applying diagnostic knowledge we acquired by studying the behaviour 
of a group of subjects A dynamic lexicon is different for every reader and changes 
continuously Therefore, for our diagnostic method we have not included frequency 
and recency effects Later in this chapter we will return to this important issue 
With these assumptions, our modelling task has been simplified, since our 
lexicon only contains orthographic and phonological knowledge At this point it is 
unclear whether our assumptions lead to an over simplification of the reading process 
Even if good diagnostic results can be obtained, our more ambitious goal of extending 
our results to a large class of other psychodiagnostic domains can be out of reach We 
run the risk of simplifying reading too much If so, our domain becomes a special 
psychodiagnostic domain for which results will not transfer to other areas of interest 
We will return to this discussion in Chapter 5 In the next section details of the 
decoding will be discussed and a general reading model for beginning reading will be 
presented 
3.2. The general reading model 
3.2 1 The general reading process 
The reading task that we will model and that was described in the previous section, is to 
translate the visual pattern of a word (the stimulus) into a pronunciation of the word 
(the response) This can be done by translating the stimulus into either an orthographic 
representation corresponding to an orthographic entry in the lexicon or into a 
phonological representation corresponding to a phonological entry in the lexicon If the 
orthographic entry becomes activated, the link with the corresponding phonological part 
of the lexicon is used to articulate the word If the phonological entry becomes 
activated, articulation can be done immediately Recognising a word by constructing an 
orthographic representation is pictured as route A in Figure 3 1 Recognising a word by 
constructing a phonological representation can be done in two different ways (these will 
later be described in detail) and are called route В and route С (Van den Bereken, 
Grimbergen, Hoenkamp & Van Aarle, 1992) Route A is also known as the direct route 
and route В and С are variations of the indirect route (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) 
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When using a lexicon as part of a model for model-based diagnosis, all entries 
have to be described exactly. As far as we know, it is not known what lexical entries 
exactly look like. According to De Groot (1991a), the phonological and orthographic 
knowledge consist of an abstract description of sound and spelling. Especially the view 
that words are identified by first creating a case- and font-independent orthographic 
word code is widely accepted (see Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989 for an overview of these 
studies), but exactly what does this code look like? For example, if the orthographic 
representation of a word is the same as the visual word pattern, there must be a lexicon 
entry for all different visual patterns for the same word (e.g. for car, c a r , c a r , 
CAR). This is not very likely, since it would lead to a highly redundant lexicon. It is 
more natural to assume that the orthographic entry in the lexicon is the same for all 
visual patterns of words and that for every new type of visual pattern (i.e. every new 
letter font), a translation has to be learned from the visual pattern to the orthographic 
lexical entry. However, the question remains if a language with a completely different 
orthography is learned, the same orthographic coding will be used. For example, do the 
Chinese character for boat and the word boat itself share the same orthographic code? 
Unlikely as it may be, we know of no research done in this area, despite the 
considerable amount of research on the differences between writing systems (Gibson & 
Levin, 1975; Henderson, 1984; Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Navon & Shimron, 1984; 
Turvey, Feldman & Lukatela, 1984; Tzeng & Wang, 1985). 
A second question concerning the translation from a visual word pattern to an 
orthographic representation is how this translation is done. In the terminology of Figure 
3.1.: how to define the task of the visual converter? There have been two approaches to 
this issue (see Ray ner & Pollatsek, 1989): template matching and feature detection. 
Template matching assumes that for every letter pattern we have a representation 
embedded in our brain. The letters 'B' and 'b' are matched to their respective template 
and the same orthographic representation for 'b' is produced. Main difficulty of the 
template matching theory is that a letter like 'B' can occur in many different forms. We 
have no difficulties in recognising В, В, В and В quickly as the same (upper case) 
letter. For each of these different representations of 'B' a different template must be 
available, resulting in many different matching possibilities. This would slow down 
the recognition process too much. As Rayner and Pollatsek (1989) pointed out, feature 
detection is a much more plausible theory for the visual perception of letters. There is 
physiological evidence from research with animals that there are different visual 
detectors for different visual stimuli. Line, edge and slit detectors have been discovered 
in the brains of cats, suggesting that these types of feature detectors also exist in the 
human brain. Furthermore, stabilised image research showed that if a picture is 
presented for a short while, it does not blank out instantaneously but gradually and that 
similar features in pictures fade out at the same time. Finally, it is easier to detect a letter 
when presented between dissimilar letters than when the letter was presented between 
similar letters (Neisser, 1967, cited in Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). Template matching 
theory cannot account for this, since the same number of matches is needed in both 
cases. 
For our model, we have chosen for a fixed type of visual pattern (one type of 
letter) and a trivial orthographic code in the lexicon, equivalent to the letters of the 
stimulus word. For every letter of the type of visual pattern we use, a set of at most two 
letter features will be defined that are used to discriminate letters. These letter features 
are used by the visual converter to translate the stimulus word correctly or incorrectly to 
the orthographic representation. Specific rules for correct and incorrect translation of 
letter features to letters will be given below. 
The same coding problem as with building an orthographic representation 
occurs when a description of a phonological code as represented in the lexicon must be 
made. Both Levelt (1989) and De Groot (1991a) assume that there is a difference 
between the phonological entry in the lexicon and the articulation of the word. Levelt 
describes a system where morphological and phonological knowledge as stored in the 
lexicon is used to build a phonetic plan. This phonetic plan can then be executed by the 
musculature in the throat and mouth. De Groot simply defines two different lexical 
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entries for phonological and articulatory knowledge Articulation could then be done by 
activating the articulatory entry by using the intrinsic links between entries In our 
model of Figure 3 1 , a distinction has been made between the phonological 
representation and the articulation, which is done after building a phonetic plan Later 
we will drop this distinction We will then restrict ourselves to the psychological part of 
reading and assume that speech errors have a physical nature As soon as the correct 
pronunciation (phonological representation) is found in the lexicon, the psychological 
process is ended and so is our diagnostic task The result of reading a word will then be 
the phonological representation We have adopted Levelt's proposal to represent the 
phonological representation as a list of phonological units (these will be called 
phonemes) Global pronunciation knowledge of the word, like syllable and accent 
structure, which are also part of Levelt's description of a phonological representation, 
are not part of our model 
We will first discuss how the orthographic representation of a word can be used 
to extract the pronunciation of a word by an intrinsic lexical link between orthographic 
and phonological knowledge (route A) This is the method that is usually used by 
skilled readers This route requires that the visual pattern of the word to be read is 
known to the reader Complicating factor is the evidence that a word is not recognised 
as a whole, but that small pieces of visual information (the letter features) are used to 
narrow down the number of possible candidates in the mental lexicon (Aaron, 1989, 
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) Using this visual information, together with context 
and frequency knowledge, the skilled reader is capable of recognising a word very fast 
Fluent and comprehensive reading can only be achieved by mastering this reading 
route For beginning readers, the part of the mental lexicon that contains the 
orthographic representations of words has hardly been developed Therefore, in general 
beginning readers are not able to recognise words by using route A To account for the 
few words that a beginning reader has learned to recognise by its orthographic features, 
route A has been included in our model However, this is not done by an activation 
type model like that of McClelland and Rumelhart, but by comparing the orthographic 
representation that has been built from the stimulus with the orthographic 
representations in the lexicon 
While orthographic knowledge may not yet be available, the beginning reader 
understands spoken language very well Therefore, the phonological entries in the 
lexicon of all words known to the beginning reader are filled So, by translating the 
stimulus word to a phonological representation, these entries can be used to extract the 
meaning of a word Two methods for the construction of phonological representations 
are taught to the beginning reader (Gough, 1985, Reitsma & Verhoeven, 1990, Van 
Aarle, 1988) letter-grapheme-phoneme transition (in Figure 3 1 this is called route B) 
and letter-grapheme-phonic phoneme transition (in Figure 3 1 this is called route C)5 
Graphemes are small graphic units (one or two letters) in a word that have some 
specific pronunciation, ι e correspond to a single phoneme (Coltheart, 1984) For 
example, sh is a grapheme of two letters with pronunciation If, which is different from 
the pronunciation of the letters s and h Coltheart has taken this definition of graphemes 
straight from Webster's dictionary (as we discovered in the later edition of 1990, where 
exactly the same definition is used) Therefore, it is rather odd that in the reading 
literature, the units of orthographic information in the stimulus word (ι e the visual 
features of a word) are sometimes called grapheme (Gibson, 1985, LaBerge & 
Samuels, 1985) In this dissertation we will follow Coltheart's definition Our list of 
graphemes for the Dutch language has been taken from De Wit and Van Herpen ( 1982) 
This list is the basis for the letter-grapheme translations of route В and С 
The difference between phonic and phoneme is essential to the model presented, 
but they have sometimes been used as synonyms (Reitsma & Verhoeven, 1990, Van 
5 Actually, Ihe rule based translation from orthography to phonology has been challenged by a number 
of researchers lately We already mentioned Van Orden (Van Orden Pennington & Stone 1990) but 
his work has been based on that of Slanovich (Stanovich & Bauer, 1978) and Glushko (1979) We used 
the rule based approach for diagnostic purposes, ι e because of the possibilities for falsifying 
hypotheses 
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Aarle, 1988). To avoid confusion, the differences will now be discussed in more detail. 
Both phonics and phonemes are meant to describe the way graphemes sound in spoken 
language. Phonemes are inventions of linguists, and are defined as sets of speech 
features (called phonological segments by Le velt), allowing the listener to discriminate 
between spoken words with different pronunciations and/or meaning (e.g. between the 
p-sound and 1-sound in the words pet and let). Phonemes are always part of the 
complete pronunciation of a word and cannot be pronounced separately. 
In contrast, phonics are inventions of teachers of elementary reading, who are 
trying to teach children the correspondence between graphemes and phonemes. 
Teachers initially make children believe that for instance the grapheme b should always 
be pronounced as /¿> / (Van Aarle, 1991b).The graphemes in the word are decoded 
one-by-one into phonics. These phonics are then combined and pronounced (internally 
or externally). If the resulting pronunciation is sufficiently similar to the phonological 
representation in the lexicon, the correct pronunciation can be extracted from the 
lexicon, along with the meaning of the word. Phonics are imperfect because they assign 
a pronunciation to phonemes, which are unpronounceable by definition. As a result, 
grapheme sounds like lbs/ will often result in unwanted extensions of pronunciation 
parts of a word (for example, big is pronounced as /b& i ge/). Furthermore, the 
similarity between a number of successive phonics and the actual perceivable word 
sounds (the phonological representation) is weak. Therefore, extracting the meaning of 
a word by constructing a phonic representation can be difficult for the child. Only if the 
similarity between the phonic and phonological representations is big (the so called 
sound pure words) this method can be successful (Van Aarle, 1988). 
Route В requires more knowledge about the pronunciation of word parts than 
route C. As a rule, there are more possible transitions from graphemes to phonemes as 
there are from graphemes to phonics (details will follow). Because of the better 
correspondence between phonemes and pronunciation, production of the correct 
phonological representation is more likely when using route B, but it is also more 
difficult, since more alternatives can be chosen. In both routes several translations are 
needed to get from visual input to the meaning of the word, so these routes take 
considerably more time than route A. 
The different number of translations in route А, В and С also influence the 
errors occurring as a result of incorrectly storing and retrieving intermediate 
representations from memory. In route A only the orthographic representation has to be 
stored and retrieved, in route В both the orthographic and the phonological 
representation have to be stored and retrieved, while in route С three representations 
have to be stored and retrieved: the orthographic, phonic and phonological 
representation. The use of memory in reading has been described in a number of 
reading models. Aaron ( 1989) gives a description of auditory memory, in which phonic 
and phonological representations are temporarily stored for internal or external 
pronunciation. Just and Carpenter (1985) view working memory as the set of active 
lexical entries, assuming that word features are lost as soon as they are used to limit the 
number of possible lexical entries. Because of the simplicity of the lexicon we use, we 
chose Aaron's type of working memory and extended this to an orthographic working 
memory. All four types of intermediate representations (i.e. orthographic 
representation, grapheme representation, phonical representation and phonological 
representation) are stored and can be retrieved from working memory. These 
representations can be compared to representations in the lexicon or can be internally or 
externally pronounced. From a diagnostic point of view, this multiple storing and 
retrieval process is interesting because errors can occur. We will assume that there are 
two possible types of errors: storing and retrieving leads to a permutation of the 
elements of a representation (permutations) or it leads to flushing part of the 
representation (omissions). These errors will be further discussed in Section 3.3., 
where the diagnostic reading model for beginning reading will be discussed. There are 
other types of errors for which memory problems can be held responsible. Apart from 
permutations and omissions Levelt (1989) mentions substitutions (e.g. if you can 
change the pirst part), additions (e.g. Glod bless you) and shifts (e.g. Frish Gotto). All 
of these are the result of using context knowledge wrongly. We have already explained 
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that we will leave context knowledge out of our model, so we will not consider these 
types of memory errors here. 
Research in the area of word recognition suggests that children might use other 
ways of reading as well. An example is context guessing (Reitsma, 1991) where the 
context of a word (e.g. an illustration) and some global visual features of a word (e.g. a 
long word like snow-white) are used to guess the word. This method is diagnostically 
interesting, since strange reading errors might be explained by it. For example, reading 
goldilocks as snow-white because of the context of fairy tales and limited knowledge 
about long words. However, as already mentioned, we chose to look at reading single 
words, thus ruling out context. Therefore, reading that makes use of contextual 
knowledge will not be included in our model. 
Also left out is the influence of time on the reading process. If a child is given a 
time limit to read a word, more and different reading mistakes will be made. In this case 
the processing of the word is not completed but the child is forced to answer. As a 
result, part of the word will be guessed. The errors resulting from time pressure are 
interesting from a diagnostic point of view, since they give insight into the process 
leading to the pronunciation of a word. If we want to include these errors in our model, 
we have to define diagnostic rules for the relation between time constraints and certain 
reading errors. These rules would also have to define how time is distributed between 
the different parts of the reading process (between different routes, between different 
intermediate translations). Although an interesting area of research in itself, we decided 
not to unnecessarily complicate our task and build a diagnostic program for reading 
without time constraints. 
To summarise, in our research we were interested in errors made by beginning 
readers who are reading single words. We will not look at the use of context, 
morphology, fluency of speech or latency times. After this general introduction to the 
reading process, we will now describe the correct and incorrect translations in the three 
different routes in detail. 
3.2.2. Detailed description of the reading routes 
Route A: direct recognition 
Input for all reading routes is a word that has to be read aloud. This word is offered as 
a stimulus to the reader. The visual representation of a word (meaningless characters on 
paper or screen) is kept in a small piece of short term memory (storage time is about 
250 ms) called icon (Aaron, 1989; Gough, 1985). This icon is overwritten immediately 
by new visual stimuli. The content of the icon is translated into the abstract internal 
graphical representation. Since long words cannot be kept in the icon, several steps 
(called fixations) are needed to transform such a word to an orthographic 
representation. Correctness of letter perception gradually decreases around the centre of 
fixation, so errors in the graphical representation are more likely to occur further from 
the fixation centre. To keep model-based diagnosis as simple as possible, the issues 
involving iconic memory, fixations and eye-movements are not considered here. We 
will assume that the stimulus is transformed to an orthographic representation of the 
word by a component called the visual converter. It will also be assumed that the 
graphical representation of a word is the same as the sequence of the graphical 
representations of the letters of the stimulus word. Different kinds of letters (e.g. a, A, 
a or a) are mapped to the same internal graphical representation, but mistakes in letter 
recognition are possible at this point (for instance, reading a b a s a ρ). To mimic this 
behaviour, we have introduced the notion of letter features. The stimulus word is 
perceived by the reader as a string of letter features and the task of the visual converter 
is to translate these letter features to a string of graphical representations of letters. 
Some of these features are very similar, so that casual reading can result in distinctive 
reading mistakes. The example of reading a ρ instead of a b, can then be explained by 
the similarity between the features of a vertical line protruding at the top and a vertical 
line protruding at the bottom. 
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We know of only four studies that have defined a list of letter features to 
recognise letters: Bouwhuis (1979), Gibson (1985), Kuennapas and Janson (1969) and 
McClelland and Rumelhart (1981). The studies of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) 
and Gibson (1985) focus on the letter features of capital letters. Since there can only be 
a limited number of feature detectors in the brain, it might be expected that letter 
features that are used to recognise small and capital letters are shared. Unfortunately, in 
these studies letter features are defined in such a way that this is not the case. 
Bouwhuis (1979) orders letters into three main groups: short letters, ascenders 
and descenders. These groups are further divided into similarity groups, but Bouwhuis 
does not define letter features for these similarity groups. Some unwanted results can 
be derived from Bouwhuis' similarity groups. For example, w can be confused with r 
and ι cannot be confused withy'. Because of these unwanted results, we have not used 
these similarity groups in this dissertation. 
McClelland and Rumelhart do not use any empirical data for their letter features 
but define their own letter font and corresponding letter features. Their interactive 
activation model is very interesting because it is one of the few models who actually 
uses activation of graphical entries to mimic reading behaviour. However, we have no 
use for their choice of letter features, since this choice is not based on any theory about 
physical letter feature detectors. 
Gibson defines five groups of main features: straight, curve, intersection, 
redundancy and discontinuity. These groups are then divided into subgroups. For 
example the group straight is divided into horizontal (as in 'A'), vertical (as in T), 
oblique left to right (as in 'N') and oblique right to left (as in 'Z'). Gibson's own data 
showed that this feature list cannot account for most of possible letter confusions. 
Gibson calculated the so-called percent feature difference of two letters, by dividing the 
total number of features possessed by either letter, but not both, by the total number 
possessed by both, whether equal or not. This number was only significant for 12 of 
the 26 possible confusions in Gibson's set of letters. Strangely enough, Shepard and 
Arabie (1979), in a follow-up to Gibson's first research on critical features of letters 
(1963, cited in Shepard and Arable's article), showed that the method of additive 
clustering could divide the letters into very plausible confusion groups. The top five 
confusion groups were: 1) E and F; 2) M, N and W; 3) С and G; 4) Ρ and R; 5) К and 
X. Judging from the additive clustering method, it seems that Gibson's features are 
relevant for the recognition of (capital) letters. 
The most thorough research about letter features still seems to be that of 
Kuennapas and Janson (1969). They define nine defining letter features: 't' or 'vertical 
linearity', 'o' or 'roundness', 'n' or 'parallel vertical linearity', 'i' or 'vertical linearity 
with dot', 'p' or 'roundness attached to vertical linearity', 'k' or 'vertical linearity with 
crossness', 'a' or 'roundness attached to a hook', 'v' or 'angularity upward' and 'z' or 
'zigzaggedness'. However, even this categorisation is not capable of grouping al 
similar letters. For example, the letter r is grouped in 'vertical linearity', since it has a 
similarity coefficient of 0.45 with letters t, f and /, that are also in this group. However, 
it might just as well be grouped under 'parallel vertical linearity' since it has a similarity 
coefficient of 0.44 with the letters n, m, h, и in this group. Another problem is that 
some letter recognition errors cannot be explained with Kuennapas' categories of letter 
features. For example, the letter к is the only letter in the group vertical linearity with 
crossness, even though there is evidence that a A: is sometimes mistakenly perceived as 
h orb (Bouwhuis, 1979; Landelijke pedagogische centra, 1977). 
Because none of the studies we knew define a set of letter features to explain all 
possible letter confusions, we decided to use a different approach. The idea is not only 
to define letter features for all letters, but to add the possibility of confusion between 
visually similar letter features. For example, letters 'f and 't' can be confused, because 
both have a small horizontal line and the 'f has a curve at the top, while the 't' has a 
curve at the bottom. Although hook at the top and hook at the bottom are in principal 
different letter features, we will assume the possibility that the visual converter can mix 
them up because of their similarity. 
There is also a different problem to be solved when making a complete list of 
letter features. This problem is caused by changes that can be expected when a reader 
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develops from a beginning to a skilled reader. When different types of letters are 
encountered, new ways of translating these letters to the same internal graphical 
representations have to be learned. As an example, it can safely be assumed that the 
words ball and BALL are translated to the same internal graphical representation, even 
though their visual image is very different. Since there can only a limited number of 
feature detectors in the human brain, it must be possible to define all of them. For 
instance, a reader only recognises letters that strongly resemble a, a, or A as the letter a. 
In this case there is only a limited number of letter feature translation tables necessary to 
describe the letter perception of a reader. However, there is the possibility that other 
representations can be learned that connect to the letter a. For example, the Greek letter 
a. We have decided not to seek completeness in this case and limit ourselves in this 
dissertation to one standard set of letters. Although this standard set might differ from 
country to country and even among different schools, the generality of this choice 
should be clear. If necessary, different letter features can be added. The complete list of 
letter features as we use it and the similarity groups of letter features will be defined 
below. 
We assumed that a graphical representation of a word is the combination of the 
graphical representation of the letters. This assumption is violated if route A is used by 
skilled readers. Skilled readers have an automatic recognition of letters and often only 
need to process part of the word to recognise it. Aaron (1989) mentions that in an old 
study Cattell (1885, 1886) found that the exposure duration necessary for recognising 
words is slightly less than it is for a letter. Familiar words under brief exposure were 
also recognised more accurately than letters. However, the belief that words are 
recognised as a visual gestalt has been successfully challenged since then. The 
assumption of recognising a word as a visual gestalt implies that not all visual details 
that are part of the word are processed, since this is the only way a complete word can 
be recognised more quickly than a single letter. Aaron mentions the study of Chambers 
(1979), in which subjects were asked to push a "yes" or "no" button if the stimulus 
was a word or not (the so-called lexical decision task). The non-words differed from 
the real words by one letter, but the place of the letter that made the word into a non-
word was changed systematically so that it occupied all possible positions in the word. 
It was found that the alternation of the single letter delayed the response regardless of 
the position of the letter. Chambers concluded that all the letters in a word are used for 
accessing the lexicon. Other studies by Zola and Joula (also cited in Aaron, 1989) seem 
to support this view. 
However, some of the studies of Samuels (cited in Samuels, 1985) lead to a 
different conclusion. Samuels lowered the reading level of adult readers to the level of a 
child by presenting the words in an unfamiliar visual fashion, using the mirror images 
of the words. He found that under these circumstances, adult readers have the same 
decoding problems as beginning readers and that they use letters as the basic visual 
unit. Every additional letter increased the time needed to read a word by 20 
milliseconds. From this and other studies Samuels concluded that skilled readers use 
the whole word as the unit of recognition (if the word is known to the reader), while 
beginning readers use letter-by-letter processing. In our terminology this means for 
skilled readers that if there is an orthographic entry in the lexicon for the word, not all 
visual information needs to be processed before the lexical entry can become activated. 
Because unsuccessful lexical access means that the complete word has to be translated, 
more processing time is needed. The results of Chambers can then be explained as the 
difference between successful or unsuccessful lexical access. If a letter transforms a 
word into a non-word, lexical access will be unsuccessful, regardless of the position of 
the letter. The assumption that beginning readers try to activate the orthographic entries 
in the lexicon by letter-by-letter processing from left to right is the position that will be 
adopted in our reading model. 
The graphical representation of the word, being the concatenation of the 
graphical representation of the letters of the stimulus, is now compared with the 
graphical representations in the mental lexicon. This comparing process is optional. For 
example, when reading a text in an unknown language with the same roman alphabet, it 
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is possible to read the words without any lexical access. In this case, a pronunciation 
will be produced by comparing the orthographic and morphological features of the non-
word with the features of known words. How this might be done will not be described 
in our model, although there is an activation model by Paap (cited in Rayner & 
Pollatsek, 1989) that deals with this question of pronouncing unknown words by 
similarity. 
When building the graphical representation of letters, the set of candidates in the 
lexicon can also be narrowed down. This can lead to child-specific errors if the process 
is stopped at the point where there is only one candidate left in the lexicon, whether the 
last letter processed is the last letter of the word or not (for instance reading business as 
bus). These errors can be classified as omission errors, flushing part of the word 
during processing and will be included in the diagnostic model of Section 3.3. In this 
dissertation, we will restrict ourselves to a straightforward comparison between 
orthographic representations in the lexicon and the orthographic representation built 
from the stimulus word. For an activation model of the orthographic entries in the 
lexicon, see McClelland and Rumelhart(1981). 
When the complete or partial orthographic representation of the stimulus is 
successfully matched with a single graphical representation in the lexicon, the meaning 
and pronunciation of the word can be obtained and the word can be pronounced. If 
either a complete or a partial graphical representation has been built and none of the 
orthographic representations in the mental lexicon can be matched to the graphical 
representation of the stimulus, the reading method of route A fails. Route В or С must 
now be tried to find the meaning and pronunciation of the word. There are theories 
claiming that this sequential walk-through of route А, В and С is incorrect and that the 
processing in different routes occurs simultaneously. The reading route that finds the 
meaning and pronunciation first is favoured. For diagnostic purposes this discussion is 
irrelevant. To diagnose a specific case we will see that we have to generate all 
hypotheses that can generate the response from the stimulus. The correct hypothesis 
will be part of this set, so there is no need to concern ourselves with the way it was 
generated from route А, В or C. If the response could have been generated from route 
В or C, two different hypotheses will be part of the hypothesis set. During the testing 
phase, we then have to find words to distinguish between these hypotheses. Only if the 
likelihood of hypotheses is taken into account, it might be important to know 
immediately by which reading route the response was generated. 
Description of specific items 
Word to read: At this point, a collection of meaningless visual information on 
paper. 
Letter features: For the reading model of this chapter, the features of Table 3.1 
have been chosen. 
How these letter features are linked to the internal graphical representation of 
letters can be found in Table 3.2. Note that if different types of letters can be recognised 
by the reader (different fonts of letters), there will be several different columns for the 
different letter features, but still only one entry under graphical representation letters, 
since the internal graphical representation is assumed to be unique. For example, for the 
graphical representation of the letter 'e' there could be one set of letter features vertical 
line protruding at the top (for the letter 'I') and one set vertical line protruding at the 
top, horizontal line (for the letter 'L'). 
Visual converter: It is assumed that the stimulus word is perceived by the visual 
system as a set of letter features. These letter features must now be translated to 
graphical representations of each letter by using Table 3.2. This translation will lead to 
one graphical representation of a word, a representation that can be either correct or 
incorrect. An incorrect graphical representation can be produced if letter features of 
letters are similar. 
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Group 
Curve 
Angle 
Vertical line 
Hook 
Diagonal line 
Horizontal line 
Point 
Zigzag 
Feature 
Closed 
Open at the right 
Open at the bottom 
Divided curve open at the bottom 
Open at the right and the bottom 
Open at the top 
Open at the right 
Open at the top 
Divided angle open at the top 
Protruding at the top 
Protruding at the bottom 
Non-protruding 
Protruding at the bottom, curve bottom left 
Protruding at the top, curve top right 
Protruding at the top, curve bottom right 
Short left right 
Short right left 
Protruding at the bottom, right left 
Horizontal line 
Point 
Right left 
Left right 
Shape 
0 
с 
η 
m 
г 
u 
< 
ν 
w 
I 
as in ρ 
as ini 
as inj 
as in f 
asín t 
\ 
/ 
as in y 
. 
ζ 
s 
Table З.1.. Letter features for a standard letter set used by beginning readers 
Graphical 
repr ltrs 
a 
b 
с 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
1 
J 
к 
1 
m 
η 
О 
Ρ 
q 
г 
s 
t 
u 
V 
w 
X 
У 
ζ 
Letter features 
Closed curve, Non-protruding vertical line 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Closed curve 
Curve open at the right 
Closed curve, Vertical line protruding at the top 
Curve open at the right, Horizontal line 
Hook protruding at the top curve top right, Horizontal line 
Closed curve, Hook protruding at the bottom curve bottom left 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Curve open at the bottom 
Non-protruding vertical line, Point 
Hook protruding at the bottom curve bottom left, Point 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Angle open at the right 
Vertical line protruding at the top 
Divided curve open at the bottom 
Curve open at the bottom 
Closed curve 
Vertical line protruding at the bottom, Closed curve 
Closed curve, Vertical line protruding at the bottom 
Curve open at the right and bottom 
Zigzag left right 
Hook protruding at the top curve bottom right, Horizontal line 
Curve open at the top 
Angle open at the top 
Divided angle open at the top 
Diagonal line short left right, Diagonal line short right left 
Angle open at the top, Diagonal line protruding at the bottom right left 
Zigzag right left 
Table 32 The abstract graphical representation of letters and the defining letter 
features 
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Letter feature Congruent letter features 
Closed curve 
Curve open at the right 
Curve open at the bottom 
Divided curve open at the 
bottom 
Curve open at the right and 
the bottom 
Curve open at the top 
Angle open at the right 
Angle open at the top 
Divided angle open at the 
top 
Vertical line protruding at 
the top 
Vertical line protruding at 
the bottom 
Non-protruding vertical line 
Hook protruding at the 
bottom curve bottom left 
Hook protruding at the top 
curve top right 
Hook protruding at the top 
curve bottom right 
Diagonal line short left right 
Diagonal line short right left 
Diagonal protruding at the 
bottom, right left 
Horizontal line 
Point 
Zigzag right left 
Zigzag left right 
Curve open at the right, Curve open at the bottom, Angle 
open at the right 
Closed curve, Curve open at the right and the bottom, 
Angle open at the right 
Closed curve, Divided curve open at the bottom, Curve 
open at the right and the bottom, Curve open at the top, 
Angle open at the right, Angle open at the top 
Curve open at the bottom, Divided angle open at the top 
Curve open at the right, Hook protruding at the top curve 
top right, Curve open at the bottom 
Curve open at the bottom, Angle open at the top, Divided 
angle open at the top 
Closed curve, Curve open at the right, Curve open at the 
bottom, Curve open at the right and the bottom 
Angle open at the bottom, Curve open at the top, Divided 
angle open at the top 
Divided curve open at the bottom, Curve open at the top, 
Angle open at the top 
Hook protruding at the top curve top right, Hook 
protruding at the top curve bottom right, Non-protruding 
vertical line, Vertical line protruding at the bottom 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Non-protruding vertical 
line, Hook protruding at the bottom curve bottom left, 
Hook protruding at the top curve bottom right 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Vertical line protruding 
at the bottom, Hook protruding at bottom curve bottom 
left, Hook protruding at the top curve bottom right 
Non-protruding vertical line, Vertical line protruding at the 
bottom 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Curve open at the 
bottom and the right, Hook protruding at the top curve 
bottom right 
Vertical line protruding at the top, Hook protruding at the 
top curve top right 
Diagonal line short right left 
Diagonal line short left right 
Diagonal line short right left 
Zigzag left right 
Zigzag right left 
Table 33.: Congruent letter features 
In Table 3.3 the possible errors in letter feature recognition because of 
confusion with congruent letter features are listed. We have chosen the following rule 
for letter confusion: 
Letter confusion rule A Letter with letter features (LF1, LF2) can be confused with 
a letter with letter features (LF3, LF4) iff 
a) LF1 = LF4 and LF2 = LF3 
b) LF1 = LF3 and LF2 is congruent with LF4 (according to Table 3.3.) 
c) LF2 = LF4 and LF1 is congruent with LF3 (according to Table 3.3.) 
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Letter 
a 
b 
с 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
j 
к 
] 
m 
Congruent letters 
с d g π o q 
d h k p 
a e o r 
abq 
c o r 
I r t 
aq 
b k p 
j i 
i 
b h l p 
f i k t 
η w 
Letter 
η 
o 
Ρ 
q 
r 
s 
t 
u 
V 
w 
X 
У 
ζ 
Congruent letters 
a m o r u vy 
a c e n 
b h k q 
a d g p 
ce f η 
ζ 
fi 
π ν w y 
η u w y 
m u vy 
η u ν w 
s 
Table 3.4.: Possible errors by the visual converter, resulting from 
mistakes in congruent letter features 
The possible mistakes in letter perception resulting from this rule can be found in Table 
3.4. At this point, we assume that the reader can produce any of the mistakes in the 
table. Therefore, the output of the visual converter can be correct or incorrect. 
Note, however, that the rule above is heuristic and not very realistic, since some 
errors are more likely than other errors. For example, reading the word give as qjnr is 
very unlikely. From a diagnostic point of view, a model is adequate if all possible 
diagnostic hypotheses can be generated. In the next section, a diagnostic hypothesis 
will be defined as a possible translation from stimulus to response. Since it is unlikely 
that the word give is pronounced as qjnr no hypothesis will be generated in which the 
stimulus give is transformed to the letters qjnr. However, it is still possible that a highly 
unlikely translation from letter features to letters leads to a very plausible response. At 
this point, we will assume that these unlikely hypotheses can be filtered out at the 
testing stage of the diagnostic process. In Chapter 5 this issue will be further discussed. 
Orthographic representation: The exact content of the orthographic 
representation of a word is unknown. In this dissertation we assume that it has the 
same form as the stimulus word, so in this dissertation both stimulus and orthographic 
representation will be presented in the same font. This is the font of the letters in Table 
3.4. 
Mental lexicon: The orthographic entry of the mental lexicon is used by this 
route to extract the meaning and pronunciation of the word. 
Graphical searcher: Matches the graphical representation as constructed by the 
visual converter with graphical representations in the mental lexicon. If a match is 
found, meaning and pronunciation can be produced and the stimulus word is 
successfully read by this reading route. 
Phonetic plan: This plan can be executed by the musculature in the throat and 
mouth 
Articulation: The word can now be pronounced by executing the phonetic plan. 
The result is the output of the reading process by route A (response). The response can 
also be seen as the observation of the device (in this case a beginning reader) that is the 
starting point of the diagnostic process as outlined in Chapter 2. If the observation is 
not as expected, i.e. the word is pronounced incorrectly, the error in the device must be 
found. 
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Route В: Grapheme-phoneme conversion 
In this route the phonological entry of the lexicon is used to get access to the meaning 
and pronunciation of the word. To build a phonological representation from the 
stimulus three translations have to be done. The first translation is from the stimulus to 
the orthographic representation. This translation is the same as in route A. The second 
translation is from orthographic representation to graphemes. As said, graphemes are 
small graphic units (one or two letters) in a word that have some specific pronunciation. 
The third translation is from the graphemes to the phonological representation. The 
translation process from grapheme to phoneme is very simple: first the leftmost 
grapheme is translated to a phoneme, then the grapheme right of this first grapheme is 
translated to a phoneme and so on until the rightmost grapheme has been translated. 
Then the phonological representation is compared to the phonological representations in 
the lexicon. Again this lexical search is optional. The phonological representation can 
also be directly transformed into a phonetic plan. 
It has also been pointed out that the correspondence between phonemes and 
pronunciation is imperfect, since phonemes do not define stress on word parts. As a 
result, even when the phonological representation is built correctly from the graphemes, 
this representation is not necessarily equivalent to the phonological representation in the 
lexicon. This means that the match between the phonological representation, as built 
from graphemes and the phonological representation as part of the mental lexicon, is 
not a trivial operation of comparing the two representations. Since we have chosen a 
simplified lexicon, we cannot simulate the activation of a phonological lexical entry by 
accumulating phonological information from the stimulus word (Just & Carpenter, 
1985; Levelt, 1989). Therefore, just as was done in route A with the orthographic 
representation, we will assume a trivial comparing of representations here. 
When translating graphemes to phonemes, another far-reaching assumption has 
been made. This is the assumption that no 'real errors' can be made in this translation. 
For every grapheme there may be several possible translations to phonemes, but for all 
of these translations there is a word in the (Dutch) language for which this translation is 
valid. For example, the word pint might incorrectly be translated to the phonological 
representation /pint/ (i.e. pronounced like hint) instead of /p ai η t/. Although this is 
an error, the translation would not be wrong if a phonological representation for the 
word hint is being constructed. However, from a study by Miller and Nicely (cited in 
Shepard & Arabie, 1979), it can be argued that other grapheme-phoneme translation 
errors are possible. They made a confusion matrix for 16 English consonant phonemes 
and showed that certain phonemes are confused with other phonemes, indicating real 
errors at the level of the phonological representation. There are two reasons why we 
have not included Miller and Nicely's data into our present study. The first was that it 
was incomplete (only 16 phonemes) and that there was no data available for Dutch (our 
target language). The second reason was that it is unclear if these types of errors are 
translation errors from graphemes to phonemes, noise in the phonetic plan or even 
difficulties in the articulation. 
If none of the phonological representations in the lexicon can be matched with 
the phonological representation built from the graphemes, the word cannot be read by 
route В and a different route must be tried. It is also possible that the reader abandons 
the reading task at this stage. Reasons for giving up differ between individuals and can 
depend on a number of external circumstances. Time given to the reader to read a word 
is often one of the factors. If the reading process is abandoned, only part of the 
pronunciation or no pronunciation at all will be the result of the reading process. 
Description of specific items 
In this route, as in route A, the graphical representation of a word is built letter by 
letter. Therefore, up to the letter-grapheme converter route В is diagnostically 
equivalent to route A. 
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Letter-grapheme table: Matches the internal graphical representation of letters a-z 
in the graphical representation to the following graphemes: 
(a) 26 letters of the alphabet; 
(b) 4 long vowels: aa, ее, oo, uu; 
(c) 10 double character sounds: ai, au, ei, eu, ie, ij, oe, ou, qu, ui; 
(d) 4 double consonants: eh, ng, th, sh 
This list has been taken from De Wit and Van Herpen (1982), and the infrequent 
graphemes с, q, χ, у, ai, qu, sh and th have been added for completeness. 
Note that this list is for the Dutch language. Graphemes in other languages will 
be different, but this difference is not essential for our model as long as the 
orthographic representation of letters and words is similar (i.e. not Chinese or 
Hebrew). 
Letters 
aa 
ai 
au 
eh 
ее 
ei 
eu 
ie 
•J 
" g 
oe 
oo 
ou 
qu 
sh 
th 
u i 
u u 
Possible grapheme translations 
aa, a a, ai, au 
ai, a i,aa, au.ei, ie, ui 
au, a u, aa, ai, eu, ou, ui, uu 
ch, с h 
ее, e e, ei, eu, ie, oe 
ei, e i, ai, ее, eu, ie, oe, ui 
eu, e u, ее, ei, ie, oe, uu, au, ou, ui 
ie, i e, ai, ее, eu, ei, oe, ui 
Ü.'j 
ng.ng 
oe, o e, oo, ou, ее, ei, ie, eu 
oo, o o, oe, ou 
ou, o u, oo, oe, uu, au, eu, ui 
qu.q u 
sh, s h 
th.th 
ui, u ι, ai, ei, ie, uu, au, eu, ou 
uu, u u, au, eu, ou, ui 
Table 35.: Possible letter-grapheme translations 
Letter-grapheme converter. Uses the aforementioned graphemes to convert the 
graphical representation of letters to graphemes. Algorithmically, this is not trivial, 
since the letter-grapheme converter has to mimic several different processes. First, it is 
a combination of no lookahead and one letter lookahead. No lookahead is needed when 
letter b must be translated, since it is not part of any two-letter grapheme and can be 
translated to grapheme b without knowledge about the next letter. One letter lookahead 
though, is needed if letter a is encountered in the letter sequence, since this letter can be 
part of a two-letter grapheme like aa. Second, from a diagnostic point of view the letter-
grapheme converter must be able to make mistakes like ignoring graphemes. An 
example is translating e-i as an e followed by an i instead of translating to grapheme ei. 
Another type of mistake is choosing the wrong grapheme, like translating e-i to ie 
instead of ei. 
De Wit and Van Herpen (1982) is the only detailed study into the nature of 
letter-grapheme errors that we know. However, this study is limited, since it does not 
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take all possible graphemes like qu, th and sh into account. Neither does it distinguish 
between errors that result from mistakes by the visual system, the letter-grapheme 
conversion or the grapheme-phoneme converter. For example, two observed errors in 
pronouncing the Dutch grapheme ui are pronouncing it as eu and pronouncing it as in. 
De Wit and Van Herpen consider both errors to be letter-grapheme errors. However, 
there are other possible hypotheses. Pronouncing MÍ as eu can be an articulation error (a 
Dutch example is to read the word buik as beuk) and pronouncing ui as in might be 
caused by a mistake in recognising the letter u, preceded or followed by a permutation 
of the input. 
We chose to use the rule that graphemes that have at least one letter in common 
can be confused. As we see it, this rule explains all errors in the aforementioned study 
that are neither phonological errors nor errors of the visual system. The rule is too 
general in the sense that De Wit and Van Herpen show that some graphemes are more 
easy to recognise than other graphemes. For example, hardly any mistakes are made in 
recognising the long vowel graphemes. From a diagnostic point of view, this generality 
is not necessarily a problem, since a diagnostic program will work correctly as long as 
hypotheses are generated for every error that can be observed. Still, the number of 
hypotheses becomes larger, thus increasing the complexity of the testing phase of the 
diagnostic process. 
The possible translations of letters to graphemes are listed in Table 3.5. It is 
further assumed that no errors are possible if single letters are translated to single 
graphemes. 
Grapheme-phoneme table: This table contains all knowledge a reader has about 
the pronunciation of graphemes. The complete translation table from graphemes to 
phonemes is listed in Table 3.7. A list of all phonetic symbols (taken from Scherps, 
1984) used in this table and the Dutch pronunciation of these phonetic symbols are 
listed Table 3.6. Because the Dutch phonology is different from that of English, it is 
not possible to give exact English examples for each phonetic symbol used. To give 
non-Dutch readers an idea of the phonology used, some approximate English examples 
have been included in Table 3.6. These English approximations have been taken from 
Levelt(1989). 
Grapheme-phoneme converter: Uses Table 3.7 to construct a phonological 
representation of a word. In principle, any translation from grapheme to phoneme is 
possible. Just like in route A with the translation from letter features to letters, this is 
not very realistic since certain translations are much more likely than other translations. 
Again it will be assumed that unlikely translations either do not lead to the observed 
response or can be filtered out by testing. 
Phonological representation: This representation is built up from left to right. 
Phonological searcher: Compares the phonological representation to the 
phonological representations in the mental lexicon. If a match is found, the reading 
process by route В is successful: the meaning of the word can be accessed and the 
word can be pronounced. 
Mental lexicon: The orthographic entry of the mental lexicon is not used by this 
route. Only the phonological entry is used to find the meaning of a word. 
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Phonetic 
symbol 
a 
A 
b 
-
ƒ 
d 
e 
ej 
E 
0 
f 
g 
0 
Eng-g 
h 
i 
I 
j 
к I 
m 
η 
π 
ο 
OU 
Ο 
Ρ 
Γ 
s 
t 
9 
μ 
υ 
U 
ŒU 
ν 
W 
ζ 
Pronunciation 
short a-sound 
long a-sound 
normal b-sound 
silent letter 
sh-sound 
normal d-sound 
short e-sound 
eij-sound 
long e-sound 
eu-sound 
normal f-sound 
g-sound 
zj-sound 
English g-sound 
normal h-sound 
short i-sound 
long i-sound 
normal j-sound 
normal k-sound 
normal 1-sound 
normal m-sound 
normal n-sound 
ng-sound 
short o-sound 
auw-sound 
long o-sound 
normal p-sound 
normal r-sound 
normal s-sound 
normal t-sound 
"schwa" (Dutch) 
toneless u-sound 
long u-sound 
oe-sound 
uiw-sound 
normal v-sound 
normal w-sound 
normal z-sound 
Dutch 
example 
bad 
later 
Ы 
erwt 
chef 
dem 
bed 
mijn 
been 
keus 
M 
grap 
college 
drug 
hai 
w/l 
diep 
jas 
foei 
lek 
man 
nee 
la/ig 
of 
koud 
toon 
pot 
rat 
slang 
top 
een 
vader 
nu 
boer 
uit 
vaag 
was 
zon 
English 
approximation 
but 
far 
boss 
pale 
ship 
do 
any 
-
lace 
-
ІеД 
-
leajure 
go 
hat 
if 
bee 
yet 
case 
/ip 
man 
«ose 
wing 
law 
about 
alone 
pie 
-
boii 
f own 
ago 
-
-
look 
-
voice 
why 
zeal 
Table 3.6.: Dutch phonetic symbols and their pronunciation 
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Grapheme 
a 
b 
с 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
j 
к 
] 
m 
η 
0 
Ρ 
г 
s 
t 
u 
V 
w 
X 
У 
ζ 
aa 
ai 
au 
ch 
ее 
ei 
eu 
ie 
и 
ng 
oe 
0 0 
ou 
qu 
sh 
th 
ui 
uu 
Phonemes 
a 
b 
s 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
j 
к 
1 
m 
η 
э 
Ρ 
г 
s 
t 
μ 
ν 
w 
ks 
I 
ζ 
A 
e 
ou 
g 
E 
ej 
0 
I 
ej 
π 
u 
О 
ou 
kw 
ƒ 
t 
ŒU 
U 
A 
Ρ 
к t 
E 
0 
I 
<t 
О 
ζ 
te 
и 
f 
ν 
j 
s 
β 
E 
au 
к 
θ 
e 
I 
ng 
μ 
u 
к 
sh 
E e 
-
-
μ I 
Eng-g 
θ 
μ 
-
-
-
i ej 
a 
О 
tf ƒ 
μ 
Table 3.7.: Grapheme-phoneme translation table 
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Route С: Spelling 
This route is identical to route В as far as the construction of graphemes is concerned. 
However, in route С every grapheme is being transformed to a separate pronunciation 
unit called a phonic. Sometimes a different term is used, like phone (Levelt, 1989). The 
translation from grapheme to phonic is less complicated than the translation from 
grapheme to phoneme, so it can be learned more easily by beginning readers. From 
these phonics a phonological representation is being constructed by internally or 
externally pronouncing the successive phonics and comparing this phonological 
Grapheme 
a 
aa 
ai 
au 
b 
с 
eh 
d 
e 
ее 
ei 
eu 
f 
g 
h 
ie 
Ü j 
к 
I 
m 
η 
ng 
О 
ое 
оо 
ou 
Ρ 
qu 
г 
s 
sh 
t 
th 
u 
ui 
uu 
V 
w 
X 
У 
ζ 
Phonic 
/ah/ 
/aah/ 
/aj/ 
/auw/ 
/be/ 
/ss/ 
/ge/ 
/de/ 
/eh/ 
/eej/ 
/eij/ 
/euw/ 
/ff/ 
/g·/ 
/he/ 
/ih/ 
/ii/ 
/eij/ 
/je/ 
/ke/ 
/11/ 
/mm/ 
/nn/ 
/nng/ 
/oh/ 
/oeh/ 
/oow/ 
/auw/ 
/pe/ 
/kwe/ 
/rr/ 
/ss/ 
/sje/ 
/te/ 
/te/ 
/e/ 
/uij/ 
/uuh/ 
/ve/ 
/we/ 
/ks/ 
/ii/ 
/zz/ 
/aah/ 
/ke/ 
/te/ 
/eej/ 
/ii/ 
/oow/ 
/ke/ 
/uuh/ 
/ih/ 
/ss/ 
/e/ 
/eij/ 
7a¿>/e 5.S.: Grapheme-phonic translations 
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representation to the phonological entries in the lexicon. If there is a sufficient match, 
the meaning and actual pronunciation of the word can be extracted in the same way as 
in route B. 
Description of specific items 
Grapheme-phonic table: In Table 3.8. all possible conversions from graphemes 
to phonics can be found. For instance, letter a can be converted to phonic /ah/ (short a-
sound) or laahl (long a-sound). 
Grapheme-phonic converter. Uses Table 3.8. to convert graphemes to phonics. 
Again, unlikely translations are assumed to have little influence on the diagnostic 
process. 
Phonics: A list of sounds that can be pronounced internally or externally. 
Phonic-phoneme table: This table contains all possible conversions from phonic 
to phoneme. In this table also some special addition errors are included to generate 
hypotheses for common addition errors. The beginning reader is taught to pronounce 
phonics explicitly. However, because of this explicit pronunciation, beginning readers 
Phonic 
/ah/ 
/aah/ 
/aj/ 
/auw/ 
/be/ 
/de/ 
/eh/ 
/eeh/ 
/eij/ 
/euw/ 
/ff/ 
/g·/ /he/ 
/ih/ 
/ii/ 
/je/ 
/ks/ 
/ke/ 
/kwe/ 
Л1/ 
/mm/ 
/nn/ 
/nng/ 
/oh/ 
/oeh/ 
/oow/ 
/pe/ 
/IT/ 
/ss/ 
/sje/ 
/te/ 
/uh/ 
/uij/ 
/uuh/ 
/ve/ 
/we/ 
/zz/ 
Phoneme 
a 
A 
e 
ou 
b 
d 
e 
E 
ej 
0 
f 
g 
h 
i 
I 
j 
ks 
к 
kw 
1 
m 
η 
π 
О 
u 
О 
Ρ 
г 
s 
sj 
t 
μ 
(EU 
и 
ν 
w 
ζ 
an 
An 
aj 
ouw 
be 
de 
en 
Ej 
0W 
g 3 
he 
in 
In 
}* 
ke 
kwe 
π 
on 
un 
Ow 
pe 
re 
se 
sj« 
te 
e 
Un 
ve 
we 
err 
Ar 
ben 
den 
er 
En 
gen 
hen 
ir 
Ir 
jen 
ken 
kwen 
or 
ur 
On 
pen 
ren 
sen 
sjen 
ten 
en 
Ur 
ven 
wen 
bar 
der 
Er 
g*r 
her 
jer 
ker 
kwer 
Or 
per 
rer 
ser 
sjer 
ter 
er 
ver 
wer 
Table 3.9.: Phonic-phoneme translation table 
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sometimes forget to discard superfluous sound information when translating phonics to 
a phonological representation. For example, the word bridge might be pronounced as 
Ibaridgel because of the phonics lbs/. It is also possible that other sounds, similar to 
the ones in the phonic representation are incorrectly translated into the phonological 
representation. For example, one of the observed errors is to convert the sound /ahi to 
the phonemes Ialini or lallrl. 
These types of addition errors have been described in Van Aarle (1991b) and 
Levelt (1991), but neither author gives a complete list of the possible errors. We have 
decided to generalise their examples into the rule that all phonics ending in a vowel can 
be extended with an additional -n or -r. This rule does not produce the right diagnostic 
results in all cases. For example, the error of reading slide instead of side might be 
explained by erroneously, replacing the phonics representation Issi lai/ ld*l with the 
similar representation Issi IUI lall Ids/'. So, it could be argued that extensions with -ƒ, 
-k, -I, -m, -p and -/ should also be included in Table 3.9. For our current model we 
have not done this, because we expected that most errors in the Dutch language were 
caused by the -n and -r intrusion. However, it is easy to add extra entries to the table if 
we would later find this necessary to increase the diagnostic performance. All possible 
translations from phonic to phoneme that have been used for our first reading model for 
model-based diagnosis can be found in Table 3.9. 
Phonic-phoneme converter. Uses Table 3.9. to construct a phonological 
representation. When the phonological representation has been constructed, all further 
processes are equivalent to those in route B. 
Mental lexicon: Just like in route B, the graphical entry of the mental lexicon is 
not used by this route. 
3.3. The diagnostic reading model 
The reading model of Section 3.1. could in principle be used to mimic the reading 
behaviour of a single beginning reader. That is, if the limitations we imposed upon 
ourselves do not influence the simulation of reading decisively. Of course, it must be 
investigated what rules a specific reader uses to choose a correct or incorrect translation 
to the different intermediate representations. Also, the contents of the lexicon of the 
reader must be defined and from this lexical information it must be decided for which 
words route A, route В or route С will be followed. This is a complicated task, since 
reading is a developmental skill and the rules governing reading change continually. 
Examples are new lexical entries that are made for newly learned words, previously 
unknown lexical knowledge about known words that is being added to the lexicon and 
orthographic images of certain words that are becoming so commonplace to the reader 
that only route A is used for these words. 
Fortunately, for our diagnostic task there is no need to concern ourselves with 
the issues of exact simulation of the reading process. Our aim is to produce useful 
diagnostic information about a specific case, reasoning from the possible behaviour of 
the class of readers to which this specific reader belongs. With useful diagnostic 
information we mean a hypothesis that explains the observed reading behaviour, i.e. an 
explanation of the stimulus-response pair that is observed. Therefore, the first step in 
the diagnostic process is to generate all possible diagnostic hypotheses for the observed 
stimulus-response pair. Translated to the terminology of our reading model, a 
hypothesis is a possible transformation leading from the stimulus to the response, using 
the tables of the previous section. Only one hypothesis for every stimulus-response pair 
will be correct, so most of the hypotheses generated from the diagnostic knowledge 
base will have no relation with the specific case. The set of all possible hypotheses can 
then be tested with further stimulus-response pairs until the correct hypothesis is found. 
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Route A 
Route В 
Stimulus 
^ 
Permutations 
' f 
Omissions 
it 
Letter features -> Letters 
Τ 
Letters -> Graphemes 
ι r 
Graphemes -> Phonemes 
1 
" 
Route С 
Graphemes -> Phonics 
' ι t 
ir 
Phonics -> Phonemes 
Figure 32.: The diagnostic reading model 
We will now describe a simplified reading model from which diagnostic hypotheses 
can be generated. This model will only contain connected components with sufficiently 
specified functions from input to output. The model therefore meets the requirements 
outlined in the introduction of this chapter and can be used for model-based diagnosis. 
The resulting model is shown in Figure 3.2. When comparing Figure 3.1. with Figure 
3.2. we see that most of the components in Figure 3.1. have disappeared. Some of the 
components that were left out of Figure 3.1. have been combined with other 
components to make a single translation in Figure 3.2. To be exact, the components 
visual converter, Letter feature-letter table and Orthographic representation have been 
replaced by one component Letter features -> Letters that uses Table 3.4. to translate 
the letter features of the stimulus word to all possible orthographic representations 
(correct or incorrect). The components Letter-grapheme converter. Letter-grapheme 
table and Graphemes have been replaced by one component Letters -> graphemes that 
uses Table 3.5. to translate the letters to the graphemes. The components Grapheme-
phoneme converter. Grapheme-phoneme table and Phonological representation have 
been replaced by one component Graphemes -> Phonemes that uses Table 3.7. to 
translate graphemes to phonemes. The components Grapheme-phonic converter, 
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Grapheme-phonic table and Phonics have been replaced by one component Graphemes 
-> Phonics that uses Table 3 8 to translate graphemes to phonics Finally, the 
components Phonic-phoneme converter, Phonic-phoneme table una Phonological 
representation have been replaced by one component Phonics -> Phonemes that uses 
Table 3 9 to translate phonics to phonemes 
Also left out of Figure 3 2 are all components that deal with the mental lexicon 
This is clearly a simplification of the diagnostic task, since the problems with matching 
an incomplete graphical or phonological representation to the representations in the 
lexicon can give important diagnostic information (for example, by activating a closely 
related orthographic or phonological representation) However, for reasons outlined in 
the previous section, we chose to use a very simple lexicon in our reading model 
Comparing representations as built from the tables with the representations in the 
lexicon is trivial The comparison of complete representations can only lead to success 
or failure in finding the representation in the lexicon It is not possible to produce a 
similar representation by activation of the wrong entry in the lexicon (like, for instance, 
in the model of McClelland and Rumelhart) How this choice influences the quality of 
the diagnostic process will be discussed in Chapter 5 
Finally, we have dropped the component for articulation Problems with 
articulation can occur, but these are physical in nature (for example, a broken jaw) It is 
our believe that physical problems are much easier to diagnose than the internal 
processes involved in reading Therefore we will not diagnose physical errors like 
those in articulating However, articulating is a complicated and interesting task (see 
Levelt, 1989), and might be a diagnostic research area in itself 
The other main difference between Figure 3 1 and Figure 3 2 is the addition 
of two components permutations and omissions In the previous section we described 
the use of memory in reading models like that of Aaron (1989) and Just and Carpenter 
(1985) Incorrectly storing and retrieving to and from (working) memory can lead to 
reading errors It has also been pointed out that we will only consider two types of 
memory errors storing and/or retrieving information in the wrong order, ι e 
permutations, and storing and/or retrieving only part of the information, ι e omissions 
Both types are included in the diagnostic model However, the difficulty with these 
errors is that they can occur at every transition in which memory is involved This can 
lead to a number of redundant explanations Permutations at one transition might be 
cancelled by a permutation at another transition and omissions can be distributed among 
transitions in various ways For example, if the word drop has been pronounced as 
dop, some of the hypotheses with omissions and/or permutations for reading route В 
are given in Table 3 10 
Most of these hypotheses are redundant From a diagnostic point of view it is 
more important to know that there are memory problems than to know at exactly what 
transitions the problem occurred Furthermore, at exactly what point the memory error 
occurred cannot be concluded from stimulus and response alone In a closed box like 
this domain (see Section 2 3 3 ) it is impossible to test intermediate representations, so 
permutations and omissions at different transitions cannot be discriminated These 
considerations have led to the diagnostic model of Figure 3 2 where permutations and 
omissions are only allowed at the top level For the drop-dop example, this results in 
four different hypotheses with permutations and omissions 
1) Permutation from drop to dorp followed by an omission of the r 
2) Permutation from drop to dopr followed by an omission of the r 
3) Permutation from drop to rdop followed by an omission of the г 
4) Omitting the r without a permutation 
Note that the components in Figure 3 2 are not the actual components that are 
used to read a particular word These word-specific components must be constructed 
for every stimulus word by taking the appropriate components from the set of available 
components The set of available components is defined by the transition tables in 
Section 3 2 For example, if the word door is pronounced correctly, there might be 
components to transform letter features c\, о, о and r to letters d,o,o and r 
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Letter features 
cl го lo 
cl ro lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl го lo 
cl ro lo 
cl ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro Ι о 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
ci ro lo 
Letters 
d r o p 
d r o p 
d r o p 
d r o p 
d r o p 
d o r p 
d o r p 
d o r p 
d o r p 
d o r p 
d o p r 
d o p r 
d o p r 
d o p r 
d o p r 
r d o p 
r d o p 
r d o p 
r d o p 
r d o p 
d o p 
Graphemes 
d o p 
d r o p 
d o r p 
d o p r 
r d o p 
d o p 
d o r p 
d o p r 
d r o p 
r d o p 
d o p 
d o p r 
d o r p 
d r o p 
r d o p 
d o p 
r d o p 
d r o p 
d o r p 
d o p r 
d o p 
Phonemes 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
d o p 
Table 3.10.: Permutations and omissions distributed over transitions 
respectively. There might also be components to transform these letters to graphemes d, 
oo and r, and components to transform these graphemes to phonemes d, О and r. 
3.4. Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have defined the diagnostic knowledge base for the diagnostic 
domain of beginning reading. We have done this in two steps. First, we presented a 
general reading model. Even though this model is a reflection of research in the area of 
beginning reading, we made some important simplifying assumptions. These 
assumptions have all been made with the diagnostic aim of the model in mind. Still, 
some of the simplifications can influence the diagnostic performance of the resulting 
diagnostic program. Examples are the simplified lexicon and ignoring the use of context 
and recency. 
The reading model we made has three different ways of getting from the 
stimulus (the word on paper) to the response. Strictly speaking, the result of the 
reading process is understanding what is being written, i.e. extracting the semantic 
entry of a certain word as stored in the mental lexicon. Our assumption is that a word 
that is correctly pronounced is also understood. The first route to get from stimulus to 
response is to directly recognise the word by what it looks like (orthographic features 
of a word). This route, that is used almost exclusively by advanced readers, is called 
route A in our model. The second reading route is translating the stimulus to an 
intermediate representation of the pronunciation (route B). This intermediate 
representation is called the phonological representation of a word. By comparing the 
phonological representation to the known phonological representations in the lexicon a 
response can be produced. The third and final route of our model also uses an 
intermediate phonological representation to get to the response (route C). However, in 
this route a second intermediate representation is used to close the gap between letters 
and pronunciation for beginning readers. This representation is called the phonical 
representation. A phonic is a speech part that can be internally or externally 
pronounced. A phonological representation cannot be pronounced, but by translating 
letters to the corresponding phonics, the beginning reader can make a pronounceable 
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intermediate representation of the word. This can then be linked to a phonological 
representation in the lexicon. 
The second step in building our diagnostic knowledge base was to strip our first 
model from all domain knowledge that was not important for diagnostic purposes. We 
also added the diagnostically important possibilities of omissions and permutations. 
The resulting model only has connected components with for every component 
sufficiently specified functions from input to output. Therefore, it can be used for 
model-based diagnosis. 
Our diagnostic task is now clear. For an observed stimulus-response pair we 
must calculate all possible translations from stimulus to response by using the tables in 
Section 3.2. All translations that cannot lead to the observed response must be filtered 
out. This leads to a hypothesis set that all explain how the response might have been 
built from the stimulus. This set must then both be expanded and reduced. It must be 
expanded by presenting new stimuli that might give diagnostic information about 
previously untested components. It must be reduced by presenting new stimuli that can 
help discriminate between conflicting hypotheses. This process continues until all 
components have been tested and only one hypothesis is left, no hypothesis is left or 
until there is no stimulus left to discriminate between the remaining hypotheses. This 
global diagnostic task will be described in detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Implementing model-based diagnosis 
for beginning reading 
In the previous chapters we have discussed the theoretical aspects of model-based 
diagnosis (Chapter 2) and described the domain of beginning reading to which model-
based diagnosis will be applied (Chapter 3). In this chapter we will discuss the 
application of model-based diagnosis to beginning reading. We will see that the 
properties of the domain of beginning reading are different from those of electronic 
circuits. Certain aspects of theoretical model-based diagnosis have to be adapted to 
apply them in our sample domain. Some of these adaptations can be generalised to a 
wide range of domains, but others are specific to beginning reading and not much 
generality can be expected. 
To apply model-based diagnosis to beginning reading we will return to the three 
stages of model-based diagnosis. In the modelling stage we will use the framework 
(SD, COMPS, OBS) of Definition 2.4. to formally define the general diagnostic model 
that was presented at the end of the previous chapter. We found that we had to extend 
the basic framework with the notion of assembly errors. The theoretical aspects of 
assembly errors have been discussed in Chapter 2. In Section 4.1, assembly errors will 
be defined and we will explain how these errors influence the generation of hypotheses 
in beginning reading. Including assembly errors in the theoretical framework of" model-
based diagnosis ensures a wide application of this adaptation. 
In model-based diagnosis literature it has been pointed out that efficiency of 
hypothesis generation is one of the most important problems of the method. The 
domain of beginning reading is no exception. Our aim was to build a diagnostic 
program that could be used in a real-time diagnostic situation. Therefore, both 
hypothesis generation and testing should be sufficiently fast. The steps leading to 
efficient hypothesis generation will be discussed in Section 4.2. It turned out that a 
straightforward method (simple breadth first search) was not good enough for the 
generation of all hypotheses from a stimulus-response pair, but that a different 
hypothesis generation technique had to be used. We will first describe bi-directional 
search. This method can be used in all diagnostic domains where input and output of a 
system is known. However, it will be argued that the gain in efficiency compared to 
breadth first search depends on the diagnostic domain and should be evaluated before 
applying this method. We will also discuss a third method of hypothesis generation, 
which is much more efficient than the other two, but very specific to the domain of 
beginning reading. This method cannot be expected to extend to a large class of 
diagnostic domains. 
Testing, the third part of model-based diagnosis, also has to be done efficiently, 
since one of the important advantages of model-based diagnosis is that tests for 
discriminating hypotheses can be generated from the current diagnostic information. 
Tests currently used in psychological domains do not make use of the diagnostic 
information that is collected along the way. The testing method of model-based 
diagnosis is potentially more powerful, since it can be expected that there is less 
redundancy in the test words and that a smaller number of test words is sufficient to get 
the required diagnostic results. However, to build such a real-time test method, some 
important problems need to be solved. Some of these are theoretical, like the closed box 
problems in Section 2.3.3., and can occur in all types of domains. Other problems are 
specific to beginning reading, for example that tests have a certain form (a word that 
can be pronounced). We found that general testing methods as discussed in Chapter 2, 
were not very useful under these constraints. Instead, we had to find a different test 
strategy in this particular domain. As a result, the test strategy became very specific to 
this particular domain. It seems that the influence of the domain properties is mostly felt 
in the area of testing hypotheses. The problems of finding an efficient test strategy and 
the test strategy that was used in our test program will be discussed in Section 4.3. 
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4.1. Modelling beginning reading for model-based diagnosis 
The first step in model-based diagnosis is to build a formal model for the domain of 
beginning reading. Such a model must be similar to the model of the three multipliers 
and three inverters we discussed in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.3). Remember that a system 
can be defined as a triple (SD, COMPS, OBS) where SD is the system description, 
COMPS is the set of components and OBS is the set of observations. Every component 
с in COMPS can work correctly (notation: -· AB(c), or 'not abnormal'), or incorrectly 
(notation: AB(c)). In the system description correct and incorrect behaviour of all 
components is defined as well as connections between components. Also defined in SD 
are the type of the components in the system, for example MULTIPLIER(c).The 
system description will be differently here to accommodate the possibility of incorrect 
constructions or assembly errors. 
The set COMPS in the domain of beginning reading can be defined easily from 
the transition tables of the previous chapter. In Figure 4.1. examples of components for 
every transition are shown. In part (a) of this figure we see a component 
L(etter)F(eatures to)L(etter)k to transform the letter features Vertical line protruding at 
the top and Angle open at the right to the letter к. Note that this component can work 
incorrectly and produce the letters b, h, l от ρ instead (see Table 3.4.). In (b) we see a 
component L(etter)o(and)L(etter)e(to)G(rapheme)oe that takes letters о and e as input 
and produces the grapheme oe as output. According to Table 3.5., this component (if 
working incorrectly) can also produce oo, ou, ее, ei, ie or eu. The significance of the 
other entry o e in Table 3.5. will be discussed later, where this type of error will be 
defined as an assembly error. The component G(rapheme)a(to)PH(oneme)a in (c) is 
used to transform grapheme a to phoneme a. Since all transformations from grapheme a 
to a phoneme as defined by Table 3.7. are correct for some Dutch words, these other 
entries cannot be considered to be components that are working incorrectly. We will 
demonstrate in the latter part of this section that these transformation errors are also 
assembly errors. In (d) we see a component G(rapheme)o(to)P(honi)Xo to translate 
grapheme о to phonic /oh/. According to Table 3.8., this component can work 
incorrectly and produce loow/. Finally, in (e) we see a component 
P(honi)Xo(to)PH(oneme)o to transform phonic /oh/ to phoneme o. If we look at Table 
3.9. we can see that this component can also fail and produce either on or or. 
< 
LFLk 
(« 
к 
) 
0 e 
LoLeGoe 
0 
oe 
)) 
a 
GaPHa 
(c 
a 
) 
о 
1 
GoPXo 
/oh/ 
(d) 
/oh/ 
1 
PXoPHo 
о 
(e) 
Figure 4.1.: Examples of reading components for all translations: 
(a) Letter features of letter 'к' to letter 'к'; 
(b) Letters 'o' and 'e' combined to make grapheme 'oe'; 
(c) Grapheme 'a' to phoneme 'a'; 
(d) Grapheme 'o' to phonics /oh/ and 
(e) Phonics /oh/ to phoneme 'o'. 
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If we make a complete list of all components we get: 
* 26 components to transform letter features to letters 
* 44 components to transform letters to graphemes 
* 90 components to transform graphemes to phonemes 
* 55 components to transform graphemes to phonics 
* 39 components to transform phonics to phonemes 
Therefore, the set COMPS consists of 254 different components. Again, these 
components are directly derived from the transition tables of the previous chapters. It is 
possible to define the components in a different way. For example, we could define 
one large component for every type of transition. In this case there would be one 
component to translate all letter features to letters. We feel that this leads to an unnatural 
representation of reading behaviour. It is hard to defend that the same component is 
responsible for the recognition of two completely different letters like ρ and z. In our 
opinion, our choice of components best reflects the reading behaviour of beginning 
readers. 
There are other problems we have to deal with before we can properly define 
SD. Defining normal and abnormal behaviour of components is straightforward. For 
example, for the component in Figure 4.1. (a) this would look as follows: 
LFLk(C) -> l-AB(c) -> ((inl(c) = 'I' л in2(c) = '<') -> out(c) = 'к')] 
LFLk(C) л AB(c) -> [((inl(c) = 'I' л in2(c) = '<') -> 
(out(c) = 'b' ν out(c) = 'h' ν out(c) = Τ ν out(c) = 'ρ'))] 
One problem is the definition of connections between different components. If 
we define trie components in the way above, a faulty component will connect to a 
different component than a correct one. For example, component LFLk will connect 
with LkGk if working correctly, but with LbGb if a ¿7 instead of а к is produced. If we 
want to include this in SD, we must add if-statements to the definitions of components. 
A simple example is Figure 4.2. where the components of the three letter word vis 
(English: fish) are shown if this word is being read by route B. 
V 
LFL1 LFL2 
LG1 
LFL3 
LG2 
GPH1 
LG3 
GPH2 GPH3 
Outl Out2 Out3 
Figure 42.: Example of a component system to read a three letter word 
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To completely describe the possible responses in this case, we need the following SD: 
• SD = {LFLv(C) -> |-AB(c) -> (in(c) = V -> out(c) = V)|, 
LFLv(C) л AB(C) -> |(in(c) = V -> 
(out(c) = 'η' ν out(c) = 'u' ν out(c) = 'w' ν out(c) = 'y'))J, 
LFLi(c) 
LFLi(c) л AB(c) 
LFLs(c) 
LFLs(c) л AB(c) 
LvGv(c) 
LnGn(c) 
LuGu(c) 
LwGw(c) 
LyGy(c) 
LiGi(c) 
LjGj(c) 
LIGI(c) 
LsGs(c) 
LzGz(c) 
GvPHv(c) 
GvPHf(c) 
GnPHn(c) 
GuPHu(c) 
GuPHU(c) 
GwPHw(c) 
GwPHv(c) 
GwPH-(c) 
GyPHI(c) 
GyPHj(c) 
GyPHi(c) 
GyPHej(c) 
GiPHi(c) 
GiPHI(c) 
GiPHl(c) 
GjPHj(c) 
GjPH^(c) 
GlPHl(c) 
-> |-AB(c) -> ((inl(c) = Τ л in2(c) 
out(c) = 'i')l, 
-> l((inl(c) = 'I' л in2(c) = '.') -> 
(out(c) = 'j' ν out(c) = T))], 
-> ЬАВ(с) -> (in(c; 
-> |in(c) = 's' -> outi 
-> [--AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> |--AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> hAB(c)-> (in(c 
-> |-AB(c) ->(in(c 
-> |-AB(c)-> (in(c 
-> [-AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> ЬАВ(с) -> (in(c 
-> ЬАВ(с) -> (in(c; 
-> [-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> |-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> |--AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> |-AB(c) ->(in(c 
-> |-AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> |-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> l-AB(c) -> (in(c; 
-> [-AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> [-AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> hAB(c) ->(in(c 
-> |-АВ(с) ->(in(c 
-> hAB(c) ->(in(c 
-> l-AB(c) -> (in« 
-> [-AB(c) -> (in(c 
(outl(c) = 'e' 
-> |-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> |->AB(c) -> (in(c 
-> |-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> |-AB(c)->(in(c 
-> |-AB(c) ->(in(c 
-> l-AB(c) -> (in(c; 
= 's' -> out(c) 
c) = 'z'], 
= V -> out(c) 
= 'n' -> out(c) 
= 'u' -> out(c) = 
= 'w' -> out(c) 
= 'y' -> out(c) = 
= 'i' -> out(c) = 
= 'j' -> out(c) = 
= 'I' -> out(c) = 
= 's' -> out(c) = 
= 'z' -> out(c) = 
= V -> out(c) = 
= V -> out(c) = 
= 'n' -> out(c) = 
= V -> out(c) = 
= 'u' -> out(c) = 
= 'w' -> out(c) 
= 'w' -> out(c) 
= 'w' -> out(c) 
= 'y' -> out(c) = 
= 'y' -> out(c) = 
= 'y' -> out(c) = 
= у -> 
л out2(c) = 'j'))], 
= V -> out(c) = 
= 'i' -> out(c) = 
= 'i' -> out(c) = 
= 'j' -> out(c) = 
= 'j' -> out(c) = 
= 'Г -> out(c) = 
= '.') - > 
= 's')l, 
= V)i, 
= 'n')], 
V)], 
= V ) | , 
= 'y')], 
V)], 
m 
Τ)], 
's')), 
'ζ ' )], 
= V)l, 
= 'f )1, 
= 'η')], 
= 'u')], 
= 'U')], 
= V ) | , 
= V)|, 
= T)l, 
= ï)l , 
'i')J, 
'I')], 
V)l, 
T)|, 
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GsPHs(c) -> ЬАВ(с) -> (in(c) = 's' -> out(c) = 's')|, 
GsPHz(c) -> l-AB(c) -> (¡n(c) = 's' -> out(c) = 'z')J, 
GzPHz(c) -> l-AB(c) -> (in(c) = 'z' -> out(c) = 'z')], 
GzPHs(c) -> l-AB(c) -> (in(c) = 'z' -> out(c) = 's')]. 
LFLv(LFLl), LFLi(LFL2), LFLs(LFL3), 
IF out(LFLl) = V THEN LvGv(LGl), 
IF out(LFLl) = 'n' THEN LnGn(LGl), 
IF out(LFLl) ='u' THEN LuGu(LGl), 
IFout(LFLl) = V THEN LwGw(LGl), 
IFout(LFLl) = 'y' THEN LyGy(LGl), 
IF out(LFL2) = 'i' THEN LiGi(LG2), 
IF out(LFL2) = 'j' THEN LjGj(LG2), 
IF out(LFL2) = 'Г THEN L1G1(LG2), 
IF out(LFL3) = 's' THEN LsGs(LG3), 
IF out(LFL3) = 'z' THEN LzGz(LG3), 
IF out(LGl) = V THEN GvPHv(GPHl) ν GvPHf(GPHl), 
IF out(LGl) = 'n' THEN GnPHn(GPHl), 
IF out(LGl) = 'u' THEN GuPHu(GPHl) ν GuPHU(GPHl), 
IFout(LGl) = V THEN 
GwPHw(GPHl) ν GwPHv(GPHl) ν GwPH-(GPHl), 
IF out(LGl) = 'y' THEN GyPHI(GPHl) ν GyPHj(GPHl) ν 
GyPHi(GPHl) ν GyPHej(GPHl), 
IF out(LG2) = 'i' THEN 
GiPHi(GPH2) ν GiPHI(GPH2) ν GiPHl(GPH2), 
IF out(LG2) = 'j' THEN GjPHj(GPH2) ν GjPHtf(GPH2), 
IF out(LG2) = '1' THEN GIPH1(GPH2), 
IF out(LG3) = 's' THEN GsPHs(GPH3) ν GsPHz(GPH3), 
IF out(LG3) = 'z' THEN GzPHz(GPH3) ν GzPHs(GPH3), 
in(LFLl) = V, inl(LFL2) = 'I', in2(LFL2) = '.', in(LFL3) = 's', 
in(LGl) = out(LFLl), in(LG2) = out(LFL2), in(LG3) = out(LFL3), 
in(GPHl) = out(LGl), in(GPH2) = out(LG2),in(GPH3) = out(LG3)} 
From this small example it can be concluded that with some effort, it is possible to 
define parts of beginning reading in the form of (SD, COMPS, OBS). However, when 
the component structure is different from Figure 4.2., for example because a two letter 
grapheme is involved, it might not be possible to define SD in the above 
straightforward manner. Such a two letter grapheme might give different possible 
component structures for the same stimulus-response pair. An example is Figure 4.3. 
where two hypotheses for reading zou (English: should) incorrectly as zO are given 
(correct pronunciation would have been lz ou/). In 4.3. (a) we see a that the letters о 
and и are incorrectly translated to grapheme oo. In (b) we see the (unlikely) hypotheses 
that the letter features of letter и are transformed to letter w, which is not pronounced 
(as is the case in some Dutch words). For this example, there is no general picture like 
Figure 4.2 to describe this reading behaviour and a system description like that of 
Chapter 2 cannot be defined. This example seems artificial, but to keep it as simple as 
possible we chose a three letter word without the possibility of permutations or 
omissions. If permutations and omissions are allowed there may be a lot of different 
component structures possible for a certain S-R pair. 
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ζ 
I 
LFLz 
ζ 
LzGz 
ζ 
GzPHz 
ζ 
о 
I 
LFoLo 
»4 
I 
(a) 
1 
LFuLu 
Hu 
LoLuGoc 
0 0 
JOOPHO 
0 
Ζ 
LFLz 
ζ 
LzGz 
ζ 
GzPHz 
ζ 
о 
I 
LFoLo 
о 
LoGo 
0 
GoPHO 
О 
(b) 
1 
LFuLw 
w 
LwGw 
w 
GwPH-
-
Figure 43.: Two different component structures for reading 'zou' as 'zO'. 
As pointed out before, these problems might be solved using a different modelling of 
the components. However, we decided to use the components that are defined by the 
tables in Chapter 3. Therefore, a different approach is needed to solve the problem of 
multiple component structures. The reading process could instead be represented as a 
set of available components. A subset of these components is picked to solve the 
problem of reading the input word. A hypothesis is then one way of building a 
1 < 
I I 
LFLk 
к 
LkGk 
к 
GkPHk 
к 
о 
LFLo 
О 
(а 
с -
LFLe 
LoLeGoe 
oe 
GoePHu 
u 
) 
e 
I < 
LFLk 
к 
LkGk 
к 
GkPHk 
к 
О 
ι 
LFLo 
0 
LoGo 
о 
GoPHo 
( 
о 
b) 
С 
I 1 
LFLe 
e 
LeGe 
e 
GePHe 
e 
Figure 4.4.: Correct translation of 'кое' (a) and an assembly error at the translation from 
letter to grapheme (b). 
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component structure that connects the stimulus to the response. Hypothesis generation 
for one stimulus-response pair could then be viewed as the process of building all 
possible component structures to connect the stimulus to the response. 
After building such a component structure, errors could be of two different 
types. First, a chosen component could work incorrectly. For example, the visual 
component for recognising a b could operate incorrectly and produce a d instead. This 
is the already discussed faulty component. The second type of error is choosing a 
correct component at the wrong instant. This can be viewed as selecting the wrong 
method (that might have worked in a different situation) for solving a certain problem. 
We will call these types of errors assembly errors. In beginning reading there are two 
kinds of assembly errors. A component can be replaced by a single component or it 
can be replaced by more than one component. In Figure 4.4. and 4.5. examples of the 
two kinds of assembly errors in beginning reading are given (both are examples of 
words read by using route B). 
In 4.4. (a) the word кое (English: cow) is correctly transformed from sensory 
input to a phonetic pattern (ku). The reader correctly recognises the phonetic 
significance of the letter pair oe and transforms this pair to the special phoneme «. In 
(b), however, the reader makes a mistake and transforms the letters oe in the grapheme 
о and the grapheme e. We can see in Figure 4.4. that this results in a different 
component structure. 
The assembly error in Figure 4.5. is of a different kind, since the reader 
chooses a grapheme-phoneme translation that might have been correct for a word like 
boten (English: boats), but is incorrect for this particular word bot (English: blunt). 
Ι о 
1 1 
LFLb 
b 
LbGb 
b 
GbPHb 
b 
О 
1 
LFLo 
0 
LoGo 
0 
GoPHo 
( 
о 
a) 
V -
1 1 
LFLt 
t 
LtGt 
t 
GtPHt 
1 
t 
Ι о 
LFLb 
b 
LbGb 
b 
GbPHb 
b 
О 
LFLo 
0 
LoGo 
0 
GoPHO 
< 
0 
b) 
^ -
I I 
LFLt 
t 
LtGt 
t 
GtPHt 
t 
Figure 45.: Correct translation of the word 'bot' (a) and an assembly error at the 
translation from grapheme to phoneme (b). 
To incorporate assembly errors into the basic diagnostic framework of model-based 
reasoning, we saw in Chapter 2 that no extensions of the formal definitions are needed. 
Assembly errors could be defined by including the possible errors in the system 
description. To refresh the memory of the reader, we will repeat the example of the full 
adder that we used in Chapter 2 (Figure 4.6.). 
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We saw that without the assembly errors, the following holds: 
• SD = {XOR(c) 
XOR(c) л AB(c) 
AND(c) 
AND(c) л AB(c) 
OR(c) 
OR(c) л AB(c) 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
|--AB(c) -> out(c) = xor(inl(c), in2(c))], 
[out(c) = -i(xor(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
ЬАВ(с) -> out(c) = and(inl(c), in2(c))), 
[out(c) = -(and(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
|-AB(c) -> out(c) = or(inl(c), in2(c))|, 
[out(c) = -.(or(inl(c), in2(c)))], 
XOR(Xl), XOR(X2), AND(Al), AND(A2), OR(Ol), 
inl(Xl)= 1, inl(Al) = l,in2(Xl) = 0,in2(A2) = 0,in2(X2)= 1, 
inl(A2)=l, 
inl(X2) = out(Xl), in2(A2) = out(Xl), inl(Ol) = out(A2), 
in2(01) = out(Al)} 
•C0MPS = {X1,X2,A1,A2,01} 
• OBS = {out(X2) = 1, out(Ol) = 0} 
(The Boolean functions хот, and and or are understood) 
X 
Y XI 
Al 
X2 
A2 
Ol 
Figure 4.6.: A fall adder 
There are 2^ possible hypotheses in this system. Of these, eight are consistent with the 
observations. If assembly errors are possible, the statements XOR(Xl), XOR(X2), 
AND(Al), AND(A2) and OR(Ol) in SD change to: 
XOR(Xl) ν AND(Xl) ν OR(Xl), 
XOR(X2) ν AND(X2) ν OR(X2), 
XOR(Al) ν AND(Al) ν OR(Al), 
XOR(A2) ν AND(A2) ν OR(A2), 
XOR(Ol) ν AND(01) ν OR(Ol) 
denoting that every component can be either an XOR, an AND or an OR component. 
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In Chapter 2 we saw that the most important problem of including assembly 
errors in SD is that the set of possible hypotheses increases exponentially. However, 
when specific knowledge about assembly errors is available the process of hypothesis 
generation might be tractable. Consequently, the feasibility of including assembly 
errors has to be separately investigated for every domain where model-based diagnosis 
is applied. The example of the full adder suggests that the problem of assembly errors 
can be included in the theoretical framework of model-based diagnosis and can 
therefore be generalised to a wide range of domains. However, the efficiency issue 
demands that we look more closely at the domain of beginning reading to see if we can 
include assembly errors in our diagnostic reasoning. 
For assembly errors in beginning reading this analysis has several different 
aspects. From the transition tables 18 possible assembly errors at the level of letter-
grapheme transitions and 46 assembly errors at the grapheme-phoneme level can be 
derived. However, these cannot directly be compared to the number of different 
components. When generating hypotheses from the stimulus-response pair, only a 
limited number of components are involved, although this number increases with the 
length of the stimulus word. Furthermore, in route В the number of possible assembly 
errors is higher and the number of different components is lower than in route C. In 
route С there are only assembly errors at the letter-grapheme level but there is one extra 
translation level. Finally, because the grapheme-phoneme transition is directly linked to 
the observation, the possible assembly errors at this level are limited. For example, 
when reading brood (English: bread) correctly as brOt, there are no assembly errors at 
the grapheme-phoneme level that can account for this stimulus-response pair. (Note: 
there are different hypotheses in this case, for example (stimulus:)brood -> 
(letters:)¿rod -> (graphemes:)¿>rod -> (phonemes:)í>rOr. However, since there are 
words for which the transition o->0 is valid, it cannot be concluded that the transition 
o->0 in the grapheme-phoneme translation brod -> brOt is an assembly error.) It is 
possible though, to construct a stimulus-response pair from which a hypothesis can be 
generated with two assembly errors. For example, if the word bezit (English: property) 
is incorrectly pronounced as bEzIt (correct pronunciation would have been buzit), the 
most likely hypothesis is one with two assembly errors at the grapheme-phoneme level: 
e->Eand i->I. 
A completely different problem is that in beginning reading we have two 
different types of assembly errors: one in which a single component is replaced by 
another single component (the assembly errors at the grapheme-phoneme level) and one 
in which a single component is replaced by two different components (the assembly 
errors at the letter-grapheme level). Only the first type has been included in the system 
description of the full adder. It is possible to define the second type of assembly errors 
in the system description, but in this case we need to include the relative position of 
components. For the translation from graphemes to phonemes such a rule would look 
as follows: 
(LGp = LG1 lc) л (LGp+i = LG1 lc) л AC(LGp) л AC(LGp+i) -> 
((in(LGp) = a) A(in(LGp+i) = a)) ν 
((in(LGp) = а) л (in(LGp+i) = i)) ν 
((in(LGp) = a) л (in(LGp+i) = u)) ν 
((in(LGp) = c) л (iníLGp+i) = h)) ν 
((in(LGp) = e) л (in(LGp+i) = e)) ν 
((in(LGp) = e) A(in(LGp +i) = i)) ν 
((in(LGp) = e) л (in(LGp+1 ) = u)) ν 
((in(LGp) = i) л (in(LGp+i) = e)) ν 
((in(LGp) = i) л (intLGp+i) = j)) ν 
((in(LGp) = n) A(in(LGp+i) = g)) ν 
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((in(LGp) = o) 
((in(LGp) = o) 
((in(LGp) = o) 
((in(LGp) = q) 
((in(LGp) = s) 
((in(LGp) = t) 
((in(LGp) = u) 
((in(LGp) = u) 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
A(in(LGp+i) = 
л (¡n(LGp+i) = 
л (in(LGp+i) = 
= e)) 
= o)) 
= u)) 
= u)) 
= h)) 
= h)) 
= i)) 
= u)) 
This rule states that two successive single letter-grapheme components (LG1 lc) are 
abnormally constructed (AC) if their respective inputs are part of a double grapheme. 
However, by indexing the components we would no longer be able to derive the 
hypotheses in an efficient way from the formal definition. We would have to include all 
possible components at every possible component position. Even if we limit ourselves 
to words with at most five letters, the system description would be too large to be used 
for logical hypothesis checking. Formally, the framework (SD, COMPS, OBS) can be 
used to define the diagnostic problem of beginning reading and adding assembly errors 
within this theoretical framework is an interesting extension. However, for practical 
real-time diagnostic reasoning, this method is not feasible. 
All these different aspects make it difficult to predict the influence of assembly 
errors on the process of hypothesis generation for beginning reading. We found that if 
we used a method for hypothesis generation that is a little more efficient than simple 
breadth first search (see next section), we could build a diagnostic program that could 
handle words up to five letters in an efficient manner. Beginning readers are only rarely 
asked to read words longer than five letters, so we felt that this upper limit was 
sufficient to test the feasibility of our method. When using words up to five letters, it is 
almost impossible to construct a stimulus-response pair with a hypothesis which 
contains three assembly errors or more. In this case, the hypothesis generation process 
is not seriously affected by the extra possibility of assembly errors. 
4.2. The efficiency of hypothesis generation 
In the previous section we defined a hypothesis in beginning reading as a component 
structure that connects the stimulus to the response that was observed. Since the 
number of components at each translation level in the reading routes is finite, the 
process of hypothesis generation is decidable in this domain. Bearing this in mind, 
there are several possibilities to implement the process of hypothesis generation. The 
first method that comes to mind is to build all possible component structures from the 
stimulus. All these structures lead to a response. If this response is the same as the 
observed response, the component structure is a hypothesis. This simple breadth first 
search will be discussed in Section 4.2.1. This method is very general and can be used 
in almost all diagnostic domains. However, this method is also very inefficient and it 
will be shown that with this method it is impossible to efficiently generate hypotheses 
for words of more than three letters. Since we are aiming for efficient hypothesis 
generation for words with at most five letters, this method cannot be used for beginning 
reading. 
Therefore, for our implementation of the diagnostic process we chose a 
different method. This method uses the fact that the stimulus and the response are both 
known. Because of this property, it is possible to build components from the response 
upwards and from the stimulus downwards simultaneously and connect these two 
component structures somewhere in the middle of the search space. This bi-directional 
searchOmW be discussed in Section 4.2.2. This method can be used in all diagnostic 
domains with given input and observed output behaviour. However, we will see that 
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Figure 4.6.: Search graph for the word 'ze' in route B. Arrows mark the end 
nodes for the correct pronunciation 'ζμ'. 
the efficiency of bi-directional search depends on the features of the diagnostic domain. 
This should therefore be considered carefully in each specific case. For beginning 
reading bi-directional search increases the efficiency of hypothesis generation in such a 
way that the diagnostic process can work with words that have at most five letters. 
Since this was our minimal goal in order to properly test the method, we have used bi­
directional search in our diagnostic program. 
However, in this particular domain there is another method for hypothesis 
generation that promises higher efficiency. The idea is to abandon the relation between 
generating diagnostic hypotheses and the actual reading process as done by beginning 
readers. The generation of hypotheses is no longer done in a top-down, left-to-right 
manner. Instead, all tables of the previous chapter are compiled into one large table 
connecting phonemes directly with letters. The entries of the table consist of all possible 
translations for this particular letter-phoneme pair. The hypotheses can then be 
generated by collecting all possible translations from the letters in the stimulus to the 
phonemes in the response from this compiled table. This method will be discussed in 
Section 4.2.3. It will be shown that with this method hypotheses can be efficiently 
generated for words having at most 8 letters, although in the worst case the number of 
possible hypotheses can become unmanageable for certain words of seven letters. This 
method is very domain-specific and generalisation to other domains is highly unlikely. 
4.2.1. Breadth first search 
In Figure 4.6. a search graph for the Dutch two letter word ze (English: she) is shown. 
For simplicity, we have only given the possible translations for route В and have not 
included permutations and omissions in this search graph. For a two letter word, 
permutations and omissions would be highly unlikely anyway. The easiest way to 
generate hypotheses from these types of search graphs is to evaluate all possible paths 
and intermediary representations and compare those representations at the bottom level 
with the response that was observed. If the search graph of Figure 4.6. was evaluated 
in this way, examples of search paths would be: 
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letters 
->ze 
->ze 
-> ze 
-> so 
-> so 
graphemes 
->ze 
-> ze 
->ze 
-> so 
-> so 
phonemes 
->zE 
-> sE 
-> ζμ 
->o 
->zO 
Even in this small example of a two letter word without permutations and omissions, 
there are already 43 different intermediate representations (8 at the letter level, 8 at the 
grapheme level and 27 at the phoneme level) and 65 different paths from the stimulus to 
a response If the word was pronounced correctly as ζμ, only 4 of these paths are valid 
hypotheses It is clear that this situation gets worse when two letter graphemes, 
permutations and omissions are translation possibilities In this case the number of 
possible intermediate representations at the grapheme level would increase 
considerably 
From this example, we assumed that with the method of simple breadth first 
search it would not be possible to meet our efficiency requirements. To check this, we 
made a Prolog program for hypothesis generation, based on this simple method 
Although m the Prolog program the search tree is built depth first, the same tree is built 
as in breadth first search and the checking of the leaves to the response is done in the 
same way Therefore, the performance of the Prolog program is a good measure for the 
efficiency of generating hypotheses in this way It turned out that the hypotheses for all 
three letter words and those four letter words without two letter graphemes could be 
calculated quickly, but that hypotheses for words with more letters could not be 
calculated within a reasonable time limit (a couple of minutes at most) Therefore, we 
concluded that a different method was needed to generate hypotheses for words up to 
five letters in a more efficient way. 
4 2 2. Bi-directional search 
Efficiency can be enhanced considerably if we make use of the response to direct the 
search process That is, by building the search graph both from the stimulus 
downwards and from the response upwards we can prune the search graph and cut 
down the number of intermediate representations and paths This technique is based on 
bi-directional search (Davis, H W , Pollack, R В & Sudkamp, Τ , 1984, Gardner, 
1979, Pohl, 1971, Politowski & Pohl. 1984) The difference between the technique 
described in these publications and the technique we used is the absence of costs 
connected to the arcs of the graphs We use the technique to build only part of the 
search graph, while Pohl and others use bi-directional search to move through an 
existing graph to find an optimal (cheapest) path 
Analysis of the transition tables of Chapter 3 lead to the assumption that the 
upward and downward search should meet at the grapheme level for both route В and 
route С For route С this was obvious, since there are four transition levels and the 
number of entries for the letter feature-letter table (110) is almost equivalent to the 
number of entries in the phonic-phoneme table (108) Although there is quite a 
difference between the number of entries of the letter-grapheme table (98) and the 
grapheme-phonic table (55), splitting the search space in half is a natural choice For 
route В this choice is not so clear, since there are only three transitions and there is a 
significant difference between the number of entries in the letter-grapheme table (110) 
and the grapheme-phoneme table (90) Another problem is that the number of entries in 
the transition table is not always a reliable measure for the number of intermediate 
representations generated for a particular stimulus-response pair A translation table is a 
representation of the possible transitions for the total population of beginning readers. 
From this table no conclusions can be drawn about the possible number of components 
in a specific case Thus it is unclear whether the letter-grapheme transition should be 
added to the downward or the upward search part We arbitrarily chose to add it to the 
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letter features 
letters 
C -
Л И 
ζ s e с о г 
e с о г graphemes (down) ζ s 
tî t t 
graphemes (up) ζ s e a o u oe 
phonemes μ 
Figure 4.7.: Search graph for the word 'ze' in route В when built by 
using bi-directional search. The arrows mark when the fronts of upward 
and downward search meet. 
downward search path. We have not tested both options, since adding the letter-
grapheme table to the downward path already gave us the efficiency we needed. 
Let us look at an example to illustrate the ideas. In Figure 4.7. a pruned search 
graph is shown for the example in Figure 4.6., when built with bi-directional search 
where the downward and upward search meet at the grapheme level. 
In this search graph there are 16 intermediate representations in the downward 
graph part and 10 in the upward graph part. What is more important, after connecting 
the two graph parts, there are only 4 connective paths between stimulus and response. 
Since these connective paths are equal to the hypotheses, there is no need for checking 
the search paths like in breadth first search. 
Although this method looks promising, it should be noted that connecting the 
upward and downward graph parts causes some computational overhead. If this 
overhead is equal to the computation time of the complete search graph and the 
checking of the search paths, there is no efficiency gain compared to the breadth first 
search. Furthermore, it may not always be possible to find the natural meeting point for 
upward and downward search in a particular domain. Also, worst case behaviour for 
certain input-output pairs might make this method useless in certain domains. 
Therefore, although general enough to be applied in all diagnostic domains where 
input-output behaviour is used as diagnostic information of internal errors, it is not 
immediately clear whether the method of bi-directional search is useful in the domain at 
hand. Thus, for every domain the feasibility of bi-directional search must be 
reconsidered. 
To check this for beginning reading, we implemented the method in a Scheme 
program and indeed got the results we wanted. All hypotheses for words with a length 
of no more than five letters could be generated within a minute. Since this was the 
efficiency we were looking for, we did not try to further improve this method. It should 
be noted, however, that our set of possible stimulus words was selected with efficiency 
in mind. If we use words where letters can be confused at the translation of letter 
features to letters, a large number of redundant hypotheses will be generated. This is 
caused by the possibility of permutations. For example, if the word кое is read 
correctly as Ik и/, the number of hypotheses doubles because the letter о can be read as 
e and the letter e as о followed by permutation. If we remove the words with 
confusable letters from the set of possible stimulus words, there are still more 1375 
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words left. We felt that this set was large enough to be used to test the diagnostic 
performance of our program. Therefore, we did not experiment with the levels where 
the upward and downward search could meet. We also did not explore the possibility 
of using parallelism to speed up the process. Downward and upward graph building is 
completely independent, so using this feature to build the downward and upward graph 
in parallel will almost certainly enhance the performance of the diagnostic process. 
4.2.3. A more efficient method for hypothesis generation 
The bi-directional search method works satisfactorily for words with five letters or less, 
and is therefore sufficient for our diagnostic program. However, bi-directional search is 
a very general method and does not use any of the special properties of this specific 
diagnostic domain other than the generation of diagnostic hypotheses by input-output 
behaviour. If we forget the requirement of a general method of hypothesis generation 
and make use of the special features of the diagnostic domain of beginning reading, a 
much more efficient method for hypothesis generation can be built. 
One of the properties of beginning reading as we modelled it, is that a certain 
phoneme in the response can only be related to at most two letters in the stimulus. One 
idea to make use of this is to build a hypothesis generator with one-letter look-ahead 
instead of breadth first. Starting at the left, it could be checked whether the first letter or 
the first two letters could be translated to the first phoneme. If not, hypothesis 
generation for this stimulus-response pair fails. Otherwise, the second and third or third 
and fourth letter are checked against the second phoneme. This process continues until 
there are no more letters and phonemes. The efficiency of hypothesis generation would 
depend only on the number of letters in the word and would therefore be linear instead 
of exponential, as in breadth first search. 
Unfortunately, this method fails because of the possibility of permutations of 
the stimulus. As a result, the response should be checked against all possible 
permutations of the stimulus. If this were done in a straightforward manner by 
generating all possible permutations and checking each of them left-to-right against the 
response, not much efficiency would be gained for words with many letters. For a 
word of N different letters, there would be N! permutations, so there would be N! 
words to be checked against the response. 
Instead, a different method can be used, making use of the connection between 
phonemes and letters as described by the tables in Chapter 3. Every phoneme in Table 
3.7. (for route B) or Table 3.9. (for route C) can be connected to at most two letters. Of 
course, there can be many translations from letters or pairs of letters to phonemes. For 
example, according to Table 3.7, in route В phoneme t can be the result of grapheme t, 
doTth. These graphemes can originate from letters t, d or letter pair t h, according to 
Table 3.5. Finally, if we look at Table 3.4. these letters and this letter pair can be 
connected to the following letters or letter pairs in a arbitrary stimulus: t,f, I, d, a, b, q, 
th,tb,tk,tp,fh,fb,fk,fp, I h, lb, Ik, I p. Although there are quite a number of 
possibilities, these can all be calculated beforehand, because all tables in Chapter 3 are 
static. We can compile these tables into one large table. The columns of this table are all 
possible letters and letter pairs and the rows of the table are all possible phonemes. The 
entries of the tables are all possible translations from phoneme to letter or letter pair. 
After generating such a table, we can make a similar table for a specific 
stimulus-response pair. The columns of this table are all letters and letter pairs that can 
be derived from the stimulus, either direct or by permutations. The rows are the 
phonemes of the response. The entries of the table would be the possible translations 
from phoneme to letter or letter pair. These can be taken directly from the large 
(LUui-n 
compiled table described above. If a stimulus has L letters, there would be " ' 2 
permutations of two letters. Since the order of the letters is important there are L(L-l) 
possible pairs of letters. There are also L single letters, so the total number of columns 
in the table would be L(L-l) + L = L2. So, if a response has Ρ phonemes, a table for 
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Figure 4.8.: Scattergraph for 16five letter words 
this S-R-pair had size (P X L2). For L = 10 and Ρ = 10, this would mean a table of 10 
X 100, which would be no problem for any hypothesis generation program. A small 
example of such a table for reading кое as ku is shown in Table 4.1. Instead of giving 
all possible translations from phoneme to letter or letter pair, we just marked the entry 
with an χ if at least one such a translation existed. The phoneme к could for example 
have been constructed by incorrectly reading о as с and pronouncing с as k. 
к 
u 
к 
X 
о 
χ 
e 
χ 
ко ке ое 
X 
ок ек ео 
X 
Table 4.1.: Possible connections between phonemes in 'ku' and letters in word 'кое'. 
The next step is then to calculate all possible covers of the stimulus with the 
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Figure 4.9.: Scatter graph for 23 seven letter words 
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Figure 4.10.: Average time for hypothesis generation against the length 
of the words 
entries in the table. In this case there are only two possibilities, к oe and к eo. From 
this the hypotheses can be generated. Some extra work has to be done, since there may 
be multiple transitions from phoneme to letter or letter pair. For example, « can be 
constructed from eo by first reading e as о and о as e, or by reading e as о followed by 
mistakenly translating grapheme oo to grapheme oe. 
To evaluate the efficiency of this method we implemented the algorithm 
outlined above and tested it with words from 3 to 8 letters. In each case only the 
hypotheses for the correct response were generated. For each specific length we let the 
program generate the hypotheses for the correct reading of about 20 words. These were 
all readable words. 
We also generated the hypotheses of non-words with 3 to 8 consecutive o's. 
Because of the numerous permutations of these sequences of o's, we expected these 
non-words to be close to worst case behaviour. As an example of the results, in Figure 
4.8. and 4.9. the scattergraphs for words with five letters and words with 7 letters are 
given. In Figure 4.10. the average time for generating hypotheses for all words of a 
fixed length is plotted against the length of the word. Finally, in Table 4.2. the results 
of the o-sequences are given. 
From Figure 4.10 one may conclude that this method works satisfactorily for 
words with a length of eight letters or less. However, even though Figure 4.9. shows 
that in general hypotheses for seven letter words can be generated within a minute, 
from Table 4.2. we can conclude that in the worst case the number of hypotheses can 
become too large to handle. 
For completeness, we also tested 25 words of eight letters. For 20 of these 
words, hypotheses could be generated within one minute, but for the other words the 
generation of hypotheses took too long. For the word opereren (English: to operate), it 
Word 
0 0 0 
0000 
ooooo 
000000 
0000000 
Number of hypotheses 
12 
84 
420 
4080 
Memory overflow 
Time(seconds) 
3 
9 
16 
55 
Memory overflow 
Table 42.: Hypothesis generation behaviour for correct pronunciation of non-words 
ooo, oooo, ooooo, oooooo and ooooooo 
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Figure 4 lì Scattergraph showing the number of similar letters in eight 
letter words against the time for hypothesis generation for this word 
took 9 minutes and 18 seconds to generate all 1632 hypotheses 
From these graphs and the table we can conclude that with this method 
hypotheses for words up to six letters can be generated without any problem For 
almost all words of seven letters this is also the case, but for 20% of the words with 
eight letters, the number of hypotheses becomes too large An important advantage of 
this method is that no selection of stimulus words is needed, like we were forced to do 
when using the method of bi-directional search Still, in the worst case the number of 
hypotheses may become large, thus giving less diagnostic information and complicating 
the testing phase of model based diagnosis 
An interesting additional question is whether we can find some property 
responsible for the time needed for hypothesis generation In this case we could filter 
out all words for which hypothesis generation takes too long and use words up to nine 
letters as possible stimuli This would give us more possibilities in the testing phase of 
model-based diagnosis, thus leading to more flexible testing Our first guess would be 
that the time for hypothesis generation depends on the number of hypotheses 
However, Figure 4 8 and 4 9 suggest no relation between these two if words are read 
correctly Our second guess was that the time depends on the possible permutations of 
a word Since the number of similar letters in a word is a measure for the number of 
permutations, we plotted the number of 'look-alike' letters for the test set of eight letter 
words against the time in Figure 4 11 (to keep the figure as clear as possible, we did 
not include opereren) There seems to be no relation between the two values At best, 
we can say that the number of test words is too small to draw any conclusions 
Therefore, at this point we feel that the time for hypothesis generation depends on the 
response This means that the hypothesis generation behaviour of a certain stimulus can 
only be evaluated by calculating all possible responses and feed these S-R-pairs to the 
algorithm It is clear that this should be avoided, if possible 
As a final note we want to stress that this method of hypothesis generation has 
almost no relation to the process of beginning reading Efficient as this method may be, 
it is also very domain-specific It cannot be expected that this method can be used in 
other diagnostic domains 
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4.3. Testing beginning reading 
In this section we will discuss the phase of model-based diagnosis in which the 
hypothesis set is reduced. Hypotheses in beginning reading are tested by asking the 
child to read new stimulus words to get additional diagnostic information. Optimal 
testing is the problem of finding stimulus words from which maximum diagnostic 
information can be expected. In beginning reading several different factors influence 
the testing method. These factors can be general theoretical problems, like testing 
closed boxes, as described in Section 2.3.3. However, they can also be very domain-
specific, for example that the stimulus word must be a pronounceable word or non-
word. In this section these problems will be discussed in more detail and we will 
present the test strategy that we used in our computer simulation. It will be shown that 
the test phase of model-based diagnosis for this diagnostic domain is the most difficult 
one to describe formally. The theoretical problems we already described in Chapter 2 
cannot be solved with a new general testing method. Therefore, testing beginning 
reading has unfortunately turned out to be a rather ad hoc method. 
4.3.1 .Theoretical problems in testing 
Before we will discuss the testing method that we have chosen in our diagnostic 
program, we will first give some examples of underconstrained testing for beginning 
reading. The first problem, described in Chapter 2, is that two hypotheses cannot be 
discriminated. As a reminder the illustrative example of Chapter 2 is repeated: 
Figure 2.13.: Two inverters in a closed box: 
no discrimination between hypotheses possible 
How this problem influences testing in beginning reading is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 
letter features 
letters 
graphemes 
c -
л л 
phonemes 
Figure 4.12.: Schematic representation for reading 'ze' as 'ίμ' by 
route B. The two different hypotheses for the left-most phoneme 
cannot be discriminated. 
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There are two possible hypotheses for reading the letter ζ as phoneme 5. No stimulus-
response pair can discriminate between the hypothesis that the error could be found on 
the letter feature-letter level and the hypothesis stating that the error was made at the 
grapheme-phoneme level. Since there is no test to discriminate these two hypotheses, 
no time should be wasted in trying to find one. 
The second problem discussed in Chapter 2 is the problem of not being able to 
discriminate between a correct and a faulty device. Again the example from Chapter 2 is 
repeated. 
Figure 2.14.: Three inverters in a closed box: 
correct or faulty device? 
This same problem occurs in beginning reading and an example can be found in Figure 
4.13. On the left we have a hypothesis stating that the word ze is read correctly. On the 
right of Figure 4.13. we see two consecutive reading errors leading to a correct 
response. For any stimulus word with a z, both these hypotheses will be part of the 
hypothesis set. 
C - letter features C -
LFLz LFLe 
LzGz 
LFLz 
letters 
LeGe 
GzPHz ΰεΡΗμ 
LFLe 
LsGs 
e graphemes 
LeGe 
GsPHz ΰεΡΗμ 
phonemes 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.13.: Two hypotheses for correctly reading 'ze' by route B. 
No S-R-pair can be found to determine whether there are no errors at all (a) or two 
consecutive errors that cancel out (b). 
A related problem, caused by including permutations and omissions in the model, is 
that for a certain stimulus-response pair, there are always two possible hypotheses: one 
in which a certain component is part of the hypothesis and one in which a component is 
not part of the hypothesis. An example of this is Figure 4.14. This is only a partial 
example to keep the figure as simple as possible. The word part aa is pronounced as 
IAl. On the left we have a hypothesis with component LaLaGaa, while on the right one 
of the letters is flushed and the other pronounced as /A/, so here we have no LaLaGaa 
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O l O l 
LFLa LFLa 
letter features О I 
letters 
LFLa 
LaLaGaa LaGa 
GaaPHA 
graphemes 
phonemes 
GaPHA 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.14.: Two hypotheses to translate 'aa'by route B. No S-R-pair can 
be found to determine whether or not component LaLaGaa is used in the 
construction. 
component. For every S-R-pair with letter pair aa as part of the stimulus and phoneme 
A part of the response, these two hypotheses cannot be discriminated. 
As already stated in Chapter 2, none of these problems can be solved. Our test strategy 
has to make sure that no time is wasted by trying to find tests to discriminate such pairs 
of hypotheses. 
4.3.2. Practical problems in testing 
The theoretical problems above are not the only obstacles when trying to find an 
efficient test from the current diagnostic information. There are also some practical 
problems, resulting from the way we modelled this domain. The first of these is the 
requirement that a test, being a new word to be read, must be pronounceable. For 
example, if the next optimal test were the word xqrct, there would be so much noise 
involved in the pronunciation that not much diagnostic information can be expected. 
A second problem is that with every word only a very limited number of 
components can be tested. The set COMPS has 254 components and only about 25 of 
these can be tested by a single word of five letters. Furthermore, how to predict which 
components will be tested when a certain word is presented? If a word is pronounced 
incorrectly, this gives other diagnostic information about the components than when the 
word had been pronounced correctly. For example, if the word kon (English: could) 
was pronounced ku then one of the hypothesis could be that letter η was read as о and 
the letters о о incorrectly translated to grapheme oe. Then we might be able to derive 
diagnostic information about the letter-grapheme component translating letters о and о 
to grapheme oe. Because of this possibility and the large number of possible responses, 
calculating the next optimal test word is a difficult (if not impossible) task. 
A third problem is the number of hypotheses that can be expected from certain 
test words. Words with similar letters, combined with the possibility that letters can be 
permutated, will result in a large number of hypotheses (sometimes several thousands). 
Most of these hypotheses are just small variations of other hypotheses and do not give 
much additional diagnostic information. One of the goals of an efficient test strategy 
should be to minimise the expected number of hypotheses. 
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Route В 
LaLaGaa 
LaLiGai 
LeLeGee 
LeLiGei 
LeLuGeu 
LiLeGie 
LoLoGoo 
LoLuGou 
LtLhGth 
LuLuGuu 
GbPH-
GdPH-
GhPH-
GwPH-
GaaPHA 
СааРНц 
GaiPHa 
GaiPHe 
GaiPHE 
GeePHE 
GeePHE 
ΰεεΡΗμ 
GeiPHePHj 
GeiPHe 
GiePHI 
GooPHO 
GouPHoPHu 
GthPHt 
GuuPHU 
Route С 
LaLaGaa 
LaLiGai 
LeLeGee 
LeLiGei 
LeLuGeu 
LiLeGie 
LoLoGoo 
LoLuGou 
LtLhGth 
LuLuGuu 
GsPXss 
GaaPXaah 
GeePXeej 
GeiPXeij 
GiePXii 
GngPXnng 
GooPXoow 
GouPXauw 
GthPXtu 
GuuPXuuh 
PXnngPHre 
Table 43.: Untestable components of route В 
and route С 
4.3.3. Designing an efficient test strategy 
An efficient test strategy should not waste any time by testing the untestable. The first 
step in designing such a test strategy is therefore to find the components that cannot be 
tested for correctness because of the situation occurring in Figure 4.14. We have used 
computer simulations to find that for the components of Table 4.3. the following holds: 
for any stimulus-response pair, if there is a hypothesis with this particular component, 
there will always be at least one hypothesis without this component. 
Furthermore, there are several combinations of components for which the same 
holds: if this combination of components is part of a hypothesis, then there will be at 
least one hypothesis without this combination of components. These combinations are: 
Route В 
• LFLb AND GbPHp 
• LFLp AND GpPHp 
• LFLv AND GvPHv 
• LaGa AND ΰβΡΗμ 
• LeGe AND ϋεΡΗμ 
• LzGz AND GzPHs 
• LaLuGau AND (GauPHO OR GauPHoPHu) 
• LcLhGch AND GchPHk 
• LiLjGij AND GijPHI 
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• LoLeGoe AND GoePHuh 
• LqLuGqu AND GquPHkw 
Route С 
• LzGz AND GzPXss 
• LaLuGau AND PXauwPHoPHu 
Apart from the impossibility to test if a certain component is working correctly, there 
are also a number of components for which a certain incorrect behaviour could not be 
verified In this case, two different hypotheses are generated that cannot be 
discriminated by input-output behaviour We have already seen examples of these pairs 
of hypotheses in Figure 4 12 and 4 13 At the letter feature letter transition level there 
are 13 of these untestable faults At the letter-grapheme level there are no less than 57 
untestable faults (upon a total of 80 possible faults) 
We have already discussed two other requirements for the tests in the domain of 
beginning reading A test must be a word that can be read and tests should be used 
from which a minimal number of hypotheses can be expected These two problems 
have been solved by reversing the testing method of model based diagnosis In Chapter 
2 we have seen that the tests in model based diagnosis are generated by only looking at 
the current hypothesis set At no point an assumption is made about the structure of the 
test In our diagnostic program we took a different approach We started out by making 
a list of all possible tests from a lexicon of all words in Dutch that have five letters or 
less From this lexicon we removed all words containing letters that can be confused 
(according to Table 3 4 ) We hoped that by doing this, we would keep the number of 
hypotheses in check To investigate this, we tried to use simulations to decide if this 
was a good criterion for keeping the number of hypotheses low in all possible cases 
Unfortunately, the number of possible reading errors is very large We already saw that 
for a two letter word like ze there are 65 possible responses For a three letter word like 
кое there are already 1376 different responses for route В For route С there are more 
than ten times as many possibilities Therefore, it is impossible to run a simulation 
involving all possible responses to all possible words We decided to only use correct 
responses to the test words in our simulation In this case the number of hypotheses is 
sufficiently low to use the test words for a real time diagnostic program It is clear that 
this gives no certainty whether the number of hypotheses will be low in all cases We 
will return to this in the next chapter 
From the list of possible test words we can now design a test strategy The first 
thing we did was to make use of the fact that only a limited number of components can 
be involved in a certain stimulus response pair This feature can be used by building an 
a prion test set, being a set of words that have no components in common and can thus 
be used to test as many components as possible, without running the risk of testing 
components that already have been tested before We have taken that idea one step 
further and calculated the smallest a priori test set that tested each of the testable 
components at least once This a priori test has 20 test words (English translation in 
brackets) zich (oneself), club (club),yam (jam)> auiZ (Чи|гХ §Ут (gymnastics), city 
(city), drug (drug), show (show), gel (gel), asyl (asylum), deuk (dent), bui 
(rainshower), vrij (free), axel (term in figure skating), houd (keep),judo (judo), snif 
(sniff), eng (creepy), wol (wool) and epi (prefix denoting on, upon, over) We can see 
that the need for testing components that are only rarely used by beginning readers 
(like, for instance, components involving the translation of the letter q, for which there 
are almost no Dutch words) has made our optimal test very unnatural Almost all words 
are either infrequent or loan words and one word is not even a Dutch word at all, but 
just a prefix Such infrequent words lead to a wide range of errors This can be an 
advantage if all these errors can be explained and therefore give much diagnostic 
information, but it can be a disadvantage if these errors cannot be explained from the 
diagnostic model We will further discuss our initial test in the next chapter In any 
case, one would hope that with this test set it would be possible to establish correct 
reading behaviour if all words would be pronounced correctly This can only be 
achieved if we find a set of a priori tests in which the situation of Figure 4 12 does not 
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occur. Another requirement is that if we have the alternative hypothesis of two faults 
that cancel out, this alternative will be rejected because it has been established that at 
least one of these faults cannot occur. Unfortunately, we found that there was no test 
set that avoided multiple hypotheses for correct pronunciation. Therefore, it was 
impossible to build such an ideal starting test set. With the a priori test set we used 9 
additional tests were needed to discriminate the remaining hypotheses and establish that 
there were no reading errors made. 
After collecting diagnostic knowledge with the a priori test words, the next test 
must be generated. To do this, the diagnostic knowledge at this point must be analysed. 
After the a priori test, we have the following possibilities for every component: 1) The 
component is untestable; 2) The component is known to work correctly; 3) The 
component is known to be faulty; 4) It has not yet been established whether the 
component is working correctly or not. All components can thus be divided into these 
four sets. We have defined the next best test as the word in the lexicon that, when 
pronounced correctly, has the least number of components in sets 1) through 3) and the 
most components in set 4). It is easy to see that this test strategy cannot be expected to 
be optimal under all circumstances. For example, suppose there are only two unknown 
components and that we can choose between one word that involves both components 
and two words that have one component each. In this case we would always choose for 
the single word. However, it is possible that with the two words it can easily be 
established if both components are working correctly or not. This is the case if we have 
diagnostic knowledge of all the other components involved. It is possible though, that 
from the response to the single word different hypotheses can be derived about the 
correct or faulty behaviour of the two components. Following our test strategy, our 
next test will be another single word with these two components (if such a word is 
available), probably followed by another. Therefore, in some cases more words will be 
asked than necessary. From this example it is clear that even though an optimal test 
strategy is the prime target of testing in model-based diagnosis, the diagnostic domain 
might make this impossible. 
4.4. Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have discussed how we can use the diagnostic model that was 
described in Chapter 3 for an actual computer implementation of model-based diagnosis 
for beginning reading. There are several ways to define the components in this domain. 
We chose to define components that are as close as possible to the reading process. We 
defined a component for every entry in the transition tables of Chapter 3. A hypothesis 
is then a component structure that connects the stimulus to the response. A consequence 
of this type of component definition is that we had to extend the formal method of 
model-based diagnosis with assembly errors. We showed that in beginning reading 
there are two types of assembly errors. Only one of these can be included in the formal 
framework. 
We also looked at the efficiency of hypothesis generation. This is an important 
issue in Artificial Intelligence research and turned out to be of vital importance for 
beginning reading as well. A simple method for hypothesis generation was not good 
enough. With breadth first it was only possible to generate hypotheses for words with 
at most three letters. For our implementation we used bi-directional search to work 
from the stimulus downward and from the response upwards. With this method 
hypotheses for words up to six letters could be generated. This was the minimal 
efficiency requirement. After the implementation we looked at another method that was 
even more efficient. If the tables of Chapter 3 are collapsed into one table where 
stimulus letters are connected to response parts, we can enhance the performance of 
hypothesis generation to words up to eight letters. A drawback of this method is that it 
is very domain-specific and that there is hardly any relation with the psychological 
process of beginning reading. 
Testing is the part of model-based diagnosis in which the domain influences the 
diagnostic process most. The closed box, the requirement that a test must be a 
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pronounceable word and the problem of generating as few hypotheses as possible, 
make it impossible to build an optimal test strategy. Furthermore, the resulting test 
strategy is very domain-specific. There are some aspects that can be used in other 
domains, like filtering untestable components or untestable combinations of 
components from the test strategy. Furthermore, if the theoretical testing methods from 
Chapter 2 cannot be used in a certain domain, the idea of splitting components into 
different sets can be used instead. Still, our method depends heavily on the structure of 
domain-specific tests and can therefore not be expected to be transferable to other 
domains. 
In this chapter we have discussed how we can build a diagnostic computer 
program from the diagnostic model of Chapter 3. We have implemented the algorithm 
for model-based diagnosis in beginning reading. The performance of this program and 
the conclusions that we can draw from this performance will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Results, discussion and conclusions 
In this chapter we will test the diagnostic capabilities of the program outlined in Chapter 
3 and 4. These results will be given in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2. we will discuss the 
results of our research. This will be done from the point of view of artificial intelligence 
and the psychodiagnostic domain of beginning reading. Finally, in Section 5.3. we 
offer some conclusions about the feasibility of a formal method like model-based 
diagnosis in an ill-defined domain like psychodiagnostics. 
5.1. Diagnostic results 
To test the diagnostic performance of our program, we would have liked to set up our 
own experiment. In such an experiment we would include stimulus words that test all 
testable components. Also, we would have been able to properly test the diagnostic 
behaviour of the program if we made use of diagnostic knowledge that was collected 
along the way. By building our own experiment we would have been able to test all 
important aspects of a diagnostic program that is using the method of model-based 
diagnosis. Unfortunately, there was no time to set up an experiment of our own, so we 
had to rely on existing data. 
Instead of building our own experiment, we used data that was collected by Van 
Aarle in 1988. For his dissertation, Van Aarle collected a large amount of experimental 
data, but most of this material was written in an ambiguous phonetic notation and could 
therefore not directly be used for testing our diagnostic program. However, for 55 
children between 9 and 13 years old there was audio-taped material of reading aloud 17 
words We have focused on this material. All children had serious reading problems, 
being at least two years behind in reading education. An advantage of this group is that 
they make many different reading errors. As a result, we not only test the diagnostic 
performance of our program in the case of correct component behaviour, but also the 
performance in case of faulty behaviour for a considerable number of components is 
taken into account. Of course this is only helpful if the stimulus words cover the 
components well, but this seemed to be the case. If we look at the words (left-most 
column in Table 5.1.), we can see that of the 44 possible graphemes, 36 are part of the 
stimulus words. Half of the 8 missing graphemes are the very infrequently occurring q, 
x, qu and th. The other 4 are eu, oo, ou and uu. In the previous chapter we saw that 
the components for these graphemes are theoretically untestable. The other side of the 
coin is that some of the stimulus words also have graphemes with untestable 
components, like ie in iets and ai in rails. Even though the data is not as good as we 
would have liked, the number of components that will be tested by these words makes 
this data an acceptable test for our diagnostic program. 
From a psychological point of view, one can ask to what extend the data of 
children between 9 and 13 years old is suited for testing a diagnostic program for 
beginning readers. After all, beginning readers are supposed to be between 7 and 9 
years old. But for one, the test group of children is at least two years behind in reading, 
so most children in the group are still in the stage of beginning reader. Furthermore, in 
current practical diagnostic situations diagnosis will only be done after reading 
problems have failed to disappear after a certain period of training. Many of the reading 
errors, like flipping letters (reading b asp), are a normal phase in beginning reading. 
Only if these errors persist after a certain age this is an indication of a reading problem. 
Dutch reading research (Landelijke pedagogische centra, 1977) indicates that these 
errors point towards a reading problem if they have not disappeared after the child is 
approximately 8 years old. If we made a diagnostic program that could diagnose all 
beginning readers we would have to take this into account. Ideally, such a program 
could assess certain reading problems at a very early stage and might even suggest 
which parts of reading should be practised more. As a result, reading education could 
be adjusted to every child individually. This idea of simultaneous reading education and 
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diagnosis is interesting, but in the light of current diagnostic practice it is not very 
realistic. Diagnosing children between 9 and 13 years for problems with beginning 
reading reflects the practical diagnostic situation well, so we decided to use Van Aarle's 
material for the initial test of our diagnostic program. 
5.1.1. Results of hypothesis generation 
To answer the question of the diagnostic capabilities of our program we first wanted to 
know its performance on the generation of hypotheses. If the program cannot generate 
hypotheses for the majority of the stimulus-response pairs, its diagnostic performance 
will be poor. The data provided us with 193 different S-R-pairs (each word was read 
only once by every child). For each of these S-R-pairs we let the program generate all 
possible hypotheses. In Table 5.1. the results of hypothesis generation by the 
diagnostic program are given. 
(a) (b) 
bang afraid 
bezig busy 
cake cake 
dorp village 
eis demand 
fluit flute 
hobby hobby 
iets something 
kaal bald 
mijn mine 
paus pope 
rails rails 
rust rest 
show show 
vocht fluid 
vrees fear 
zoet sweet 
(c) (d) (e) (0 (g) (h) (i) 
51 - 3 - 1 
17 3 4 2-7 13 3 6 
1 4 8 2-8 26 8 20 
40 - 2 3-8 4 2 3 
51 - 1 3 1 0 1 
47 - 1 3 5 1 3 
24 7 2 2-9 13 2 11 
49 - 1 3 3 0 3 
46 - 1 3 6 1 5 
55 . . . . 
48 - 7 - 6 
9 7 4 2-4 27 4 19 
48 - 1 3 4 0 3 
17 3 4 2-9 12 2 6 
34 4 1 5 12 0 9 
34 - 3 2-11 6 2 4 
46 - 1 9 1 
617 28 34 142 28 100 
Table 5.1.: Results hypothesis generation for 17 words read by 55 children. Columns: 
(a) Dutch stimulus, (b) English translation, (c) Number of correct responses, (d) 
Number of non-responses, (e) Number of erroneous responses occurring more than 
once, (f) Lowest-highest frequencies of responses, (g) Number of erroneous responses 
occurring only once, (h) Number of erroneous responses occurring more than once for 
which hypotheses were generated, (i) Number of erroneous responses occurring only 
once for which hypotheses were generated. 
In column (a) the Dutch stimulus word is given, along with its English translation in 
column (b). The number of correct responses to a certain stimulus is in column (c). 
From this it can be concluded that mijn is a very easy word, since it is read correctly by 
all children. On the other hand, cake is very difficult and read correctly by only one 
child. The number of times a child gave up without giving a response is given in 
column (d). From this we can conclude that hobby and rails are frustrating words for a 
considerable number of Dutch children. 
In the other columns of the table we distinguished between reading errors made 
by only one child and reading errors that were made by several children. We made this 
distinction because of the problem of context dependent errors. Many of the one-time 
errors result from context factors. One context factor can be the word read immediately 
before the current stimulus. An example of such an error is the response 'flest' to the 
stimulus rust, which was clearly influenced by the preceding stimulus fluit. Another 
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context factor are individual associations with words or parts of words. An example of 
such an error is reading cake as 'spOken' (English: ghosts). In contrast, errors made 
by more than one child indicate a certain common fault pattern, giving more diagnostic 
information. After all, an error that occurs only once in a lifetime has very little 
diagnostic value. Of course, there is a grey area between the two. Single errors can still 
be part of an error pattern, but the number of children can be too small to show this. 
Errors made by several children though, can be the result of common associations. 
Therefore, we have given results for both types in Table 5.1. The number of multiple 
erroneous responses to a certain stimulus can be found in column (e). In column (f) the 
frequency range of these multiple errors is given. For example, for the word cake, there 
are 8 multiple erroneous responses, at least one of which occurred twice and at least 
one of which occurred no less than 8 times. The number of single erroneous S-R-pairs 
is given in column (g). The most important columns are (h) and (i), giving respectively 
the number of multiple erroneous S-R-pairs and the number of single erroneous S-R-
pairs for which at least one hypothesis could be generated by our program. 
As an example, let us look in detail at the S-R-pairs of the stimulus dorp. There 
were 40 children who correctly read this word as 'dorp'. Multiple mistakes were 
responses 'drop' (8 children) and 'dop' (3 children). Both could be explained by at 
least one hypothesis. In fact, both responses lead to two hypotheses for route В and 
one hypothesis for route C. Single erroneous responses were 'drak', 'dsrp', 'bort' 
and 'dopja'. Only the last one of these responses could not be explained. 
As we just saw, there were 193 different S-R-pairs in total (34 multiple 
erroneous responses + 142 single erroneous responses + 17 correct responses). For 
145 of these (28 of the multiple erroneous responses + 100 of the single erroneous 
responses + 17 correct responses), at least one hypotheses could be found6. Thus for 
75% of the S-R-pairs in this test, hypothesis generation is successful. In the description 
of the reading model in Chapter 3, we have already discussed the problems of 
explaining the influence of context and individual associations on the response. Since 
most of the single errors are believed to be the result of context or associations, it is 
expected that hypothesis generation is more successful for multiple errors than for 
single errors. From the data we can see that this is indeed the case. Errors made by 
more than one child can be explained by at least one hypothesis for 28 of the 34 
different S-R-pairs (82%). For single errors hypotheses can be found for 100 of the 
142 S-R-pairs (70%). 
5.1.2. Results model-based diagnosis 
More important than hypothesis generation alone is obviously the complete diagnostic 
process. One of the advantages of the method of model-based diagnosis is the use of 
diagnostic knowledge to guide the diagnostic process. To test the diagnostic 
performance of the program, we provided the program with the S-R-pairs of each of 
the 55 children separately. The diagnostic task was to establish correct and incorrect 
behaviour of the reading components defined by our model, based on the responses 
given to the 17 stimulus words. 
The results of this diagnostic task are given in Table 5.2. In column (a) the child 
identification number is given. In column (b) the component (if any) is given for which 
both correct and incorrect behaviour could be established. This observation goes 
against the assumption of model-based diagnosis that faults are non-intermittent, that is, 
components behave consistently for the duration of the diagnostic task. If this 
assumption is violated, a contradiction will be signalled by our program and the 
diagnostic process is terminated. In column (c) the number of stimuli to which the child 
did not answer is given. If it can be established that a child sometimes uses route В and 
sometimes route С to find a response, this is marked in column (d). This is not a 
contradiction, but can be important diagnostic information if the child's reading 
" In this calculation the non-responses have not been included since they do not give any diagnostic 
information. 
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(a) 
Ol 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
(b) 
LKoLo 
LKiLi 
LKoLo 
LKaLa 
LKbLb 
LKeLe 
LKhLh 
LKeLe 
LKrLr 
LKoLo 
(c) 
4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
2 
(d) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(e) 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
(a) 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
(b) 
LKbLb 
LKiLi 
LKoLo 
LKiLi 
LKbLb 
LKrLr 
LKaLa 
17 
(c) 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
14 
(d) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
18 
(e) 
3 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
4 
40 
Table 52.: Results diagnosis of 55 children. Columns: (a) The child 
number, (b) Contradiction: both correct and incorrect behaviour for 
this component has been established, (c) Number of stimuli without a 
response, (d) Child uses both reading routes В and C, (e) Number of 
S-R-pairsfor which no hypothesis could be found. 
behaviour must be evaluated. Finally, in column (e) the number of S-R-pairs for which 
no hypotheses could be found, is given. 
From the table we can derive the following facts. In almost one-third of the 
cases (31%), the diagnostic process is aborted because a contradiction was found. 
These contradictions were all found in components translating letter features to letters. 
We will discuss the significance of this in the next section. We also included in the table 
the number of times a child was unable to respond at all and had to give up reading a 
specific word. For most children this was no problem, but five children were unable to 
read three or four of the 17 words. It should be noted that the two infrequent loan­
words rails and hobby were responsible for half of the total number of non-responses. 
These two words could not be read by 7 children each, while the total number of non-
responses was 28 (see Table 5.1.). From this we can conclude that for frequent Dutch 
words, the influence of not responding to certain words is small. 
Another interesting aspect of the data in Table 5.2. is the fact that for one third 
of the subjects (18/55=33%) , it could be established that according to our model a 
combination of reading by route В and route С was used. Sometimes this particular 
child read a word by letter-grapheme-phoneme translation (route B) while for other 
words the intermediate translation to a phonics representation was needed to produce a 
response. Finally, for 40 children (72%) not all available diagnostic information was 
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used, because there was at least one S-R-pair for which no hypotheses could be found. 
These results will also be discussed in the next section. 
5.2. Discussion 
5.2.1. Evaluation of model-based diagnosis in an ill-defined domain 
a) Diagnostic performance 
Before evaluating the diagnostic performance of our program by discussing the results 
of Section 5.1., we would like to return to the quote from Davis and Hamscher's article 
that was given in the introduction and that has been the inspiration for the research that 
is the subject of this dissertation: "... an intriguing experiment would be to go out on 
the edge and apply this [technique] in a domain where it is not at all obvious that it will 
work". Strictly speaking, our research has been conducted from the point of view of 
artificial intelligence and all our efforts have been aimed at the evaluation of the formal 
method of model-based diagnosis when applied to an ill-defined domain. This domain 
just happened to be beginning reading, but any domain for which no formal models like 
those for electronic circuits existed could have been chosen. 
Taking this particular point of view, we can draw only one conclusion from the 
data of Section 5.1.: the diagnostic performance of our program is insufficient. In 
almost one-third of the cases an essential assumption of model-based diagnosis is 
violated, namely that components behave consistently for the duration of the diagnosis. 
We found that for 17 of our 55 subjects it could be established that a certain component 
was working correctly for some stimulus words and working incorrectly for other 
stimulus words. This percentage of 31% is too high to make the diagnostic program 
useful in a practical diagnostic situation. Another indication of insufficient diagnostic 
performance is the result that the program cannot use all available diagnostic 
knowledge. This cannot be concluded from the results of the hypothesis generation, 
because for only 48 of the 176 different S-R-pairs (27%) no explanation could be 
found. However, if we look in Table 5.2., we can see that these 48 inexplicable S-R-
pairs are well distributed over the 55 subjects and that for a large majority of the 
children (72%) there is at least one S-R-pair for which there is no explanation. For 
model-based diagnosis, this lack of use of diagnostic knowledge in most of the 
diagnostic cases is unacceptable. 
b) Theoretical results for model-based diagnosis 
The diagnostic performance of our program is not up to the standard of model-based 
diagnosis programs for electronic circuits, in which devices with hundreds of 
components can be diagnosed. Still, applying model-based diagnosis to an ill-defined 
domain has a number of important consequences for the method itself. Some aspects of 
model-based diagnosis that have been neglected because of their lack of importance for 
electronic devices, have become very important in our domain. However, researchers 
of model-based diagnosis have put a lot of effort in certain aspects of model-based 
diagnosis that we were not able to use in our domain at all. We will discuss these topics 
for each of the three stages of model-based diagnosis: modelling, hypothesis generation 
and testing. 
Modelling 
One of the important theoretical advantages of model-based diagnosis is said to be the 
independent reasoning method. Once a model (system description) of the device is 
available, the process of hypothesis generation and testing is straightforward and 
independent of the device that is being diagnosed. However, the domains where model-
based diagnosis has been applied all share the common feature that there is an 
unambiguous system description. We can even define specific requirements for these 
models to be suitable for model-based diagnosis as we did in Chapter 3: (a) it must 
consist of connected components, each having an input and an output; (b) the transition 
mapping from input to output must be known for every component, and (c) the model 
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behaviour, both normal and defective, should correspond to the behaviour in the 
domain that was modelled. In the Artificial Intelligence literature it has been argued that 
the idea of components and connections is a modelling convenience. It has also been 
stated that the requirements are too strong. Especially requirement (c) is never met, 
since a model is only an approximation of the real domain. Still, models used in the 
theoretical research of model-based diagnosis are in general taken for granted, mostly 
being a blue print of the electronic device in question. 
In the domain of beginning reading, there was no consensus about the model to 
use. It was hoped that the knowledge included in the existing models would be helpful 
to construct a model that would fit the model-based approach, but this was not certain. 
It was necessary to make substantial simplifying assumptions to construct a model that 
could be used for model-based diagnosis. We used a very primitive lexicon, did not 
include any morphological rules, we ruled out context influences, we did not bother 
with the interaction between different reading strategies, ignored the possibility of other 
reading strategies like guessing certain word parts and also ignored the dominance of 
certain parts of the words because of focusing (the first part of a word is often read 
correctly, as is the last part). The relevance of these aspects will be further discussed 
below when the results are discussed from the point of view of beginning reading. 
After building our model, the process of generating hypotheses and testing the current 
hypothesis set is again domain-independent. Hypotheses are generated by constructing 
all possible transitions between an input and an output of a system with complete 
knowledge of intermediate transitions. Testing is also a device independent process of 
giving new inputs and trying to work around untestable components. This reasoning 
process is the same for all systems consisting of components, even those for which 
(unlike electronic devices) only input and output can be observed. Because of the 
independent reasoning mechanism we can conclude from the diagnostic results of the 
previous section that the modelling stage of model-based diagnosis is the bottle-neck of 
the diagnostic performance in ill-defined domains. 
One other point about modelling an ill-defined domain can be made. In many of 
these domains multiple strategies are used to solve the problems. In beginning reading 
we have direct recognition (route A), grapheme-phoneme translation (route B) and the 
use of phonics as learned in elementary school (route C). The reading routes reflect the 
learning stages of reading. Route A is mature reading, route С is for beginners and 
route В is a learning stage between those two extremes. Until mature reading is 
achieved for almost all words, these different reading strategies can be used 
alternatively. Some frequent words can be recognised directly by route A, some words 
need a little help by route В and some words must be decoded by route С because the 
child has never seen them before. This use of multiple strategies should be reflected in 
the modelling stage of model-based diagnosis. So far the use of multiple models and 
their interaction have not been the topic of research in model-based diagnosis. The least 
sophisticated way of modelling interacting strategies would be to build different models 
for each different strategy. In a way, that is what we have done for the domain of 
beginning reading. The only extra feature we implemented was that instead of 
modelling each reading route separately, we used the same set of components where 
possible (for example letter feature to letter components for all three routes) and 
different components if necessary. It would be interesting to investigate model-based 
diagnosis in a formal domain where several different models are supposed to interact to 
get the observed behaviour. 
As can be concluded from the Davis and Hamscher quote, AI research is 
interested to know how widely the paradigm of model-based diagnosis is applicable. 
However, not much effort has been put in the constraints for modelling and the 
diagnostic problems resulting from models that do not reflect the real world in an 
accurate manner. From our research we can conclude that it is very hard to obtain 
graceful decline, i.e. a partially correct but inaccurate model can make good diagnosis 
impossible. This is not a very welcome result, and therefore we feel that additional 
research in the field of model-based diagnosis should focus more attention on the 
circumstances under which the paradigm is applicable. 
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Hypothesis generation 
Our main theoretical contribution to the process of hypothesis generation is the 
introduction of assembly errors into the formal framework of model-based diagnosis. 
An assembly error in beginning reading should be interpreted as choosing a correct 
transition at the wrong moment. For some inputs of the system such a transition would 
not indicate a fault, but for others it points to an error. For example, pronouncing e as 
'E' is correct when reading word bezig (English: busy) but not when the word bel 
(English: bell) must be read. In the formal (SD, COMPS, OBS) framework of model-
based diagnosis an assembly error is using a correct component at the wrong position 
in the device. We found two types of assembly errors: one in which a certain 
component is replaced by another component (at the grapheme-phoneme level) and one 
in which a certain component is replaced by more than one different component (at the 
letter-grapheme level). 
In Chapter 4 we have shown that the first type can be included in the formal 
framework without too much effort. The only problem is that the total number of 
generated hypotheses can grow extensively. This has to be analysed separately for 
every domain. The second type of assembly error is difficult to describe formally, since 
positions for components must be defined. For electronic devices this type of assembly 
error is not so important, since for these types of devices it will almost never occur that 
a component is replaced by two different components. 
The idea of assembly errors is also relevant for the domain of electronic circuits. 
Not much research has been done in this area, because the general assumption is that 
diagnosis is a process that should be initiated once a previously correct device is 
starting to show faulty behaviour. This assumption rules out the possibility of assembly 
errors since an incorrectly assembled electronic device cannot work correctly. Note that 
this is another assumption, implying that there is a point where we can decide that the 
device is working completely correctly. This is not trivial, since most devices are only 
used in a limited way, and faulty behaviour can suddenly occur when other functions of 
the device are being used. Also, it can be argued that there are components, for example 
an adder, that can never be fully known to be working correctly. After all, it is never 
possible to test all input-output behaviour for this component. Even if we do not 
concern ourselves with these subtleties, we can say that there are situations in which 
assembly errors can be of importance to model-based diagnosis. An example would be 
the common testing at the end of the assembly line, just before the electronic device 
leaves the factory. In this case, assembly errors cannot be ruled out and faulty 
behaviour as a result of these errors should be taken into account. Our conclusion is 
that the occurrence of assembly errors has significance beyond the domain of beginning 
reading. However, there are several problems that need to be investigated before a 
general method is found for including assembly errors into model-based diagnosis. 
Assembly errors should also become a more important topic in model-based diagnosis 
research. 
As a final word on hypothesis generation, we would like to point at another 
interesting possibility. In Chapter 4, we noted that there may be other ways of 
representing correct behaviour at the wrong time. One idea would be to formalise the 
diagnostic state of a system. Suppose a system is in a particular diagnostic state, certain 
faulty behaviour can be expected, but other faults are impossible. For example, if a 
VCR is recording a program, other faults can be expected than when the same VCR is 
just playing a tape. In beginning reading we might define a diagnostic state called 
'reading a word without two-letter graphemes'. In this state we can expect other errors 
than in the complementary diagnostic state 'reading a word with at least one two-letter 
grapheme'. If we could identify the diagnostic state of a device, this might simplify the 
generation of hypotheses. This could also be the topic of future research. 
Testing 
When we tried to apply the theoretical testing methods of model-based diagnosis, we 
found that the methods described all assumed unrestricted testing. If a certain test is by 
some method identified as the optimal test in that particular diagnostic situation, it will 
always be possible to carry out this test. In our domain of beginning reading this is not 
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the case. We can observe input-output behaviour, but it might be impossible to test a 
particular internal component. (In the next section, we shall discuss the claim of some 
existing reading tests that internal functions can be tested.) Note that even in formal 
model-based diagnosis the problem of the closed box can occur, for example to test 
devices for which it is too difficult or too dangerous to open them to apply a certain 
test. Therefore, we think that the problem of testing closed boxes also has significance 
for theoretical model-based diagnosis and should be further investigated. 
An additional problem is that in model-based diagnosis it is also assumed that 
the structure of the test is irrelevant. In electronic devices this assumption holds, since a 
test is just measuring a value (a current) at a certain point in the device. However, in 
beginning reading a test has to have some structure. Stimulus words that cannot be 
pronounced, like xbwr, are not very good candidates for gaining diagnostic 
information. Trying to pronounce such words will give diagnostically irrelevant noise. 
However, an interesting possibility would be to use pronounceable non-words as tests. 
The fact that non-words are useful for diagnosing reading has long since been 
acknowledged by researchers in the field. (For instance H0ien and Leegard (1991) and 
Seymour (1986) for non-words in English or Van den Bos, Scheepstra and Lutje 
spelberg (1993) for non-words in Dutch.) The responses to these words will not have 
too much noise and we would have more freedom in choosing the next stimulus. For 
testing route A, we cannot use non-words, since non-words cannot be read by this 
route. However, in reading route В and C, our reading model makes no difference 
between existing words and non-words (this equality assumption will be discussed in 
the next section), so for testing they have the same status. The problem with using non-
words lies in our current test strategy. We have seen in Chapter 4 that in our test 
strategy we have abandoned the idea of reasoning from the current diagnostic 
knowledge. Instead, we made a list of all possible test words and used as next best test 
the word that best fitted the diagnostic situation. Our test strategy was first based on the 
available tests and only then on the assumptions about the components. The number of 
possible tests would of course increase considerably if non-words were included and 
this raises the question of efficiency of the resulting test strategy. Because of the fact 
that there are many more non-words than words, we believe that the test set becomes 
too large to be manageable. However, we have no facts to back up this belief and it 
should therefore be the topic of future research. 
We found that the problem of a closed box and the requirement that a test must 
have a certain structure are of vital importance to the test strategy. An important number 
of the components in beginning reading was shown to be untestable. Especially at the 
letter-grapheme level, 10 out of the 18 components transforming two letters to one 
grapheme were shown to be untestable for any response. To be more precise, for any 
response it could be shown that if there was a hypothesis with this transition at the 
letter-grapheme level there was also at least one hypothesis without it. As a result, for 
most of the interesting components at this level (i.e. not the trivial one to one letter-
grapheme transitions) it is impossible to know whether or not they are working 
correctly. This was quite a disappointing result for the diagnostic performance of our 
program, since we could show that there was important diagnostic information we 
could never obtain. We were forced to work around the problem and aim our tests at 
the components that could be tested. 
5.2.2. Analysis of a psvchodiagnostic domain 
Of course there is more to our research than formal model-based diagnosis alone. We 
have given a number of reasons to choose beginning reading over any other ill-defined 
domain. One of the reasons was the fact that diagnostic practitioners often lack 
consensus when presented with the same case. In other words, practical diagnostic 
results are often poor. If these poor results were not caused by deficient knowledge, we 
hoped that attempting the entirely different approach of model-based diagnosis might 
shed new light on the problems and the structure of the domain. From this, two 
interesting questions emerge. First, could the diagnostic performance of our program 
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be enhanced to be useful for practical diagnosis7 Second, what insights about 
beginning reading have we gained by applying a method like model-based diagnosis to 
this domain9 These two questions will be discussed in detail in this section 
a) Enhancing the diagnostic performance 
There seem to be two different possibilities to enhance the diagnostic performance of 
our program The first possibility is to attach failure probabilities to the components 
By doing this, the diagnostic process will not stop if a contradiction is found Instead, 
we can say that a problem is detected if a certain component has a certain chance of 
failure The other possibility is to improve the model we used for model-based 
diagnosis We made some important simplifying assumptions in the diagnostic model 
of Chapter 3 Here we will evaluate the influence of these assumptions on the 
diagnostic performance 
Adding failure probabilities to components 
The obvious method to enhance the diagnostic performance is to remove the 
assumption taken from model-based diagnosis that component behaviour is non-
intermittent Then the diagnostic process would not stop if a contradiction were found, 
but end each time If we just left it at that, this would not help our diagnostic process 
much Our program would return the information that certain components can be both 
correct and faulty These components could be seen as untestable components that are 
discovered during diagnostic decision making Of course, enlarging our already 
considerable set of untestable components is not what we want 
Another idea is to use a more probabilistic approach, assigning a value to each 
component indicating the chance of failure The problem here is that it is difficult to 
assign the starting values to each component After all, the chances of component 
failure depend on the reading problems of a particular child If we assigned a prion 
probabilities to the components in our model, these values would be for a group of 
children The chances of component failure for a certain child have no direct relation to 
the failure chances ofthat component for a group of children 
There seem to be two solutions to this problem The first, and most rigorous, is 
not to assign any a priori failure probabilities at all and try to find them for each 
particular case For example, we give the child 10 words with component LKaLa (the 
component translating the letter features of the letter a to an internal representation of the 
letter a) Suppose that for three of these words it could be established that the 
component was faulty and for six words the component could be shown to be working 
correctly (for 1 word neither could be shown). Then we could assign a failure 
probability of 0 33 to this component After the diagnostic process had ended we could 
then state that for components with a failure value above a certain threshold, a problem 
was detected 
The most important drawback of this method is the number of words that must 
be offered to a subject to establish a reliable failure value for each testable component 
In our current test strategy we ignored a certain component if it had been shown to 
work correctly If possible, we did not use a word as the next stimulus if this 
component could be expected to be used to get a response After all, we already knew 
this component was correct In contrast, to assign a failure value to a component a 
number of words that have this component must be given to the child Our model has 
254 different components Of these components, 40 are untestable (union of the two 
columns of Table 4 3), leaving a total number of 214 testable components Suppose 
we only have stimulus words with 4 letters In the ideal case we could test 20 
components with each word (4 components at each of the five transition levels letter 
feature-letter, letter-grapheme, grapheme-phoneme, grapheme-phonics, phonics-
phoneme) This means we need about 11 words to test every component once Let us 
assume that in order to establish a reliable failure value of a component, we need to ask 
at least 10 words with that particular component. As a result, we have to ask at least 
110 words of a child to establish the failure values of all components If we had words 
with 5 letters this number would drop to 90 
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This number seems acceptable, since we will see below that it is comparable to 
the number of words children have to read in a practical diagnostic situation However, 
the numbers above are for the ideal case We have found that with the current model we 
are lucky if we can establish the correct or faulty behaviour of 5 components for a 
certain S-R-pair This means that we need 4 or 5 times as many stimulus words to get a 
reliable failure probability Thus, maybe 40 or 50 words are needed to have a reliable 
failure probability for a small group of components Another problem is that it is 
impossible to find a test set that is an optimal cover of the components For 214 testable 
components we expect to have a test set of 11 words with four letters if every word 
tests the optimal number of 20 components However, the optimal test set we used in 
our program has 20 test words The aim of this set was to establish the correct or faulty 
behaviour for as many components as possible Therefore, to establish failure values of 
components according to this method, we can expect to need more than 800 words 
(110 words in the ideal case, times 4 for getting a reliable failure probability, times 2 
because of the impossibility of finding an optimal cover of components by the test 
words) 
This method can be improved by trying to find some a prion failure values of 
components and use these as a starting point for the same process In this case we 
might not need 40 words to ascertain the failure probability but perhaps we need only 
10 It is difficult to judge if this method works Our feeling is that significant changes 
from the a prion failure probability of a component cannot be established by using only 
10 stimulus words with this component, since most of these S-R-pairs will not tell us 
anything about the component Still, if we can improve the efficiency of the process in 
such a way that the number of stimulus words gets below 200, we will reach the range 
of the current reading tests However, we will argue below that when reasoning from 
our model we can see that most reading tests used in diagnostic practice are inefficient, 
testing certain components a number of times and others not at all Therefore, we 
cannot directly compare the method of failure probabilities with current diagnostic tests 
and assess the feasibility of such a method by such a comparison Further research is 
needed to establish the feasibility of the testing method we outlined here 
Improving the model 
The second possibility to enhance the diagnostic performance is to improve the model 
we used for model-based diagnosis As already stated, hypothesis generation and 
testing in model-based diagnosis are more or less domain independent If no mistake is 
made in applying the method, these two stages of model-based diagnosis will only 
influence the diagnostic performance by being inefficient, not by incorrect use of 
diagnostic knowledge So it will be quite natural to return to the model, if the diagnostic 
results of model-based diagnosis are not as good as expected In the data are also 
further indications that the model may be improved Firstly, all problems with 
contradictory component behaviour are at the level of translating letter features to 
letters It is possible that this is caused by incorrect modelling of this level, instead of 
theoretical diagnostic problems Secondly, we have seen in Chapter 4 that a 
considerable set of components cannot be tested This may also be the result of the 
modelling decisions 
In Chapter 3 we made some important simplifying assumption that might have 
influenced the quality of the diagnostic process In the previous section we already 
mentioned the four simplifications that in our opinion influenced the diagnostic 
performance most a primitive lexicon, no use of morphological rules, ignoring the use 
of context as part of the reading strategy, ignoring the interaction between different 
reading routes, disregarding the role of other reading strategies like guessing complete 
words or word parts and the dominance of certain parts of the word (focusing) The 
influence of these aspects will now be discussed 
Assumption ] The simple lexicon 
The first and most important simplification in our model is the lexicon We chose to 
model the lexicon as a check after the word had been completely processed from 
stimulus to phonological representation (or graphical representation in the case that 
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route A can be used). From the test data we can conclude that this assumption of post-
transition lexical access is too simplistic. There are two observations that justify the 
conclusion. First is that of the 199 different responses to the 17 stimulus words, 70 are 
correct words themselves. Even if we subtract the 17 correct responses we get 53 
correct Dutch words that were mistakenly formed from the stimuli (= 27%). For some 
of these errors, like reading 'dag' (English: day) for bang, it could be argued that other, 
non-lexical mistakes could account for the error, in this case reading a ¿instead of a b, 
followed by an omission of the letter n. Most of the errors, however, cannot be forced 
into our model in this way. Examples are reading 'zaken' (English: business) or 
'spoken' (English: ghosts) for cake, 'kaas' (English: cheese) for kaal, 'hopen' 
(English: to hope) for hobby, 'zaal' (English: hall) for kaal, 'raadsel' (English: riddle) 
for rails and 'school' (English: school) for show. In these cases it seems that the errors 
made in the transitions are activating the wrong lexical entry. After this entry is chosen, 
the rest of the word is guessed and there is no longer a link with translations as defined 
in our model. The second observation is that there are numerous other S-R-pairs for 
which part of the response are correct Dutch words. For example: 'bigig' in response to 
bezig has the Dutch word big (English: piglet) in it, followed by the final part of the 
stimulus word. Another example is the response 'holfijn' to hobby where the two 
Dutch words hoi (English: hole) and fijn (English: fine) are blended together. Since the 
stimulus words are not very long (5 letters at most), the importance of this type of word 
part error is not so clear from the data. However, we feel that especially with long 
words, a faulty response will often be caused by using correct word parts at the wrong 
time. 
In any case, it seems that the lexicon is not only used as a check after a certain 
word is translated from the letter features of the stimulus to a phonological 
representation, but that this process is actively guided by the contents of the lexicon. Of 
course this is not a very revolutionary idea. There are numerous models for explaining 
reading behaviour where the reading process is guided by the contents of the mental 
lexicon. One of the most successful methods is the well-known model of McClelland 
and Rumelhart (1981) (already mentioned in Chapter 3). In this model orthographical 
recognition of words (route A) is achieved before complete recognition by matching the 
intermediate result to the orthographical representations in the lexicon. Despite these 
results, we hoped that translating a word left-to-right to a phonological representation 
would minimise this lexical influence on the process. By looking at the data we can see 
that this is not the case and that another type of lexicon is needed to improve the 
explanatory value of our reading model. In Chapter 3 we already argued that an ideal 
lexicon could not be made, since the contents of a lexicon is different for every child 
(and also for every adult) and changes continuously. Still, an interesting line of 
research would be to find out how much the diagnostic results could be improved if a 
general mental lexicon were used to guide the process of decoding the stimulus words 
to phonological representations. 
Note that this lexical activation indicates a basic difference between reading a 
word and reading a non-word. Since reading a non-word can only be guided by the 
lexicon if an error is made, different errors can be expected when a non-word is being 
read. In our model we assumed that there is no difference between the two and this is 
an aspect in which the model could be improved. It might be possible to define two 
different knowledge states 'reading a word' and 'reading a non-word', each with their 
own specific errors. Adding more sophisticated lexical behaviour to our model will in 
our opinion lead to an important improvement of the diagnostic results. 
A final interesting point about adding more sophisticated lexical behaviour is 
how this behaviour fits into the method of model-based diagnosis. How to simulate 
such a lexicon with components for which the input-output behaviour is functionally 
defined? At this point we feel that it is possible to translate an activation model like that 
of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) to a functional description of lexical behaviour. 
After all, in Artificial Intelligence it has thus far been possible to symbolically define all 
activation models. Still, additional research is needed to investigate how this should be 
done. 
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Assumption 2: No morphological knowledge 
As a second simplification we decided not to use morphological knowledge in our 
reading model. Again it was hoped that the mechanical reading method taught in 
elementary schools would minimise the influence of this type of knowledge on the 
decoding process. We have too few data to draw conclusions about the importance of 
morphological rules for beginning reading, but we have no doubt that children pick up 
these similarity rules quickly and use them actively. Best example from our data is the 
word bezig, which should be pronounced as 'bEzig'. This word is an exception to the 
general morphological rule that words starting with be- followed by a consonant are 
pronounced as 'be-'. From the data we can see that 25 of the 55 children respond to 
bezig with a word or non-word starting with 'be-'. This is an indication that 
morphological knowledge is used by beginning readers, but further research is needed 
to assess the importance of this aspect. 
Assumption 3: No context knowledge 
Ignoring the influence of context is the third simplification in our reading model. In the 
reading literature there are different types of context. The most important type of 
context, especially for reading text, is the lexical context. This is the use of related 
concepts in a particular setting. For example, when reading a fairy tale it would not be 
surprising if we saw the words princess, quest, magician or happily ever after. This 
type of context is already discussed above, when we suggested improvements for the 
mental lexicon in our model. Here we will look at another type of context, namely the 
influence of unrelated words readjust before the stimulus. Again we have insufficient 
data to be completely sure about the influence of this type of context. In our data we 
found only one example where context seems to be the decisive factor in the mistake 
made. The word rust is read as 'flest', which is most likely caused by the fact that fluit 
was the preceding stimulus. We also have some other data collected by Van Aarle, for 
which there is no audio-taped material. In this data we only found two more examples, 
like reading tonen (English: to show) as 'zuten' because of the preceding stimulus zout 
(English: salt) and reading dorp as 'aker' because of the preceding stimulus 
aA:Ae/0(Englisn: field). It seems that these types of errors are not very common and that 
the importance of this type of context for beginning readers reading isolated words 
should not be overrated. 
Assumption 4: No interaction of reading strategies 
It has often been argued that the different reading strategies (route А, В and С in our 
model) interact and that this interaction can take place between words (one word read 
by route В and the next word by route C) and within words (a certain word is read by a 
combination of knowledge gathered from different routes). This has not been a very 
important consideration in our model and is therefore the fourth simplification we 
would like to discuss here. From the data and the diagnostic program we could 
conclude that interaction of reading routes between words occurs rather often. For 33% 
of the subjects we could conclude that for some words route В was used and for other 
words route C. We have not concerned ourselves with this type of interaction, since it 
is not diagnostically relevant. If all hypotheses for all reading routes are generated, the 
correct hypothesis will be among them and the only problem will be to find which one 
of the hypotheses is correct. 
The consequences of using different reading strategies within words is not so 
clear. What happens if a response is constructed by using different strategies together, 
like for example reading the first part of a word by route A (direct recognition) and the 
rest of the word by route В or C? The words in our data are too small for an example of 
this. However, it is not unlikely that for a long word like the word holbewoner 
(English: cave man) such behaviour can be observed. A child might immediately 
respond with 'hoi', because this is a simple and rather frequent Dutch word. After that, 
the child might hesitate and read the infrequent word part bewoner (English: occupant) 
slowly from left-to-right by mechanical transitions to a phonological representation. 
Again, the words in our data are not long enough to observe this phenomenon, leading 
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to the assumption that for short words this combination of reading strategies is not very 
important. 
Assumption 5: Ignoring other reading strategies 
In our model of beginning reading we have restricted ourselves to three reading 
strategies. However, in the literature of beginning reading other strategies have been 
proposed. The most important of these seems the strategy of guessing complete words 
or parts of words. When we look at our data, at first glance it seems that this might be 
an important strategy. After all, for many S-R-pairs that cannot be explained we could 
say that the response or part of the response was guessed. However, guessing is never 
completely random. When we look at these S-R-pairs more closely, we see that this 
failure of finding an explanation could also be the result of the simplifications above. It 
could for example be caused by lexically directed guessing. We found only one 
exception: the word rails was read by one child as 'gawintnes'. It seems that this very 
unusual error cannot be explained by any lexical match, morphological strategy or 
context influence. Intriguing as this error may be, its significance should not be 
overrated. Since we found only one example in the test data, we expect that pure 
guessing will not be of much importance to the diagnostic process when the other 
improvements are implemented correctly. 
Assumption 6: Ignoring the importance of focusing 
Finally we would like to discuss the diagnostic importance of focusing on the first and 
last part of a word. This phenomenon is too obvious to ignore. From our data we can 
see that for 151 of the 199 possible S-R-pairs (= 76%) the first letter was read correctly 
and for 137 of the S-R-pairs (= 69%) the last letter was read correctly. Even if the 
response to a word was completely wrong, the first and last part were rather accurate. 
Examples are 'hobedij' as response to hobby, 'reilsrs' to rails and 'vervolgt' to vocht. 
Again, it could be argued that this is not diagnostically relevant, since all hypotheses are 
generated anyway. However, we feel that it is important to take such factors into 
account. At some point it might be decided that the likelihood of hypotheses should be 
incorporated into the system. Also, if the failure probabilities of diagnostic components 
are taken into account, the dominance of word ends is especially important. These 
probabilities will depend not only on the component itself, but also on the position of 
the component in the system for a particular stimulus word. However, we found 
evidence in the data that this influence of focusing on the first and last part is not a rule 
without exceptions. For example, when reading 'zAl' instead of kaal, 'zaken' instead 
of cake and 'wous' instead of paus the first letter of the word is not read correctly, but 
the error cannot be explained by assuming that the first letter is wrongly recognised. In 
the first two examples it seems that lexical access dominates focusing, but the third 
example is especially interesting, since 'wous' is a non-word. All in all, we feel that 
this phenomenon is an interesting area of future research. 
b) Analysing beginning reading 
As already pointed out, our aim was to apply model-based diagnosis to an ill-defined 
domain. There were important reasons to choose beginning reading, but in principle we 
could have chosen any domain that would stretch the method of model-based 
diagnosis. Still, during our research we had many discussions with reading experts that 
went beyond the scope of model-based reasoning. These discussions were directly 
aimed at the second question mentioned in the introduction to this section: what insights 
have we gained for the domain of beginning reading by applying a completely different 
diagnostic method? We will split this discussion into the three different parts of the 
diagnostic process in this dissertation: modelling, hypothesis generation and testing. 
Modelling 
From the start of building our diagnostic model we have had recurring discussions 
about the connection between the model and actual reading by a specific child. A model 
for model-based diagnosis is the composition of all possible correct and faulty 
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behaviour in a particular domain At that point, such a model is not useful for the 
simulation of one particular case However, when the diagnostic process is finished, 
we know which components are correct and which components are faulty With this 
knowledge, the model can make predictions about the reading behaviour of the specific 
diagnostic case If these predictions are correct for all stimulus words, we can say that 
we have a simulation of a particular child After all, there is no difference between the 
behaviour of the model and the behaviour of the child This line of thought has led to a 
follow-up to our research, in which the possibilities of the diagnostic model for 
simulation of the reading behaviour of particular children is investigated For the 
moment this is done by fixating the model behaviour by breaking certain components 
and see if the resulting reading behaviour is a convincing simulation of a certain child 
Unfortunately, we can only correctly simulate a specific child if the predictions made by 
the model are correct In this chapter we have shown that in the domain of beginning 
reading we are still far from this ideal case A lot of work still has to be done to 
improve the diagnostic process Simulation of the reading behaviour of a single child 
can only be done if the improvements we have discussed in this chapter are 
implemented 
A completely different discussion is the contribution of our current model to the 
domain of beginning reading Thus far we have looked at the model from the point of 
view of model-based diagnosis and concluded that it was not yet good enough for 
satisfactory diagnostic results Still, we feel that our model has some important features 
that might be of use to the discussion about certain aspects of the reading process We 
have described the processes of beginning reading at a very detailed level, while 
existing reading models mainly consisted of global descriptions of ill-defined 
processes These processes were at best defined by black boxes for which no exact 
behavioural descriptions could be given Being forced by the formal method of model-
based diagnosis, we had to describe every detail of the reading process Sometimes this 
led to making our own assumptions about certain parts of reading behaviour where 
there was no consensus among researchers in the field An example of this is the letter 
recognition phase, where we had to choose our letter features based on a very limited 
number of studies, none of which seemed completely satisfactory We hope that the 
explicitness of our method will guide research in the field of beginning reading Our 
assumptions may be insufficient at some points, but stating them in detail is a good 
basis for further discussion with researchers claiming to have made a better reading 
model We have acknowledged the fact that reading is a dynamic process, developing 
from beginning reading into mature reading, and therefore cannot be easily modelled 
Such a dynamic process can often lead to conflicting data Still, some of the ongoing 
debates in reading seem to be the result of too much generality, so we have hopes that 
more detailed modelling will lead to better understanding of the different types of 
reading 
Hypothesis generation 
With our method we have been able to make statements about the efficiency of the 
diagnostic process The number of hypotheses generated from a single S R-pair of 
course depended on the model we built For example, many hypotheses are based on 
highly unlikely errors, like reading a q instead of an a, or permutating a word like 
unbelievable into bbnllveueaie However, the use of the formal method of model-based 
diagnosis allows us to assess the efficiency of diagnosis straight from the model Most 
reading researchers will agree that presenting children with words of ten letters or more 
will not lead to useful diagnostic information There are either too few responses or the 
responses are too far from the correct response With our method, we can claim that 
stimulus words of more than six letters can lead to an explosion of the hypothesis set 
and are therefore unfit for diagnostic use This is independent of the response given in a 
certain diagnostic situation By further refining our model, longer words may be used 
without generating too many hypotheses, but in every case there is a clear statement 
about what words can and cannot be presented to get the required diagnostic 
information in an efficient way 
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The advantage of this is not always appreciated by researchers in the field of 
beginning reading. They feel that our method of hypothesis generation is overkill at 
best and that an important part of diagnostic reasoning in practical situations consists of 
discarding irrelevant diagnostic information. Although the poor diagnostic performance 
of diagnosticians in the field should make us careful about adopting certain strategies 
that are used by these same diagnosticians, the point of overkill is a relevant one. It 
would indeed be interesting to add extra rules to weed out most of the improbable 
hypotheses from the hypothesis set. For example, all hypotheses with an intermediate 
representation having more than four consonants can be ruled out. The problem is that 
these rules might have exceptions, complicating the exact formulation. A famous Dutch 
exception to the rule is the word angstschreeuw (English: cry of fear), a perfectly valid 
Dutch word that has eight consecutive consonants. For the evaluation of our research, 
however, we have not concerned ourselves with these problems. Our aim was to build 
an efficient diagnostic program to diagnose children. With the upper-bound of six letter 
words this is possible. Longer words are almost never presented to children who have 
just started to learn to read. These words can be expected to lead to inexplicable reading 
errors because of lexicon directed guessing. The diagnostic importance of responses to 
longer stimuli is therefore questionable. 
The point we made about the efficiency of hypothesis generation should be seen 
at a more abstract level. For every new diagnostic model that is made, it is possible to 
mechanically evaluate the efficiency by running the corresponding computer program. 
Still, cutting in the hypotheses set could be an interesting topic for future research. In 
fact, in theoretical model-based diagnosis some work has recently been done in this 
area by Johan de Kleer (1991), who investigated a method to focus on the most 
probable hypotheses. It might be interesting to see how this method could be used for 
beginning reading. 
Another important result that can be derived from our test is that we have had no 
problems with the number of hypotheses that are generated from the S-R-pairs. This 
theoretical problem seems to be of little importance when diagnosing the reading 
behaviour of beginning readers. 
Testing 
The third area of beginning reading in which the method of formal diagnosis can be of 
assistance is the evaluation of tests used in practical diagnostic situations. By reasoning 
from the model we have made for beginning reading, it is possible to discuss these tests 
at a very detailed level. It should be noted that this discussion is based on the 
assumption that the model we made is a perfect representation of beginning reading. 
This assumption has already been shown to be faulty. We feel that the evaluation of 
practical tests is still relevant After all, for every improved model that is made, it is 
possible to do this evaluation in the same way. 
We will now discuss a few of the tests for reading problems that are suggested 
by Dutch reading research. These tests have been taken from Praxis (Landelijke 
pedagogische centra, 1977). We will see that such an evaluation leads to specific 
suggestions for improvement of these tests. Let us first look at the test labelled 'Visual 
discrimination'. This test has of two parts. The first part is a test for visual 
discrimination of letters (Table 5.3.). 
In this test 9 letters and 4 graphemes of two letters are presented, even though 
strictly speaking ao is not a two letter grapheme. The child is asked to point out which 
letters on the right side of the vertical line are graphically identical to the letter to the left 
of the vertical line. The child should do this without pronouncing any of the letters. 
This is important, since the test implies that graphical skills can be tested independent of 
the other parts of the reading process. 
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η 
f 
b 
Ν 
ηη 
ou 
e 
b 
w 
u 
η 
ie 
aa 
h 
t 
d 
к 
uu 
on 
a 
Ρ 
m 
η 
Ì 
ei 
oa 
к 
г 
d 
2 
nu 
cu 
d 
q 
m 
w 
г 
el 
ao 
μ 
J 
Ρ 
ζ 
eu 
ομ 
0 
a 
u 
μ 
ί 
er 
0 0 
h 
ι 
b 
s 
w 
uo 
a 
Ρ 
s 
m 
t 
ei 
eo 
b 
ƒ 
q 
τ 
uu 
ou 
Table 53.: Test 'Visualdiscrimination', part 1. 
When reasoning from model-based diagnosis as used in our research we can make a 
few observations. First, this test confuses two translation levels, since both letter 
feature-letter and letter-grapheme translations are involved. Therefore, for some of the 
possible mistakes it is unclear at what level these errors occurred. Another point is that 
many of the errors at the letter-grapheme level are untestable anyway. We can conclude 
that it is better to limit the visual discrimination test to single letters only. 
A second major problem of the test is that some very plausible errors are not 
checked, e.g. o-e, p-h, b-k, r-e, η-o or η-v. For other common errors it is questionable 
whether they are tested at all. The test seems to assume that graphical errors are 
symmetrical, e.g. if a α is mistaken for a d this implies that d can also be mistaken for 
an a. However, in the test this rule is not followed consistently. For example, the и is 
given to the right of the m, and the m to the right of the u. At the same time, the d is 
given as an option for an error to the right of a, but not the other way round. 
The second part of the test 'Visual discrimination' (Table 5.4.) does the same 
with words. In total there are 15 words with word length varying between 3 and 6 
letters, and only the graphemes oo, aa and eu are used in these words. Again, mixing 
the levels of letter feature-letter and letter-grapheme transition may confuse the results. 
Furthermore, the grapheme oo is part of no less than three words, which cannot be 
considered very efficient testing from our point of view. In the test of Table 5.4. most 
of the single letters are included, although some common letters like g,j and w are 
missing. Still, the most important issue of this test for visual discrimination of both 
letters and words is the observation that errors are word-dependent without explicit 
bad 
man 
merel 
stroom 
som 
korst 
doos 
kip 
schaar 
pet 
turen 
perk 
fok 
heuvel 
pool 
bad 
maan 
menel 
stroom 
son 
horst 
boos 
hip 
schoar 
pel 
turen 
park 
fot 
keuvel 
loop 
bap 
man 
werel 
slroom 
som 
kort 
does 
kip 
schaar 
tep 
turren 
perk 
tol 
heuwel 
paal 
pad 
mau 
merel 
strom 
scm 
korst 
doos 
kip 
shaar 
bet 
tunen 
berk 
fok 
heevel 
pool 
bod 
wan 
metel 
stroom 
mos 
karst 
qoos 
kib 
schaan 
pet 
turen 
prek 
fel 
huevel 
poot 
bad 
nam 
meret 
stroon 
sow 
krost 
doos 
kiq 
schaar 
pat 
luren 
perh 
fok 
heuvel 
bool 
Table 5.4.: Test 'Visual discrimination', part 2. 
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rules about when certain errors occur. The value of the first test is questionable if the 
results of the first part of the test cannot predict at least some of the results of the 
second test. 
Our conclusion must be that the test 'Visual discrimination' has not been 
designed to be a goal-directed search towards specific visual reading errors. Our 
analysis indicates that the test is meant to gather evidence for the general sensitivity of a 
child for graphical errors. Still, this could have been done with letters and words that 
better cover the possible visual reading errors at the letter feature-letter level. 
The second test we would like to discuss is 'Auditive discrimination'. This test 
tries to find indications that something is wrong in the phoneme discrimination by 
pronouncing two words (sometimes equal, most of the times different) and asking the 
child whether the two words are in fact the same. The words are not visually presented 
to the child. In total, there are 30 test word pairs. The test reads as follows: 
1. pak 
2. juf 
3. mees 
4. kam 
5. pit 
6. boos 
7. tien 
8. lief 
9. slak 
10. wang 
11. mis 
12.dak 
13. fee 
14. hals 
15. reus 
bak 
juf 
mis 
kan 
pet 
doos 
tin 
lief 
stak 
vang 
mus 
dak 
vee 
hans 
rus 
16. hal 
17. zing 
18. neus 
19. vrouw 
20. sus 
21. lip 
22.scheur 
23.ruik 
24. meeuw 
25. ding 
26. lijm 
27. kast 
28. gat 
29. vorst 
30. keel 
bal 
zink 
neus 
vouw 
zus 
lik 
schuur 
reuk 
meel 
ding 
lijn 
kwast 
kat 
worst 
heel 
Problems in phoneme discrimination could explain some of the entries in the grapheme-
phoneme table of our model. For example, reading the w as ν in pair number 10. In 
this test there is also a symmetry assumption. Here it is very natural, since the order of 
the two words does not matter. The interesting thing about this test is that some of the 
errors are very strange when translated to our model. According to our model, errors 
like Ε-I, l-t, l-n, h-b and p-k are not even possible (see the grapheme-phoneme table in 
Chapter 3). Some of these errors, like l-t, h-b and p-k suggest that errors at the 
graphical level are confused with errors at the auditive level. This observation follows 
directly from our model, so if this not be the case, we must conclude that our 
grapheme-phoneme table is further off the mark than expected. 
In this test we also see two problems we met before. The first problem is the 
efficiency of the test. The errors m-n and v-w are checked twice, so some of the test-
pairs are redundant, especially since the position of the error is the same in both word 
pairs. The second problem is again the problem of word dependent errors. For 
example, keel-heel is supposed to be a possible problem, but leek-leeh is a far more 
unlikely error for Dutch children. 
We have also analysed other tests, but the findings are similar. In none of the 
tests there is a complete cover of all possible reading errors at that level. Sometimes 
different levels are mixed into one test. Most importantly, the fact that errors can 
depend on the word that is being read is both acknowledged and ignored like in the test 
'Visual discrimination'. Our model can suggest a more efficient set of test words with 
better coverage of testable components. This has led to a set of only 20 stimulus words 
that should be initially presented to children to have a favourable starting point for 
further diagnosis. It is clear that the usefulness of our proposed test will have to be re­
evaluated if a better model for beginning reading is developed. Still, even if we were 
able to make a test that better fits the components that can be expected to be used by 
beginning readers, we still could have the problem of generalising errors of 
components to word dependent errors. The problem of finding tests that can link the 
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probability of errors to the position in the word, is an interesting area of future 
research. 
5.3. Conclusions 
In this four-year research project we have tried to apply a formal method of diagnosis to 
an ill-defined domain like beginning reading. This period has not been long enough to 
draw unequivocal conclusions about the feasibility of the formal method of model-
based diagnosis in psychodiagnostic domains. The main reason is that there is no 
tradition of modelling psychological processes on a level of detail needed for our 
method. Of course, as we pointed out, there are reasons for describing psychological 
processes at a certain level of abstraction. There is sometimes conflicting data as we 
have seen in the debate between recognising a word as a whole and the recognition of 
all graphical details of a word. Also, the issue of detailed modelling is further 
complicated by the possibility of solving certain tasks by strategies that can depend both 
on the task to be performed and the skill of the child performing them. Finally, some 
parts of the process are impossible to model in detail, since it is still unclear what their 
exact role is. An example in beginning reading is the use of morphological knowledge 
for reading words. Research in this area is far from conclusive. The lack of detailed 
descriptions of functions in current models forced us to build such a model ourselves 
instead of taking a slightly modified version of an existing model. Developing and 
implementing this model took more than a year, time we would rather have used for 
tuning model-based diagnosis to the domain at hand. As a result, the diagnostic 
performance of our program is not yet satisfactory. In this chapter we have discussed 
some proposals for improvements and we hope that these will guide further research in 
the field. 
We have pointed out that one of our most ambitious goals could not be 
achieved, namely developing a diagnostic program that could be used in practical 
diagnostic situations. Still, in our opinion our research thus far has made some 
important contributions, both to the formal method of model-based diagnosis and to the 
sample domain of beginning reading. 
For model-based diagnosis, the notion of assembly errors in hypothesis 
generation and the influence of closed boxes on the testing phase should be investigated 
further. For beginning reading our model may lead to a simulation of beginning reading 
as is now being researched in a follow-up to this project. Furthermore, the detailed 
description of the reading process that was needed for our model might be a guide to 
further discussions about certain aspects of reading. Also, the possibility of evaluating 
the efficiency of the diagnostic process based only on the model that is used is an 
important advantage of using model-based diagnosis. This is another argument to try 
and improve the model we have made, instead of abandoning this line of research and 
deem model-based diagnosis unfit for application in an ill-defined domain. The final 
contribution of our research to the domain of beginning reading is the possibility to 
evaluate tests that are currently used in practical diagnostic situations. From this we are 
also able to make proposals for more efficient tests. Even though our model is far from 
perfect and the evaluation done in the previous section should not be seen as a 
straightforward recommendation to improve these tests, it could be very useful if the 
model is improved. 
Model-based diagnosis may not yet be the answer to solving diagnostic 
problems in an ill-defined domain like beginning reading. However, we hope to have 
made clear that stretching such a formal method by applying it in a domain for which it 
was not originally intended, can be beneficial to both the method and the domain to 
which it is applied. 
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Summary 
Model-based diagnosis is a formal diagnostic technique that has been developed in 
Artificial Intelligence to diagnose electronic devices. This method has been quite 
successful and devices with over a 1000 components can be diagnosed efficiently. The 
aim of our research has been to investigate the feasibility of such a formal method in an 
ill-defined domain, i.e. a domain for which the functional description is not completely 
known. We have chosen beginning reading as a domain to try this approach, mainly 
because of the mechanical way in which children are taught to read in elementary 
school. It was hoped that the combination of mechanical and psychological functions 
would increase the chances of successfully applying a formal method to such a domain. 
In Chapter 1 we have introduced two formal methods of diagnostic reasoning: 
heuristic classification (also called abductive reasoning systems or the probabilistic 
approach) and reasoning from first principles (also called model-based diagnosis). 
Heuristic classification is a method in which known observations are linked to known 
disorders. The diagnostic reasoning process is to find the set of possible disorders by 
making observations and using the connections between these observations and the 
disorders. This type of reasoning strongly resembles the diagnostic decision process 
that is done in most practical situations and could therefore be used as a representation 
of the diagnostic reasoning process of diagnosticians in the field. 
However, reasoning from first principles uses a model of the diagnostic domain 
as the starting point for diagnosis. This model is a representation of expected behaviour 
in this domain. As soon as the observed behaviour is different from the expected 
behaviour, we have a diagnostic problem. The next stage is then to locate the problem 
by reasoning from the functions of the different functional parts of the model and 
comparing this with the corresponding functional parts in the actual diagnostic domain. 
The quality of diagnostic decision-making by diagnosticians in ill-defined 
domains has not been satisfactory. When presented with the same case, they often lack 
consensus. Since their diagnostic reasoning is based on some form of heuristic 
classification, trying the completely different approach of reasoning from first 
principles holds a promise that has been pursued in our research. 
In Chapter 2 we have formally defined the diagnostic process. This process 
consists of three parts: building a diagnostic knowledge base, generating hypotheses 
and reducing the number of alternative hypotheses by testing. The diagnostic 
knowledge base is a representation of diagnostic knowledge in a particular domain. In 
heuristic classification this is a representation of all empirical links between disorders 
and observations. In the case of reasoning from first principles this is a model of 
expected behaviour of a system. By making observations we can generate hypotheses 
from this diagnostic knowledge base. Normally, there are a number of hypotheses and 
we need to reduce this set by making additional observations. Of course we want to do 
this as efficiently as possible, making as few additional observations as needed. This is 
called the testing phase of diagnosis. This process continues until we have no more 
possible tests or only a single hypothesis. 
In this chapter, we have also given formal definitions of both heuristic 
classification and reasoning from first principles. We saw that it is possible to add 
faulty behaviour to the model that is the starting point of reasoning from first principles 
without losing the generality of the approach. From this extension we have shown that 
the two methods are formally equivalent. Still, the translation is awkward and not very 
practical for the majority of diagnostic domains. Both methods are best suited for a 
specific kind of domain and therefore this formal equivalence seems to have little 
practical use. 
In Chapter 2 we have given an extension of reasoning from first principles that 
we will need later to apply the method to beginning reading. This is the notion of 
assembly errors: replacing certain functional components with other functional 
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components. These components are in themselves working correctly, but lead to 
incorrect behaviour, because they are not functionally equivalent with the components 
they replaced. We have shown that this extension can be included in the formal 
framework of model-based diagnosis. 
Regarding testing, we have given a description of the testing methods described 
in Artificial Intelligence literature, but emphasised the importance of underconstrained 
testing, i.e. the consequences for the testing phase of being unable to test certain 
functional components. In beginning reading this is especially important, since it is 
only possible to observe output behaviour (the response) to a certain input (the word to 
read or stimulus). No observations of intermediate functions are possible. 
In Chapter 3 we have described the model for beginning reading that has been 
used as a starting point for model-based diagnosis. We have done this by first 
describing a general reading model based on current reading research. The idea is that 
beginning readers have knowledge about the pronunciation of words, but not about the 
visual image of words. By translating letters left to right to their pronunciation and 
blending these pronunciation parts to the pronunciation of the word, it is hoped that the 
link with an existing word can be made. Of course, there are numerous mistakes that 
can be made in the translation. A diagnostic program should be able to find these 
errors. There are several parts of beginning reading in which there is no agreement 
among researchers about the exact functional behaviour. In these cases, we have 
discussed the different options and chose the one that was most plausible or fitted the 
diagnostic approach best. This resulted in a reading model that had some important 
diagnostic knowledge, but was first and foremost a model of beginning reading. To 
make this model feasible as a starting point for model-based diagnosis, we stripped it of 
all non-diagnostic knowledge. This resulted in a diagnostic reading model that could be 
implemented to make automatic diagnosis possible. 
In Chapter 4 we have described the problems we had to deal with to build a 
computer program for automatic diagnosis of beginning reading. We discussed how 
assembly errors influenced the modelling. From beginning reading we could conclude 
that our proposal of including assembly errors in the formal framework of model-based 
diagnosis was only feasible for a certain type of assembly errors. By analysing 
beginning reading we found that assembly errors that consisted of one functional 
component being replaced by another functional component could be included in 
model-based diagnosis without loss of generality, but this was not the case for 
assembly errors in which one component was replaced by several other components. 
In Chapter 4 we also discussed the efficiency of hypothesis generation. This is 
the bottle-neck of model-based diagnosis, since for a reasonably large system there are 
numerous possible hypotheses after only a few observations. In beginning reading we 
found that a straightforward method like breadth first search was inadequate. Only 
words with four letters or less could be used for diagnosing beginning reading. In our 
program we used bi-directional search to enhance the efficiency of hypothesis 
generation to a level where words up to five letters could be used for diagnosis. Since 
most practical diagnostic tests use words with a maximum length of five letters, this 
was considered to be good enough to test the diagnostic performance of our program. 
However, we also presented another method for hypothesis generation that was much 
more efficient by calculating beforehand which letters in the stimulus could lead to 
pronunciation parts in the response. With this method we could generate hypotheses for 
most words up to eight letters, even though in the worst case the number of hypotheses 
became too large to handle. 
Regarding testing, we gave examples of the problems of underconstrained 
testing for beginning reading. We also showed that a important number of components 
in our model is untestable because only input-output behaviour can be observed in a 
psychological domain. The test strategy should therefore make sure that no time is 
wasted in attempts to test these components. 
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In Chapter 5 we discussed the diagnostic performance of our program and the 
advantages and disadvantages of applying a formal method of diagnosis to an ill-
defined domain. From the diagnostic results of our program when presented with 55 
diagnostic cases it could be concluded that the diagnostic performance of the program is 
not yet satisfactory. Still, we felt that the method in itself is promising and we gave 
some detailed proposals for improving the reading model. We also showed that with 
this method we could improve practical diagnostic tests. Since the application of model-
based diagnosis to a diagnostic domain proved to be beneficial to both the formal 
method and the domain to which it was applied, it is our belief that these cross-overs 
should be tried more often, even if the chances of direct success are questionable. 
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Samenvatting 
Model-gebaseerde diagnose is een formele diagnosetechniek die binnen de Kunstmatige 
Intelligentie ontwikkeld is om electronische schakelingen te kunnen diagnostiseren De 
methode is behoorlijk succesvol en het is mogelijk om op deze manier schakelingen met 
meer dan 1000 componenten op een efficiente wijze te diagnostiseren Het doel van ons 
onderzoek is geweest om te bekijken of deze methode ook zou kunnen worden 
toegepast op een informeel domein, d w z een domein waarvoor de functionele 
beschrijving niet volledig bekend is WIJ hebben aanvankelijk lezen als domein 
gekozen, voornamelijk omdat kinderen op de basisschool een vrij mechanische manier 
Ieren om woorden te lezen We hoopten dat de combinatie van mechanische en 
psychologische processen in het aanvankelijk lezen de kansen op succesvolle 
toepassing van de formele diagnostische methode zou vergroten 
In hoofdstuk 1 hebben we twee formele diagnosemethoden geïntroduceerd 
heuristische classificatie (ook wel abductieve redeneersystemen of de probabihsische 
benadering genoemd) en model gebaseerde diagnose (of ook redeneren vanuit primaire 
principes) Heuristische classificatie is een diagnosemethode waarbij bekende 
waargenomen verschijnselen (observaties) zijn verbonden met bekende kwalen 
(ziektebeelden) Het diagnostisch redeneerproces bestaat dan uit het vinden van de 
mogelijke problemen door het doen van waarnemingen en gebruik te maken van eerdere 
kennis over de verbindingen tussen deze waarnemingen en bekende kwalen Dit soort 
redeneren lijkt sterk op het diagnostisch redeneren in veel praktische situaties en kan 
daarom gebruikt worden als een representatie van het redeneren van diagnosten in de 
praktijk 
De andere formele methode van diagnostisch redeneren, model-gebaseerde 
diagnose, gebruikt daarentegen een model van het diagnostisch domein als basis voor 
de diagnose Dit model is een representatie van het verwachte gedrag in het 
diagnostisch domein Wanneer dit verwachte gedrag afwijkt van het waargenomen 
gedrag is er sprake van een diagnostisch probleem De volgende fase is dan om 
verklaringen voor deze discrepantie tussen verwacht en waargenomen gedrag te vinden 
door te redeneren vanuit deze waarnemingen en de functionele beschrijving van de 
componenten in het model 
De kwaliteit van de diagnoses die gesteld werden door diagnosten in informele 
domeinen laat vaak te wensen over Wanneer verschillende diagnosten met hetzelfde 
diagnostische geval worden geconfronteerd, blijken zij vaak tegenstrijdige conclusies te 
trekken Aangezien hun redeneren is gebaseerd op een variant van heuristische 
classificatie, is er reden om aan te nemen dat een compleet andere benadering van het 
diagnostisch proces een beter resultaat kan geven Dit is wat we hebben geprobeerd te 
onderzoeken 
In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we het diagnostisch proces formeel gedefinieerd Dit 
proces bestaat uit drie stappen het maken van een diagnostisch kennisbestand, het 
genereren van hypotheses en het reduceren van de verzameling hypotheses door testen 
Het diagnostisch kennisbestand is een representatie van de diagnostische kennis in een 
bepaald domein BIJ heuristische classificatie is dit een verzameling van kwalen en 
observaties en de verbindingen daartussen In geval van model gebaseerde diagnose is 
dit een model van het verwachte gedrag van een systeem Door het doen van 
waarnemingen kunnen we diagnostische hypotheses genereren vanuit dit 
kennisbestand Meestal zijn er verschillende hypotheses die in aanmerking komen en 
moeten nieuwe waarnemingen worden gedaan om het aantal mogelijke hypotheses te 
verkleinen Natuurlijk willen we dit zo efficient mogelijk doen door zo weinig mogelijk 
nieuwe waarnemingen te doen Dit heet de testfase van het diagnostisch proces Deze 
cycle van hypotheses genereren en testen gaat door tot er maar éen hypothese over is of 
totdat er geen tests meer mogelijk zijn 
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Ook in hoofdstuk 2 hebben we de formele definitie van heuristische classificatie 
en model-gebaseerde diagnose gegeven. We hebben laten zien dat het mogelijk is om 
fout gedrag te introduceren in modellen die gebruikt worden voor model-gebaseerde 
diagnose. Hiermee is het mogelijk om aan te tonen dat de beide benaderingen van het 
diagnoseproces formeel equivalent zijn. Echter, gezien het feit dat de vertaling tussen 
beide methoden nogal gekunsteld is, is deze niet praktisch bruikbaar. Beide methodes 
blijken het best toepasbaar te zijn in een bepaald soort van diagnostische domeinen met 
specifieke eigenschappen. 
In dit hoofdstuk hebben we ook een andere uitbreiding van model-gebaseerde 
diagnose geïntroduceerd, namelijk montagefouten. Hierbij worden bepaalde 
componenten vervangen door andere componenten die niet functioneel equivalent zijn 
en dus leiden tot incorrect gedrag, zelfs al werken de componenten zelf correct. We 
hebben laten zien dat deze montagefouten kunnen worden toegevoegd aan de formele 
definitie van model-gebaseerde diagnose. 
Wat betreft testen hebben we een overzicht gegeven van de testmethodes die 
worden voorgesteld in de literatuur op het gebied van de Kunstmatige Intelligentie. 
Hierbij hebben we het belang onderstreept van onvolledig testen, d.w.z. de gevolgen 
voor de testfase van het feit dat het niet altijd mogelijk is om de gewenste test ook 
daadwerkelijk uit te voeren. Voor ons voorbeelddomein van aanvankelijk lezen is dat 
zeer van belang, aangezien alleen output-gedrag (de uitspraak van een woord) kan 
worden waargenomen bij een bepaalde input (het woord dat moet worden gelezen of 
stimulus). Het is niet mogelijk om waarnemingen te doen over tussenliggende functies. 
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we een model voor aanvankelijk lezen gepresenteerd dat 
kan worden gebruikt als basis voor model-gebaseerde diagnose. Dit hebben we gedaan 
in twee stappen. De eerste stap was de beschrijving van een algemeen leesmodel 
gebaseerd op de huidige stand van zaken in het leesonderzoek. Het idee is dat 
beginnende lezers wel veel kennis hebben van de uitspraak van een woord, maar niet 
hoe dit woord er precies uitziet. Door nu van links naar rechts de letters om te zetten in 
klanken en deze klanken samen te voegen, kan een uitspraak worden gevormd die 
hopelijk voldoende lijkt op een bekende uitspraak, zodat de link met een bestaande 
woord kan worden gelegd. Uiteraard kunnen er verschillende soorten fouten gemaakt 
worden bij deze omzetting van letters naar klanken en deze fouten zouden door een 
diagnoseprogramma moeten worden opgespoord. Het bleek dat er geen consensus 
onder onderzoekers bestond over de precieze functionele werking van sommige 
onderdelen van aanvankelijk lezen. In deze gevallen hebben we een overzicht gegeven 
van de verschillende mogelijkheden en gekozen voor de optie die, ofwel het meest voor 
de hand liggend was, of het beste paste bij de diagnostische invalshoek van ons 
onderzoek. Dit resulteerde in een model dat belangrijke diagnostische informatie 
bevatte, maar vooral een model voor aanvankelijk lezen was. Als tweede stap moesten 
we er alle informatie uithalen die niet diagnostisch relevant was om dit model te kunnen 
gebruiken voor model-gebaseerde diagnose . Dit resulteerde in een diagnostisch model 
dat kon worden gebruikt voor automatische diagnose. 
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de problemen beschreven die we zijn tegengekomen 
bij het maken van een diagnostisch computerprogramma voor de model-gebaseerde 
diagnose van aanvankelijk lezen. We nebben besproken hoe montagefouten het 
modelleren hebben beïnvloed. Het bleek dat er voor aanvankelijk lezen twee types 
montagefouten mogelijk waren: montagefouten waarbij één component vervangen werd 
door een andere component en montagefouten waarbij één component werd vervangen 
door meerdere andere componenten. Het eerste type kon wel worden beschreven 
volgens de formele beschrijvingsregels van model-gebaseerde diagnose, maar het 
tweede type niet. 
Ook hebben we hier de efficiëntie van hypothesegeneratie besproken. Dit is het 
grootste probleem van model-gebaseerde diagnose aangezien er voor een voldoende 
groot systeem over het algemeen een grote hoeveelheid mogelijke verklaringen zijn 
voor een beperkt aantal waarnemingen. Bij aanvankelijk lezen bleek dat een eenvoudige 
methode als breadth first search ontoereikend was voor efficiënte hypothesegeneratie. 
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Met deze methode konden slechts worden met vier letters of minder worden gebruikt 
voor diagnose In ons computerprogramma hebben we bi-directional search gebruikt 
om de snelheid zodanig te verbeteren dat het mogelijk was om woorden van vijf letters 
te gebruiken Aangezien de meeste praktische diagnostische tests woorden gebruiken 
met een maximale lengte van vijf letters, werd dit voldoende gevonden om de 
diagnostische prestaties van ons programma te testen We hebben echter ook nog een 
methode gegeven die een stuk efficiënter is Deze methode onderzoekt van tevoren 
welke stukjes uitspraak kunnen ontstaan uit welke letters en gebruikt deze kennis om 
een bepaalde stimulus en uitspraak snel te verbinden Met deze methode is het mogelijk 
om verklaringen te vinden voor woorden met een lengte van acht letters In het ergste 
geval loopt echter het aantal mogelijke verklaringen uit de hand 
Wat betreft het testen hebben we voorbeelden gegeven van de invloed van 
onvolledig testen bij aanvankelijk lezen We hebben ook laten zien dat door de 
voorwaarde dat alleen input en output gedrag kan worden waargenomen, een belangrijk 
deel van de functionele componenten bij aanvankelijk lezen niet te testen is De 
teststrategie moet er dan ook voor zorgen dat er geen tijd word verspild aan pogingen 
om deze componenten te testen 
Tenslotte hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 gekeken naar wat de diagnostische 
prestaties van ons programma waren en wat de voordelen en nadelen van het toepassen 
van een formele methode op een informeel domein zijn Uit de diagnostische resultaten 
van ons programma in 55 gevallen van kinderen met leesproblemen, kunnen we 
concluderen dat de diagnostische prestaties nog onvoldoende zijn De methode op 
zichzelf is echter veelbelovend en we hebben een aantal gedetailleerde voorstellen voor 
verbetering van het model voor aanvankelijk lezen gedaan We hebben ook laten zien 
hoe met deze methode bestaande psychologische tests verbeterd zouden kunnen 
worden Het blijkt dat het toepassen van een formele methode in een informeel domein 
voordelen heeft voor zowel de methode zelf als voor het domein waarop de methode 
wordt toegepast Onze conclusie is dan ook dat dergelijke grensoverschrijdingen ook in 
de toekomst moeten worden geprobeerd, zelfs als de kansen op direct succes in twijfel 
kunnen worden getrokken 
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Stellingen 
behorend bij het proefschrift 
Model-based diagnosis in the ill-defined domain of beginning reading 
E.R.W. Grimbergen 
1) Hoewel het niet zo is dat reasoning from first principles en general classification 
systems fundamenteel verschillende methoden van diagnose zijn, hebben beide 
methoden ieder hun eigen specifieke types toepassingsdomeinen. 
2) Het uitbreiden van modelgebaseerde diagnose met constructiefouten (assembly 
errors) is een belangrijke toevoeging, ondanks het feit dat dit in bepaalde domeinen 
kan leiden tot een explosie van hypotheses. 
3) De beperkende voorwaarden die worden opgelegd door het diagnostisch domein, 
kunnen ervoor zorgen dat het onmogelijk is om de theoretisch optimale teststrategie 
te volgen. 
4) Lezen is een dermate complexe mentale handeling dat te verwachten valt dat 
diagnostisch resultaten bereikt in dit domein ook van belang zijn voor andere 
psychologische domeinen. 
5) Er is een fundamenteel verschil tussen een leesmodel dat kan worden gebruikt voor 
modelgebaseerde diagnose van leesproblemen en een leesmodel dat kan worden 
gebruikt voor het simuleren van leesgedrag. 
6) Eén van de uitgangspunten van modelgebaseerde diagnose is het genereren van 
hypotheses door het gedeeltelijk simuleren van domeingedrag met een model. Door 
dit uitgangspunt te verlaten kan in eindige domeinen een belangrijke 
efficiëntieverhoging van de hypothese generatie worden bereikt. 
7) De diagnostische prestaties van het geconstrueerde computerprogramma kunnen 
alleen op een acceptabel niveau worden gebracht door verbeteringen op ieder 
onderdeel van modelgebaseerde diagnose, dus zowel bij het modelleren als bij het 
genereren van hypotheses en het testen. 
8) Met behulp van modelgebaseerde diagnose is het mogelijk om bestaande testen in 
een diagnostisch domein te evalueren. 
9) Iedereen generaliseert teveel. 
10) Uit het feit dat veel dienstplichtige soldaten van de landmacht hun diensttijd 
doorbrengen met het vouwen van vliegtuigjes, kan niet worden afgeleid dat 
landmacht en luchtmacht binnen afzienbare tijd zullen fuseren. 
11) De winkelsluitingswet is een bedreiging voor de modernisering van de 
Nederlandse samenleving. 
12) De bewering dat de Japanse maatschappij aan het verwestersen is, berust op een 
gebrek aan begrip over de Japanse cultuur. 
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